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INTRODUCTION

"The questions began well before the shock wore off. Who was Osama bin Laden,

and what did he want? How can his bedraggled fighters carry out so devastating and
attack? Why was America the target of the killer's rage? Is the enemy a small band of

killers, a larger group of radicals, or even the entire Islamic world itself? Is this a war to

the death, threatening everything the United States (or civilization) holds dear? And,
most importantly, what can be done to counter these deadly foes?

These questions provoked a heated debate... Effective policy hinges on the answers
to these questions. Judging whether counterterrorism measures are succeeding or failing

is almost impossible when we do not know the enemy's strength, level of popular support,

or overall objectives."
-- Daniel L. Byman, "al-Qaeda as an Adversary: Do We Understand our Enemy?"'

After the attacks of September 11,2001, the terrorist organization al-Qaeda was a topic of

widespread media and scholarly speculation. Now, nearly nine years later, although perhaps

some of the initial questions have been answered, at the time this paper is being written a

scholarly debate still rages about the exact nature of America's most notorious foe. As recently as

2010, following the failed "Christmas Day" bombing incident, security experts declared that al-

Qaeda still poses a serious threat United States interests and "has the capability to carry out a

wide range of terrorist attacks against Western targets." 2 These same experts, however, disagree

about the nature of the enemy we are fighting. Is the al-Qaeda that the U.S. is fighting today the

same organization it faced back in 2001? Or has al-Qaeda changed, evolved into a new enemy

which requires new methods to combat it?

One of the best ways to gain insight into the phenomenon that is al-Qaeda is to see what

their leaders say about themselves in their statements. Al-Qaeda is notorious for its aggressive

media strategy, and has published a profusion of propaganda, tapes, videos, books, and even

1 Byman 2003, 139 - 140

2 Coughlin 2010; See also Mazzetti 2010
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religious dissertations. In recent years, there has been an increased amount of study of the

statements of al-Qaeda's senior leadership (AQSL), including Osama bin Laden and Dr. Ayman

al-Zawahiri. A number of new resources, including online news distributors such as the World

News Collection,3 and compilations such as al-Qaeda In Its Own Words 4 and The al-Qaeda

Reader,5 have made these texts widely available in English to the Western public for the first

time. Yet what is still lacking in the literature on these statements is a more structured and

empirical analysis of their contents, rhetoric, and purpose. Individual pieces of the statements are

often quoted in books and news articles as authoritative sources, yet these pieces fail to explain

how al-Qaeda's statements fit into the big picture.

This paper is written in correlation with a project that aims to provide a distinctly new

perspective to current trends in terrorism research by allowing for a new and more nuanced study

of statements made by al-Qaeda. This project, the Al-Qaeda Statements Index (AQSI) database

project at Haverford College in Pennsylvania, is one example of how new innovations can

continue to provide new insight. Unlike previous projects, the Al-Qaeda Statements Index

project, when complete, will aid researches in developing a more thorough understanding of al-

Qaeda's rhetoric by creating a searchable network to show complex connections among the web

of various statements, keywords and ideas professed by al-Qaeda, spanning a period from the

1990s up to the present day. The AQSI will serve as both an advanced annotated bibliography for

scholars seeking a starting point to study specific statements more in depth, while at the same

time allowing for a quantitative analysis of the intricate connections and relationships among

statements which would otherwise not be readily quantifiable or apparent.

3 http://wnc.fedworld.gov/

4 See Kepel et al. 2008

5 See Ibrahim 2007
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The purpose of this paper is to provide a proof of concept for the AQSI by highlighting

certain themes and questions for which the AQSI can provide valuable insights. This paper will

look at three themes— the who, what, and why of al-Qaeda— and demonstrate how the AQSI can

help answer them. These themes attempt to answer three main areas of inquiry about al-Qaeda:

who are the key authors, actors, and intended audiences in al-Qaeda statements; what are al-

Qaeda's goals and areas of focus; and why al-Qaeda claims to be justified in its actions, based on

political or religious motivation. Using data from the AQSI, I will show how these three key

points have changed— or remained constant— during three periods in al-Qaeda's history over the

past eight years. The first period, September 2001- February 2003, will examine the who, what,

and why of al-Qaeda after 9/11 and prior to the Iraq war. The next period begins with the U.S.

invasion of Iraq in March 2003 and ends with the death of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi in June 2006.

The final period covers the time after al-Zarqawi's death, from July 2006, up to 2009, the most

current year for which statements in the original AQSI have been indexed.

The following paper is divided into six chapters. In Chapter I, I provide background on the

Al-Qaeda Statements Index and its relationship to other projects, along with providing a brief

discussion of the general methodology and limitations for this study. Chapter II contains a brief

overview of scholarly debates on the who, what, and why of jihadism and al-Qaeda in order to

ground the research provided here in the broader context of current literature. I also discuss the

specific methodology and indicators used for each of these three key points. Chapters III, IV, and

V cover the results of my analysis in each of the three separate time periods discussed in the

paragraph above: Chapter III covers al-Qaeda after 9/11; Chapter IV covers statements during

the Iraq War; and Chapter V covers after al-Zarqawi's death up to the present day. Chapter VI

discusses the overall trends found in the previous three chapters and provides analysis of my
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findngs. Finally, in Chapter VII I present my conclusions from this study and discuss the

implications of the kind of analysis made possible by the AQSI, along with providing

suggestions for areas of further improvement and research.

"Know thy enemy" is a common maxim for security strategists and counterterrorism

experts. We can begin our search for knowledge by asking questions such as "Who is our

enemy?" "What do they want?" and "Why do they commit terrorist acts?" In this paper and

through my work on the AQSI development project, I aim to show that the Al-Qaeda Statements

Index is a valuable tool for providing insights to these and other questions. As the following

sections will show, al-Qaeda presents a fairly clear picture of itself in its statements as an

organization that, while it has evolved since 9/11, is changing in predictable trends. Further

analysis of these trends will allow security strategists to prevent future threats from al-Qaeda,

instead of simply reacting to them. Ultimately, it is my hope that this research, which is just the

beginning of a much larger process, will inspire and enable future researchers to examine these

issues further.
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CHAPTER I ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1.1: A Document Entry from the Al Qaeda Statements Index

[KO/32008041S
`STATEMENT ID: AUTHOR, YEAR, MONTH, DAY

* Source: World News Connection (08C Summary)

* Available through http://wnc.dialog.com

Date(s): Posted onjihadist website on 15 April 2008

* Posted on WNC on 15 April 2008

* Statement Title: the Solid Cemented Structure

* Document Title: ISI Leader Al-Baghdadi Announces Accord with Sunni Tribal Chiefs

* Keywords:

*KEYWORD* 	*CONTEXT* 
	

*CONTEXT•

Awakening Cou_nrclOwibed by/agents of U.S target for attacks ,

*KEYWORD.	 •CONTEXT• 
	

•CONTEXT•

o Iraq attacks focused on invaders Se supporter4 Mandi Army, al-Sadr are Iranian agent4

*KEYWORD.	 *CONTEXT.

9...I.LitAlisputes should be referred to internal jiharli judiciary

• CONTEXT•

status of jihad
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CHAPTER I: BACKGROUND 

1.1: Purpose of Study

1 .1 .1 Why al-Qaeda?

The first question to consider when embarking on a research project such as the AQSI

database project is, "Why is this topic important?" Why is it important that we so carefully study

and analyze the statements of an organization that has been around since the 1980s? To put

things quite simply, jihadi terrorism is a problem that will not be going away any time soon. As

Rohan Gunaratna, head of the International Centre for Political Violence and Terrorism Research

at the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies in Singapore, puts it:

Despite being the most hunted terrorist group in history, the leadership, organization, and
ideology of Jama'at al-Qaeda al-Jihad has been able to survive. Al Sahab, the video production
unit of al-Qaeda's media office released a video of Osama bin Laden that aired worldwide on 11
September 2007, demonstrating that the al-Qaeda chief was still alive and the group was active...
after al-Qaeda was dislodged from its traditional base of Afghanistan in early 2002, the group has
been able to reconstitute itself and fight back largely because it has found a safe haven in
Pakistan's Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA). 6

In 2006, already half a decade after the original September 11th attacks, the RAND Organization

reported "Defeating the global jihadist movement" was still "the most pressing security

challenge facing the United States." 7 Again in 2009, terrorism expert Peter Bergen testified

before the Senate that "The al-Qaeda the organization continues to pose a substantial threat to US

interests overseas and could still pull off an attack that would kill hundreds of Americans..." 8 As

recently as February 2010, the senate was warned by "America's top intelligence official" and

director of national intelligence, Dennis C. Blair, "that al-Qaeda and its affiliates had made it a

6 Gunaratna & Nielsen 2008, 775

7 Rabasa 2006, xv

8 Bergen 2009, 4
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high priority to attempt a large-scale attack on American soil within the next six months." 9

Although the debate may continue about the exact magnitude and nature of the threat posed it

poses, al-Qaeda remains far from defeated and continues to threaten the security of the United

States, the West, and the world. Since 2001, al-Qaeda's presence has diminished in the Western

media. Recent events, however, such as the "Christmas Day" bomb plot and the capture of

"Jihad Jane" in late 2009, have served as harsh reminders to America that al-Qaeda is once again

on the rise.

If the United States is to confront a resurgent al-Qaeda, what kind of enemy is it fighting?

How is the al-Qaeda now different from, or the same as, the group founded in the late 1980s

named "The Base," or the group which directed two planes to crash into the twin towers on

September 11, 2001? Our understanding of our enemy has a clear and direct impact on our

ability to develop effective foreign policy and security strategies. Daniel Byman affirms.

Surprisingly, al-Qaeda's objectives remains in dispute, particularly with regard to the United
States... Resolving this debate is vital for making informed policy. On the one hand, a hatred born
of US policy implies that often suggested changes — a withdrawal of U.S. forces from Iraq, a
strong push for a Palestinian-Israeli peace, and so on — could take the wind out of al-Qaeda's sails.
On the other hand, if al-Qaeda can never be appeased, then the struggle becomes existential and
there is little reason to think that changing U.S. policy would decrease support for al-Qaeda.i°

The significance of continuing to research, study, and understand al-Qaeda is clear: in 2010, al-

Qaeda is still an enemy of the United States, and America needs to know its enemies. Whatever

form al-Qaeda may be taking now, security experts need to understand it in order to be able to

react and evolve as quickly as it does.

9 Mazzetti 2010
10 Byman 2003, 143 - 144
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1.12. Why Statements?

It has long been established in the literature on terrorism that media coverage is an

essential part of any successful terrorist group strategy. As Brian Jenkins famously declared in

1975, "terrorists want a lot of people watching and a lot of people listening and not a lot of

people dead." 11 For many terrorism groups, violent attacks are simply a medium for a political

message. Bruce Hoffman notes in his essential work Inside Terrorism that public exposure is an

essential element of all terrorist campaigns. 12 Terrorists acts are rarely, if ever, random violence.

Instead, they are intended to "attract attention and then, through the publicity it generates, to

communicate a message." 13 While 9/11 forced many security experts to reconsider the accuracy

of Jenkins' original statement, certainly the general sentiment of Jenkin's quote and Hoffman's

evaluations on the importance of media for terrorist organizations hold true for al-Qaeda.

Hoffman writes that al-Qaeda has always placed an emphasis on broadcasting its message,

noting that "one of the original four al-Qaeda operational committees was specifically charged

with media and publicity." 14

Even today, al-Qaeda continues to allocate a significant portion of its resources to As-

Sahab, the current incarnation of al-Qaeda's media wing, which produces high quality media

videos, tapes, websites, and more. 15 Al-Qaeda's public media releases serve any number of

purposes: providing al-Qaeda with a platform with which it can appeal to new recruits or justify

its actions to a sympathetic audience; instilling fear in its listeners abroad with their violent

rhetoric; establishing its goals in order to inspire sympathetic terrorist groups to carry out its

11 Jenkins 1975, 15

12 See Hoffman 2006

13 Hoffman 2006, 173-174

14 Hoffman 2006, 214

15 See Kimmage 2008; See also Blanchard 2007, 1
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actions for them; and even simply maintaining its visibility in the public sphere. These public

statements are a core aspect of al-Qaeda strategy. Peter Bergen observes, "al-Qaeda takes its

propaganda operations seriously; bin Laden has observed that 90% of his battle is waged in the

media, and Al-Zawahiri has made similar comments." 16

Propaganda and public statements are one of the most plentiful sources of information

security experts have on the thoughts and motivations of jihadist terrorism groups like al-Qaeda.

Furthermore, if analyzed carefully, the statements have the potential to provide not only large

quantities of information, but high quality insights into the inner workings of al-Qaeda as well.

As Gilles Kepel, editor of al-Qaeda in its Own Words, observes, statements are an especially

valuable resource to the field of terrorism research, where the availability of other resources such

as case studies and interviews are limited.

The principal ideologues who have spoken in the name of al-Qaeda, or about it, have published
on the Internet— and sometimes also in print form— an abundant literature that [...] provides the
rationale for action and stamps mobilization for political ends with spectacular violence, through
the use of religious, historical, or even nationalist arguments. In the absence of any organizational
chart for a hypothetical organization named al-Qaeda, this written body of work remains the most
tangible element in the identity of such a phenomenon. 17

Yet in spite of widespread speculation and study, al-Qaeda— as an organization, an

ideology, and a social phenomenon— remains in many ways an puzzle to security experts. In fact,

Kepel et al. point out out, "al-Qaeda remains an elusive phenomenon... the very nature of al-

Qaeda as an entity remains unclear... Al-Qaeda challenges the categories through which we were

accustomed to understand political or religious organizations..." 18 Janet Brachman, former

Director of Research in the Combating Terrorism Center (CTC) at West Point, argues that to

16 Bergen 2009, 6

17 Kepel et a!. 2008, 3

18 Kepel et al. 2008, 1
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date, no government strategy based on a "firm understanding" of the Jihadist movement has been

implemented.

Nearly every country has some sort of stated strategy to counter terrorist threats. These strategies,
however, are almost entirely constructed on the basis of what the global Jihadist movement is
believed to be, not what it actually is. In many ways, then, existing national strategies are built to
fight an illusion of the real enemy. 19

al-Qaeda's own words and statements are key sources which could contribute to this field of

research and make al-Qaeda less of an enigma. Yet until recently, scholarly study of al-Qaeda

statements has been noticeably lacking, as observed by a number of terrorist experts and

researchers, including Raymond Ibrahim, a renowned Arabic and Islamic scholar, translator for

and editor of The al-Qaeda Reader.

Why would these men commit such a heinous act? A host of reasons have been offered from
academics and politicians, apologists and polemicists, secularists and theists... Within this
ongoing debate, however, al-Qaeda's own words have often been overlooked or dismissed. 2°

This claim is repeated in numerous other scholarly texts and articles, including "Six Rather

Unexplored Assumptions about al-Qaeda," in which the author discusses importance of studying

statements themselves in order to answer a number of preconceived notions about al-Qaeda that

require further study. 21

Luckily, the combination of increased availability of al-Qaeda statements and modern

innovations in technology has led to increased research into al-Qaeda publications. Intel Center

has conducted numerous studies involving al-Qaeda's statements, including tracking the

correlation between al-Qaeda statements and attacks accredited to al-Qaeda, which has been

19 Brachman 2008, 183

20 Ibrahim 2007, 1; See also Lawrence 2005, xi

21 Geltzer 2008. 396
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published in their recent study, IntelCenter al-Qaeda Messaging/Attacks Timeline.22 Similarly,

Christopher Blanchard recently conducted an extensive analysis for the Congressional Research

Service titled "al-Qaeda: Statements and Evolving Ideology" of how al-Qaeda's ideology, as

reflected in their statements, has changed over time 23 The Nine-Eleven Finding Answers

(NEFA) foundation also hosts an online collection of statements from al-Qaeda leaders from

1994 to the present day in the hope that providing better access to these document will help

"prevent future tragedies in the U.S. and abroad by exposing those responsible for planning,

funding, and executing terrorist activities." 24 This kind of research is an essential part of the

fight against terrorism because it allows researchers a valuable glimpse into the world of the

jihadis, helping scholars understand al-Qaeda's goals and motivations in their own words.

/2: The AQSI Advantage

1.2.1. About the Al - Qaeda Statements Index

In order to understand the contribution the Al-Qaeda Statements Index (AQSI) can make to

current research on al-Qaeda and jihadist terrorism, one must first understand a little bit about the

AQSI itself. The AQSI was originally developed in 2008 at Haverford College by Nicholas Sher

under the advisement of Assistant Professor Barak Mendelsohn. Since then, Mendelsohn and a

team of students have worked to continually update and enhance the Statements Index with the

goal of eventually transforming it into a full-fledged research database Unlike the other projects

mentioned above such as the IntelCenter study or the NEFA Foundation statements collection,

the AQSI provides a fresh perspective on the statements of al-Qaeda's leadership by going

22 See IntelCenter 2010

23 See Blanchard 2007

24 From the NEFA Foundation "About Us" webpage: http://wwwl.nefafoundation.org/aboutus.html;  See
also their Statements webpage at http://www.nefafoundation.org/documents-acistatements.html
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beyond simply putting the text of all the statements in one place. The AQSI project will not just

provide access to the full text of over 250 statements from key al-Qaeda players (and more

statements are being added each month). It will also allow for textual search, comparison, and

analysis through an interactive system based on essential concepts and keywords, thus greatly

increasing the speed and accuracy with which important aspects of the documents can be

examined.

In its current form, statements in the AQSI have been assessed and indexed based on

certain indicators such as author, source, date of publication, and keywords. This version, AQSI

1.0, serves as a basic annotated bibliography for researchers who wish to quickly locate al-

Qaeda's comments regarding specific topics without first having to search through the full text of

all of al-Qaeda's statements. An additional advantage of the AQSI over a simple keyword search

is that researchers can find topics and keywords located under themes and headings to which

they are related; for example, the keyword "apostasy" can be found under headers such as

"Doctrinal Issues," or "United States," since it is related to those two issues, even though the

actual words "apostasy," "Doctrinal Issues," and "United States" may not appear together in the

same document. Since 2008, the AQSI has been available online 25 and is presented with

statements sorted by both keyword and author/year.

As of 2010, Mendelsohn's team has been working on developing AQSI 2.0. This

development project will work to upgrade the current text/HTML-based index into a fully

searchable relational database which also allows immediate access to the original text of the

statements. While maintaining its original purpose as an index/ annotated bibliography, the AQSI

2.0 will also greatly increase the usefulness and functionality of the statements index.

25 http://people.haverford.edu/bmendels/qaeda_index.html
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One problem that frequently arises when using data mining in the fight against terrorism

has to do with the way that data is stored in conventional databases. "Record-based databases

tend to obscure the way that entities and facts may be interconnected," storing each "piece of the

puzzle" in relative isolation to the other pieces of information around it. 26 Yet many security

experts have noted that understanding terrorism relies heavily on an understanding of

relationships.27 People, events, places and dates are related to each other in complicated networks

which are not readily apparent to the naked eye — or even to a computer. In recent years, analysts

have worked to find new ways to organize information which allow analysts to more readily

discover how different pieces or sets of information are related.

A method that is gaining increasing support in the academic community involves

organizing data into a network, or graph, of nodes (concrete pieces of information, like a name,

date, or keyword), and links (also called edges; phrases that connect two nodes and show the

relationship between them) that allows us to more easily discover the relationships among

disparate pieces of data. Lisa Singh, a professor of Computer Science at Georgetown University

and an expert in data mining a visualization techniques explains, "In an age of information

overload, graphs give us a tangible, interpretable construct that allows us to more readily

incorporate relationships into our analysis." 28 The importance of terrorist attacks, statements,

and plots often lies not in each isolated occurrence, but in how those occurrences relate to a

larger picture. Using a MySQL-based relational database platform, AQSI 2.0 will allow

researchers to answer these "big picture" questions and find answers in al-Qaeda's own words.

26 Ayres, et al. 2004, 3

27 See Jonas & Harper 2006, 3; DeRosa 2004, 5

28 Singh 2008, 399
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As mentioned previously, one of the most important aspects of research involving al-

Qaeda statements is not to simply document the statements' contents. Instead, researchers seek to

identify trends and changes in the statements and then examine how these patterns correlate with

larger trends involving al-Qaeda and outside events. Individual statements may provide a

"snapshot" of al-Qaeda at a given moment, but examining how the statements relate to a larger

picture leads to a much deeper understanding of al-Qaeda, its ideologies, its strategies, and its

capabilities. This is why developing a database model AQSI is such an important next step. This

development project was inspired by "Mapping the Arabic Blogosphere," (undertaken by the

Harvard Internet and Democracy Institute), a project which has managed to use simple keyword

and context searches of Arabic blogs to create a visual "map" which greatly increases accurate

analysis of current trends in thought of youth in the Middle East. 29 Enhanced database structures

such as relational databases, semantic graphs, and cluster analysis have proven to be invaluable

tools which provide a unique opportunity gain more useful insight into al-Qaeda's motives,

means, and methods.

Currently, the Al-Qaeda Statements Index is not organized or stored in a way that lends

itself towards any sort of quantitative or pattern-based analysis; its usefulness at the moment is

limited to browsing capabilities. A relational database will transform the Statements Index from a

list into a network, in which certain statements are connected because they have the same author,

or use the same keywords, or were written in the same year; and certain keywords are connected

because they are often used in the same context; certain authors may make correlated or even

contradictory points. With the AQSI 2.0, it will be possible to not only track trends in the

statements, such as use of keyword over time or which keywords are related through similar

29 See Etling et al. 2009
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contexts, but also track how these statements relate to each other, which will advance

researchers' understanding of the broader phenomenon that is al-Qaeda, as both an ideology and

an organization.

1.2.2. Applications of the AQSI

Now that the basic mechanisms of the AQSI have been explained, we can understand the

kinds of questions the AQSI can help answer. Stuart Gottlieb gives many examples of the

questions asked about al-Qaeda in his collection, Debating Terrorism and Counterterrorism:

Conflicting Perspectives on Causes, Contexts, and Responses. Gottlieb writes,

Since 9/11, a passionate debate has raged over the nature and depth of spiritual support for al-
Qaeda and other violent Islamic movements. Is the world in the midst of a modern-day global
religious war, an existential battle between Muslim and Western belief systems? Or is Islamic
terrorism merely an outgrowth of resentment felt across the Muslim world toward Western
policies, corrupt governments, and economic backwardness, whereby addressing these grievances
would quash whatever support exists the small fraction of Muslims who engage in terrorist
violence?3°

This paper will show AQSI can provide nuanced and insightful answers for a number of

questions about al-Qaeda. Although I will discuss the literature surrounding the exact questions

and specific applications of the AQSI in much greater detail in the next section, in this section I

will briefly introduce the three areas of inquiry investigated in this paper. These questions can be

summed up briefly as the Who, the What, and the Why of al-Qaeda.

The first collection of variables I analyze from the AQSI are all related to one question—

Who? and, to be more exact, Whom? To whom are al-Qaeda's statements directed? Are potential

terrorists, the broader Islamic Ummah (worldwide Islamic community), or the West the intended

recipients of al-Qaeda statements? Or do different statements intended for different audiences?

30 Gottlieb 2009, 101
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Furthermore, whom does al-Qaeda discuss and in what contexts? Which state actors are

mentioned, and in what contexts? Some nations are labelled as targets, others as fellow victims

and potential sympathizers. Who are the key players in the al-Qaeda universe? Although al-

Qaeda has gotten significant recognition for its focus on the U.S. and the "Far Enemy," my

analysis of indicators from the AQSI will show that a preponderance of al-Qaeda statements are

focused on Middle Eastern actors and directed at Muslim audiences, whereas statements focused

on or directed to the West make up only a scant proportion of al-Qaeda's media strategy.

Closely related to the Who of al-Qaeda is the What. What is al-Qaeda saying to its

audiences? What does al-Qaeda want? What issues does it focus on in its statements, and what

does it declare as its goals? Does al-Qaeda want American policy change, or total destruction of

the United States? Does it want to depose and replace corrupt Arab regimes in the Middle East,

or is toppling local regimes only the first step towards their ultimate goal of establishing an

Islamic caliphate? Based on my study of indicators in the AQSI, this paper will show that, much

like al-Qaeda's Who, al-Qaeda's What is focused much less on the West than it is on the Middle

East. Although al-Qaeda did focus strongly on the United States for a brief period after 9/11, its

focus quickly shifted back to and has since remained overwhelmingly on the Middle East, clearly

discussing its desires to both overthrow local apostate Arab regimes and to establish an Islamic

caliphate.

The final theme I seek to examine is the question, Why? Why is al-Qaeda performing

terrorist acts? Why does al-Qaeda say it does what it does? How does it justify its actions to the

readers and listeners of its statements? More specifically, is al-Qaeda inspired by political or

religious motivations? Is it a group that seeks to achieve political results by couching their

complaints in religious rhetoric, or does it seek an ultimately religious end but uses current
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political situations as temporary justifications for its means? My study will show that after

September 11, 2001 the gap between al-Qaeda's use of political and religious terminology has

decreased significantly. Although analysis the AQSI would seem to indicate that al-Qaeda

addresses more political than religious topics in its statements, the use of religious rhetoric has

increased significantly in the past 8 years. Furthermore, al-Qaeda effectively intertwines its

political and religious motivations, rendering the political or religious dichotomy false. Instead, a

more nuanced approach to al-Qaeda's motivations must be taken, noting that, although the

statements often discuss political situations, these are embedded in a broader religious

framework, leading to the conclusion that al-Qaeda has undeniable religious motivations which

are inextricably interconnected with its political and territorial concerns.

1.3: Methodology

For this paper, I will be using a subset of statements from the 253 statements contained in

the AQSI to demonstrate the usefulness of the index and to show how al-Qaeda's rhetoric from

2001 to 2009 reflects changes in al-Qaeda's who, what, and why — namely its key players, goals,

and motivations. In this section I will outline the general methodology for this paper. A more

detailed methodology section discussing the selection of the variables for a particular theme is

included at the end of each section in Chapter II.

1.3.1. Keywords and Concepts

The analysis in this paper was based on a computerized breakdown of the Documents

page in the Al-Qaeda Statements Index. Figure 1.1 (at the end of this chapter) illustrates a

standard document entry in the AQSI for a statement by Abu Omar al-Baghdadi from April 15,
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2008. Important sources of information for my analysis are highlighted. For example, the

Statement ID (in the red rectangle) begins with a 3-letter code identifying the author of the

statement, a key factor in my decision of whether to include or exclude the statement. Also

included in the Statement ID are the year, month, and day of the statement's release, all of which

I used to sort statements into their appropriate periods. The title of the statement (highlighted in

green) was used as one variable in determining the statement's intended audience. Most

important for my analysis was the Keywords section of the document entry, which summarizes

the body of the statement by subject using keywords and contexts.

The Keywords section contains two different types of information used in my analysis:

keywords and contexts. Keywords (highlighted here in blue circles) are also listed in the

Keywords section of the Al-Qaeda Statements Index and tend to be specific concepts, such as

"jihad" or "peace," or concrete entities, such as countries or organizations. Contexts (highlighted

here in yellow squares) relate to keywords and describe the manner in which keywords are

discussed. In this statement, for example, the keyword "Awakening council" is described in two

different contexts, bribed by/agents of U.S. and targets for attacks. Similarly, the keyword Iraq

appears in 3 different contexts in this statement and the keyword Unity appears in one context.

For this paper, instead of counting the number of keywords in a statement, I wrote a

computer program that separated all the lists of keywords and contexts contained into unique

keyword/context pairs,31 separated by a colon. Returning to "Awakening Council," for example,

my program would return "Awakening Council: bribed by/ agents of U.S" and "Awakening

Council: target for attacks," and these two pairs would count as two separate keyword instances

for my analysis. Answers to specific research questions were generated using an alphabetized list

31 For more examples of these keyword/context pairs, refer to the tables in Appendix I.
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of these keyword/context pairs and a combination of brute-force counting and selective searching

for specific key phrases, words, or general indicators related to the research query.

1.3.2. Statement Selection

The AQSI contains statements from 23 different individuals and organizations, not all

of which were included in my analysis. In this section I will outline the general considerations I

made in choosing which statements to include and exclude, also noting the most significant

exceptions. To provide a more detailed description of the statement selection for each time

period, I have included an "Authors" section in each chapter that lays out precisely which

authors and groups I have included and excluded for my analysis, along with a discussion of my

selection criteria for each one.

For this paper, I will be focusing mainly on individuals recognized as key players in al-

Qaeda Senior Leadership (AQSL). I chose this sample group for a number of reasons. Naturally,

I have included all statements from Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, who, besides

being the founders and continued core leaders of the al-Qaeda movement, are also the two most

persistent voices in the organization throughout its entire history, providing an important

grounding point which allows for comparative analysis of the statements across the entire 8 years

of this study. The 143 statements from bin Laden and Al-Zawahiri alone also make up 57% of

the total statements contained in the AQSI, which makes it clear that the statements of these two

authors account for a highly significant proportion of al-Qaeda's rhetoric.

Each of the other individuals in AQSL whose statements I have included in my analysis has

a firmly established connection to al-Qaeda core leadership, most often bin Laden or Al-Zawahiri

themselves. These are authors for whom there can be no doubt that their statements can be
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counted as accurately representative of al-Qaeda policy and ideology. Additionally, focusing on

individuals allows us to determine who, exactly, is speaking-- each statement can be traced back

to a specific person or source. In cases where the identity of author or the author's relationship to

al-Qaeda is less clear, as is the case with speakers such as Abu Omar al-Baghdadi and

AtiyatallahP I have made note of my reservations regarding each individual in the "Authors"

section and discussed my reasons for including or excluding that authors' statements.

Unlike statements from individual speakers, it is much more difficult to determine the

source, accuracy and authenticity of statements released by organizations like the GIM (Global

Islamic Media Front) and Al-Fajr, since these media entities serve as fronts for a variety of

people and groups . 33 Hence, I have excluded messages released by media fronts from my

analysis. The one main exception to this rule is that I do include statements from as-Sahab in my

analysis, since as-Sahab is widely recognized as al-Qaeda's official media production wing 34 and

thus it can be fairly assumed that their messages reflect accurately on al-Qaeda's overall

statement strategy.35

I have also chosen to, for the most part, exclude statements from al-Qaeda affiliate groups

such as al-Qaeda in the Land of the Islamic Maghreb (AQLIM) and al-Qaeda in the Arabian

Peninsula (AQAP). One significant factor in this decision was the ongoing scholarly debate

regarding the extent to which al-Qaeda affiliate groups can actually be said to be part of al-

32 For more on these authors, see Chapter V.

33 See Kimmage 2008; Kohlmann 2009

34 Kimmage 2008 attempts to clarify the distinction between media production units and media distribution
units, noting that the GIM and Al-Fajr are, in general distribution units which receive and publish
propaganda from other subgroups. Nevertheless, especially when it comes to statements released on the
Internet, it can be difficult to determine the exact purpose of these media entities and clearly label them as
strictly distributors or producers. (Kimmage 2008, 8) See Kohlmann 2009 for a clear chart of how different
al-Qaeda affilliated media entities are related; See also Brachman 2008, 128

35 See Greenberg 2005, 116; Kohlmann 2009
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Qaeda.36 Often there is doubt how much contact these groups have actually had with al-Qaeda

central, along with uncertainty about the extent to which these groups genuinely adopt on al-

Qaeda's ideology and/or tactics. It is fairly certain that these groups neither assist in creating al-

Qaeda's ideology nor do they necessarily contribute to the directional planning of al-Qaeda's

central leadership in any significant way. As with the media groups, it can also be difficult to

determine who is behind a statement released in the name of an al-Qaeda offshoot organization.

The one significant exception to this condition is the case of al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI) and its

lead lieutenants, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi and Abu Hamza al-Muhajir, who for a period form

2004-2006 were not only some of al-Qaeda's most prominent public figures, but also were very

closely connected with other members of al-Qaeda's core command and had a definitive

influence on al-Qaeda during that time. Therefore, I will include statements from AQI and its key

leaders after al-Zarqawi's declaration of allegiance to al-Qaeda in October 2004. All other

inclusions and exceptions of note will be addressed in the "Authors" sections at the beginning of

each chapter.

1.3.2 Time Periods

In Section 1.2.2, I addressed three sets of questions I will use as parameters in order to

examine how al-Qaeda's rhetoric reflects on they type of organization it is— questions about its

key actors, focus and goals, and political and/or religious motivations. In this section, I describe

my choice of time periods in which each of these themes will be discussed. The AQSI also

contains statements from 1994 through to 2009, and new statements are being added frequently.

This paper, however, does not concern itself with the entirety of al-Qaeda's history. The analysis

36 See Bruno 2008; Farrell 2009, 20; Hegghammer 2009
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contained in the following chapters begins after September 11th, 2001 and continues through

2009 to asses how al-Qaeda has changed over the past eight years.

I will examine the who, what, and why of al-Qaeda over three different periods of time:

post 9/11 (September 2001- February 2003), during the Iraq War (March 2003- June 2006), and

after the death of al-Zarqawi (July 2006- 2009, the most current years for which we have indexed

statements). There are certain events during each of these periods which effected the contents of

al-Qaeda's statements. Therefore, at the beginning of each section I provide a brief overview of

significant events during each period and their impact on al-Qaeda. Understanding the

circumstances in which a statement was released can often provide insights into al-Qaeda's

motivations for choosing certain topics or using a certain type of rhetoric in their statements at

some points in time and not others.

I chose to use events from the outside world as my independent variable (time) and use the

statements' contents as the dependent variable to see if al-Qaeda's rhetoric responds to worldly

occurrences, or if it continues certain themes or ideas in spite of changes in outside events. The

points in time I have chosen are all significant turning points in al-Qaeda's history while still also

being representative of circumstances that were not entirely under al-Qaeda's control. Thus,

although some of these occurrences may have played right into al-Qaeda's supposed master plan,

and although al-Qaeda's statements strategy may have altered in response to these events, the

reverse is not true: these events are not affected by al-Qaeda's statements, allowing them to be a

strong independent variable for delineating and evaluating the statements. Choosing independent

events reduces the potential correlation/causation error that might be caused by choosing other

dates more specific to al-Qaeda's history or potentially caused by the statements.
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I decided not to choose my dividing points based on the content of the statements

themselves; that is, I did not look through all the statements and attempt to pinpoint places where

al-Qaeda shifted its rhetoric (the independent variable then being the date of the shift) and then

attempt to see what outside events occurred which could have influenced this change. Similarly, I

could have chosen my dividing points based on phases where al-Qaeda released more or fewer

statements, but decided against this method because it could potentially confuse the causes and

symptoms of al-Qaeda's current organizational status. Although choosing different points in time

based on changes in the statements themselves could be an interesting methodology for a future

study, for this study I wanted to limit the potential for confounding variables as much as possible.

1.4 Limitations

As with every study, there certain limitations to the analysis in this paper. Three sources of

potentially significant error in this paper curtail the extent to which I can assert the absolute

accuracy of the data presented here. These sources are: the nature of the data itself, the manner in

which the statements were processed, and the limitations of the author's perspective. In the

following sections I address each of these limitations in turn, in addition to the steps I have

taken to increase the accuracy of my findings in spite of these limitations.

1.4.1 The Nature of the Statements

The first set of limitations is a result of the nature of the data themselves. The statements

contained in the AQSI are all public media releases, which only represent one side of the al-

Qaeda organization: the face it wishes the world to see. Different statements may have different

purposes and play different roles in al-Qaeda's broader strategy— spreading propaganda,
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delivering instructions, maintaining credibility— yet the true intent of a statement is not

necessarily announced clearly. The motivations al-Qaeda declares in these statements are those

which al-Qaeda wishes the world to know. If AQSL have ulterior motives or hidden plans in the

works, it will most likely not be possible to find hard evidence of them in al-Qaeda's public

statements. The limit to these statements, then, as Susan B. Martin, lecturer in the Department of

War Studies at King's College London, describes it, is that

it is difficult to use statements such as these from Osama bin Laden to gauge al-Qaeda's motives
and intentions. These sorts of public statements can serve different functions and the intended for
different audiences. They may be intended to recruit Muslims to bin Laden's cause. They may
also be intended to terrorize the West as part of al-Qaeda's strategy to generate fear. Thus they are
not necessarily an accurate statement about al-Qaeda's aims and strategies.37

Other scholars, however, do believe that al-Qaeda reveals its intentions in their public

statements, although perhaps on bits and pieces at a time, with different focuses for different

audiences.38 Regardless of whether one believes in the factuality of the content of al-Qaeda's

statements, careful analysis of al-Qaeda's presentation of itself in the media provides significant

point of comparison for the kinds of ideologies and motivations al-Qaeda claims to have. As

Daniel Kimmage, a senior analyst at Radio Free Europe/ Radio liberty puts it,

Open sources cannot tell us what jihadists are thinking and saying to each other, but we can easily
find out and analyze what they are saying to their supporters and sympathizers. While the
correlation between a violent revolutionary movement's media priorities and its operational
priorities is imperfect, a careful analysis of media priorities can provide insights into operational
objectives . 39

Although the analysis in this paper cannot make an absolute determination of what al-Qaeda is or

what its intentions are, the AQSI can nonetheless facilitate this "careful analysis" to gain

important insight be examining what al-Qaeda wishes us to believe itself to be.

37 S. Martin 2009, 187

38 See Ibrahim 2007, xii, 2; See also Blanchard 2007

39 Kimmage 2008, 2
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The data are also limited due to the small (in statistical terms) sample size of the AQSI.

Statistically speaking, a sample should include thousands, if not millions of data points in order

to accurately predict trends and be considered statistically robust. In contrast, the AQSI contains

only a few hundred statements in total and less than fifty statements in any given year. This is a

problem which is not limited to the AQSI, but in fact is challenge for the entire field of terrorism

studies. A well documented challenge for security experts is the fact that the universe of

information we have on terrorism-related events— terrorist attacks, successful terrorist groups,

collections of information about individual terrorists, and so on— is, from a mathematical

standpoint, far too small to provide high levels of accuracy for predictive algorithms 4 0

Ultimately, due to these inaccuracies, my analysis should be considered most helpful for

descriptive, not predictive purposes.

This problem is only confounded further in this study by my decision to exclude certain

statements, further reducing my sample size. The decision to divide my analysis into periods of

unequal length also leads to a highly variable sample size across the three time periods, ranging

from a sample of 3 statements for Jan./Feb. 2003 to 37 statements in 2009, a tenfold difference.

These two facts increase the potential for trends in the data do be over reported; that is variations

in rhetoric that appear on graphs or as part of a trend may actually all be well within the range of

expected fluctuation and not indicative of a statistically significant change. I have tried to

compensate for this difference by reporting my findings as percentages instead of absolutes

wherever possible, to allow for a more uniform comparison across different sample sizes.

40 See Schneier 2007; Jonas & Harper 2006, 6-7
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1.42 Statement Processing

The second key limiting factor comes from the manner in which the data were extracted

and processed before being included in the index. The AQSI is an extremely ambitious project in

that it attempt to catalogue not just simple, concrete facts, such as dates, names, and events, but

more abstract entities as well such as ideas and ideologies. The result, while it can be immensely

helpful in aiding research, is a class of data which defies absolutes, such that there can be no

single, exactly correct interpretation of the data. Each statement in the AQSI was read and

analyzed by a human being, and human beings naturally have certain biases which can affect the

data.

In this case, themes and keywords were indexed based entirely on the highly subjective

criterion of what the reader considered to be important. This limits my ability to claim that the

analysis contained here is 100% representative of the contents of the statements. For example,

many part of my analysis conclude that al-Qaeda focuses more on political than religious themes

due to a predominance of these themes in the index. However, since the index was originally

compiled by Political Science students, it is possible that they were simply more inclined to

index political themes than other topics, leading to a biased representation of the original

statements. This potential for bias is an issue that is currently being addressed as part of the

transition to the AQSI 2.0— all statements included in the index will be reviewed by multiple

individuals coming from a variety of backgrounds and representing different fields of expertise.

New topics and keywords are being added to the index to cover themes which may have

originally been overlooked, including more topics of religious significance such as takfir, fatwas,

and references to specific Qur'anic verses. Since I am dealing with the original index, however,

my analysis is subject to the potential biases discussed above.
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The original AQSI also contains a certain number of errors which affect the ability of a

computer to accurately process the data 4 1 These errors include both simple typos and more

serious mislabeling errors. For example, a person might misspell "Afghanistan" as "Afganistan"

or type "United States" one time and "U.S." the next. The computer, however, does not "know"

that these two spellings were intended to be the same word, and instead counts them as two

separate keywords in the database. Thus, my analysis, which often relies on a percentage X

keywords out of Z total keywords, has a certain margin of error. This means that the actual

percentage, were all the typos and duplicate keywords to be removed, would be slightly higher

than the percent which I have reported.

The accuracy of computer processing is also reduced when statements are mislabeled or

labeled unclearly. The AQSI 1.0 contains at least one internal letter from al-Zawahiri to al-

Zarqawi which was not intended for release to the public, but which has been included in my

study since I had no way to differentiate it from all the other public statements 4 2 There are also a

number of statements for which Statement ID (containing code for the Author, Year, Month, and

Day of the statement— see Figure 1.1) does not accurately reflect the actual release date of the

statement.

The computer program I wrote to process information from the AQSI used the Statement

IDs to sort the statements into their proper categories. In other words, a statement labelled

ZAR20070104 would be sorted by my computer program into the groups, Author: al-Zarqawi,

41 See Kim 2002. The challenge of recognizing words which are misspelled, or even ones which have
multiple valid spellings (for example, al-Qaeda, al-Qaeda and al-Qa'ida or bin Laden, Bin Laden and Bin
Ladin) is an important area of database query research. This often entails developing "fuzzy search"
algorithms that look for the closest spelling of a given word. Unfortunately, the ability to write such
algorithms are far outside the realm of my expertise and so proper spelling remains, sadly, a limiting
factor in my ability to produce accurate results.

42 This issue will be addressed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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(from ZAR); Year: 2007; Month: January (01); and Day: 04. Readers familiar with al-Zarqawi's

history will notice a discrepancy here— al-Zarqawi died on June 7, 2006, so it is highly unlikely

he was still releasing statements in 2007. This statement has been mislabeled, which one would

notice if one were to read further down in the notes on statement information. This, and a number

of other statements like it, are all interviews with al-Zarqawi from 2005, but the date recorded in

the Statement ID is the date for which the statements were released online after his death.

An essential part of transitioning to the AQSI 2.0 will involve correcting any mislabeled

statements from the AQSI 1.0. The AQSI 2.0 will also include a a greater number of indicators

about each statement for better clarity and precision. For example, each statement currently

includes a "source" indicator which could be a useful in determining the intended audience of a

statement, or for studying al-Qaeda's chosen methods of distribution for its propaganda, such as

print, video, audio, or online forums. Unfortunately, the "source" marker is highly ambiguous

and often points, not to the original source of the statement, but to the source of the English

translation or an online link to a copy of the text of the document. Thus, "source" ended up not

being a helpful indicator in my analysis of the documents.

The AQSI 2.0 will include separate "source" and "link" markers (the former of which will

detail the original point of publication and the latter of which will point to a current location for

the text and translations of the statement) to address the issues mentioned in the previous

paragraph. Another indicator to be included in the AQSI 2.0 will be a marker for the type of

statement, i.e. public or private plus subcategories such as interview, video, audiotape, address,

or letter. This will eliminate the type of error cause by the letter from al-Zawahiri to al-Zawahiri

discussed above, and will also allow researchers to greater selectivity of statements. There are a

number of other similar markers which, were they to be present in the index, could add much
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more intricate shades of nuance to my analysis but, since they are lacking in the AQSI 1.0, must

be accounted for.

Any human reader could eventually recognize these processing problems and adjust

accordingly to compensate for them, but a computer is only as smart as it is programmed to be

and only looks where it is told to. Wherever possible, I have made my best effort to correct for

these type of labeling confusions by manually including the erroneously marked statements in

the correct places in my computer processing program. Where manual inclusion or exclusion was

not possible, I have made a note of this fact in the "Authors" section of each chapter.

1.4.3 Author's Judgement Errors

There is one final limitation on the accuracy of this study, which has to do with another

type of human error altogether— the fallibility of this study's author in her selection of

statements.43 First, there is naturally the limitation which comes from my selection to use certain

statements and not others. My focus on al-Qaeda Senior Leadership means that this study does

not provide the most comprehensive overview of the "al-Qaeda phenomenon" described by

many authors, which often includes both al-Qaeda's core leadership and the "nebula" of affiliated

groups and independent actors all functioning under the broadly franchised name of "al-

Qaeda." 44 This limitation is not too debilitating for two main reasons. First, the number of

accredited statements we have from al-Qaeda affiliate groups is fairly small and does not change

the overall number of statements by any more than a few percent in any given period, a factor

43 The issues of subjectivity when it comes to classifying al-Qaeda's often fuzzy rhetoric are not limited to
this paper— Kimmage (2008, 6) discusses similar challenges in trying to identify the main focus of al-
Qaeda statements, which often cover a broad range of topics.

44 See, for example, Hoffman (Hoffman 2007, 45-49; see also Hoffman 2006, 285-288) and Burke (Burke
2003, 13-16), who both divide al-Qaeda into a number of subgroups encompassing both AQSL and its
outer circles.
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which I address at the beginning of each section in the "Authors" section. Second, I believe that

the increased accuracy provided by the narrower focus on AQSL outweighs any potential

misrepresentation caused by these exclusions.

Another limitation is that, just as the original readers for the Index were Political Scientists

with potential biases towards certain topics, I, too, as a political scientist may have been more

inclined towards looking for certain indicators than others, simply due to the fact that my studies

have led me to have a higher level of awareness of political topics. In classifying indicators as

"political" or "religious" or deciding which terms should be classified as representative of

"foreign policy," the decisions were, ultimately, entirely subjective and based on my own

knowledge judgement. While I stand by my decision making processes, I have also included in

Appendix I an example of the kinds of tables and indicators I used in conducting my analysis to

illustrate the types of choices I have made. It would be interesting to see if, after more indicators

for a wider variety of topics (including religious themes) were added into the AQSI 2.0, if this

study could be repeated by a different person with similar results.

Clearly, then, with all the above limitations based on the structure of the index, the AQSI is

a work in progress. Nevertheless, it is a valuable resource that will only become more helpful

over time as its methods are honed and refined for greater accessibility and accuracy. This

current study will serve as a proof of concept for further uses of the AQSI once it has been

transitioned into a more polished format. Even with all these limitations, the following chapters

will prove beyond a doubt that the AQSI project has the potential to be highly beneficial asset to

the entire community of scholars and experts interested in al-Qaeda and global jihadism research.
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* * *

In this chapter I have provided a basic overview of the Al-Qaeda Statements Index (AQSI)

and my methodology employing the AQSI for the analysis in this paper. I discussed how I will

use information from the AQSI to answer questions about al-Qaeda's key players, goals, and

motivations. Finally, I addressed the limitations of this paper based on the nature of the data, how

the statements were processed, and the judgement calls made by the author of this study. In the

following chapter, I will expand more on my three questions, who, what, and why by providing a

review of the pertinent literature related to each of these themes.
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CHAPTER II: THEMES 

The analysis presented in Chapters III, IV, and V would be meaningless without first

understanding its role in the broader framework of literature regarding al-Qaeda. It is important

to understand the nature of al-Qaeda and its ideology for a number of reasons. First,

counterterrorism strategists must understand the nature of al-Qaeda in order to combat it. As

Brigitte Nacos, a professor at Columbia University, points out, different terrorist organizations

require different counterterrorism approaches.

The goals and the ideologies of terrorist organizations determine whether there are opportunities
for common ground and compromises. Separatist groups may be inclined to settle for significant
degree of political, economic, and social autonomy short of full independence if only because
such a compromise satisfies their supporters. By contrast, organizations with uncompromising
objectives will not compromise on their ultimate goals... Religious terrorists, too, tend to have
absolute demands that defy compromise -- they also have far greater longevity than nonreligious
groups 4s

Thus, from a strategic standpoint, it would make a big difference whether AQ was a religious or

politically motivated organization. Similarly, understanding of al-Qaeda's goals and ideologies

directly affects security experts' capability to predict their next steps. As Angel Rabasa, a key

counterterrorism commentator and strategist at RAND notes,

al-Qaeda's strategy flows logically from its ideology. To outsiders, those within the network may
appear irrational— motivated by insane hatreds, grossly unrealistic in their goals, and willing to
kill innocent men, women, and children to achieve their ends. In reality, al-Qaeda, like other
terrorist groups, acts in a largely rational manner in the sense that it weighs ends and means,
considers alternative approaches, and calculates costs and benefits 46

45 Nacos 2009, 214; See also Hoffman 2006, 88, 129-130

46 Rabasa et al. 2006, xvi; See also Lawrence 2005, xviii
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If al-Qaeda has some sort of rationale to its arguments and actions 47 deciphering their logical

discourse will give terrorism experts the tools they need to secure potential targets effectively

and create compelling policies to prevent terrorism.

Below, I present scholarly research debating the who, what, and why of al-Qaeda to provide

background for my analysis. Each section focuses on a debate regarding some key aspect of al-

Qaeda.

2.1: WHO: Audience and Actors

This section addresses two main areas of inquiry regarding important whos for al-Qaeda:

who is their target audience and who are the key actors discussed in their statements. Concerning

the former question, many scholars debate whether al-Qaeda targets a Muslim or Western

audience with its statements, and if they intend their messages for a sympathetic constituency or

a more general audience. The latter question focuses on the key actors that al-Qaeda discusses,

and the contexts in which those actors are addressed. Which actors are listed as fellow victims,

and which as potential targets? Does al-Qaeda discuss Muslim actors in a different context than

Western ones?48 By understanding how al-Qaeda describes relationship to other international

actors, scholars can gain important insights about jihadi motivations and demographics.

2.1.1 Audience

The first question that often arises when considering al-Qaeda's public statements is, "Who

is the intended audience of these statements?" To whom are these statements directed? Although

the titles of many of the al-Qaeda statements identify a specific audience, such as bin Laden's

47 A point which is itself debated, see Ibrahim 2007, mod

48 I am including the U.S., Europe, and Israel as "the West."
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"Letter to America" or his "Letter to the Pakistani People," many scholars still question if these

addressees are al-Qaeda's "real" target audience. Some claim that al-Qaeda is speaking to its

radicalized constituency, covertly directing future attacks and recruiting new terrorists. Others

claim that al-Qaeda is, in fact, speaking to the worldwide Muslim constituency, the Islamic

Ummah which, while they may not all become terrorists, must support al-Qaeda in order for it to

maintain its reputation as a champion of repressed Muslims everywhere. This support can come

in the form of donations, positive public opinion, or even simply passively standing by and doing

nothing, allowing al-Qaeda to continue its campaign unhindered. While no scholar denies

entirely that al-Qaeda speaks, at least in part, to a Muslim public, many would add that al-

Qaeda's propaganda and radical rhetoric is intended to strike fear into the hearts of citizens of the

West, even when al-Qaeda claims to be addressing an Islamic audience. Others would say that

different al-Qaeda statements are directed at different audiences.

The first group of scholars I consider all agree that al-Qaeda statements are directed at a

Muslim audience. Fawaz Gerges, professor of Middle Eastern politics and international relations

at the London School of Economics and author of The Far Enemy claims that, "Muslims, not

Americans, were intended to be the primary audience for the attacks of September 11." 49 The

question for debate is, which Muslims are al-Qaeda's target audience? According to some, al-

Qaeda statements are part of a self-reinforcing process by which they speak to those who already

want to hear what they have to say. According to this school of thought, the main role of al-

Qaeda's statements in recent years has been to spread the tenets of a worldview which justifies

violence for those who wish to commit it, a worldview Jason Burke calls "al-Qaeda-ism." 50 Al-

49 Gerges 2009, 117
50 Burke 2003, 240; Burke 2004, 18
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Qaeda-ism "targets circles of militants and potential sympathizers," 51 which Janet Brachman

describes as "a key demographic of Muslims [...] young muslim men who were frustrated with a

stagnant and politically correct Islam and disenchanted with the effect they believed capitalism

and Western culture was having on their local culture." 52 In his analysis of al-Qaeda statement

Ibrahim claims that statements directed at this audience can be identified by their more extreme

language. In contrast with statements directed at the West, al-Qaeda's theological treatises focus

more on violence and on offensive jihad, and have very rarely been translated into English. 53

Other scholars claim that al-Qaeda is not simply targeting would-be rebels and jihadi

terrorists, but in fact the entire world Muslim population, the Ummah. Scholars adhering to this

school of thought often point to al-Qaeda's claim to speak for Muslims worldwide, along with its

emphasis on a global movement.54 This theory also points out that al-Qaeda's media strategy

appeals to an international audience by "tapping into a view of events that is shared by an

overwhelming majority of people in the Arab world, as well as a considerable number of

Muslims in this country and in Europe." 55

Proponents of this school of thought also point to the issues in al-Qaeda's statements,

which they claim are chosen specifically to appeal to a general Muslim audience. Brachman

writes that al-Qaeda initially had a much more narrow and radical focus, but in 2003 al-Zawahri

"began to modify his public rhetoric: the ummah now became his target audience and the topics

he discussed were increasingly social and cultural in nature." 56 Similarly, Kemp writes that bin

51 Kepel et al. 2008, 3-4

52 Brachman 2008, 40

52 Ibrahim, 1-2

54 See Mendelsohn 2009, 72; Brachman 2008, 103

55 Greenberg 2005, 128
ss Brachman 2008, 101
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Laden's statement in 2010 following the failed "Christmas Day bomb" plot was a signal that "al-

Qaeda fears that it is losing the battle for hearts and minds... President Obama and the Western

world were not his [bin Laden's] true audience. His broadcast was aimed at Muslims — hence its

focus on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, a cause that has never been important to the leader of al-

Qaeda." 57 Although identifying what types of rhetoric are meant to appeal to potential terrorists

and what types are intended to attract an international Muslim audience is a difficult task, it is

one for which the AQSI can provide some very useful insights, which will be discussed in more

detail in later chapters.

Not everyone agrees that al-Qaeda's media strategy is directed as Muslims, militant or

otherwise. "There was not much point in bin Laden or any of his inner circle [...] declaring war

on the West if they could not get the West to pay attention," declares Paul Eedle, former Middle

East Correspondent for Reuters and an expert on al-Qaeda's use of the internet 5 8 Eedle's

statement represents a school of thought claims the West, not Muslim audiences, are the targets

of al-Qaeda statements. Adherents to this school of thought argue that al-Qaeda seeks to

"demoralize" 59 and "spreads fear in the West." 60 Many experts point to al-Qaeda's increasing

reliance on the internet to spread its ideology. The New York Times reported that "Terrorism

experts at West Point say there are as many as 100 English language sites offering militant

Islamic views." 61 The addition of "homegrown terrorist" Azzam the American to al-Qaeda

central's key speakers caused further speculation that al-Qaeda was seeking to address the United

States more directly. An article in the journal Perspectives on Terrorism noted in 2007 that,

57 Kemp 2010

58 Greenberg 2005, 115

59 Ibrahim 2007, 5

60 Greenberg 2005, 118

61 Moss & Mekhennet 2007
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"Increasingly, jihadist groups devote more energy attempting to connect with this potential

`Western' audience by developing new communication 'products' that seek to demoralize and

evoke fear in the realm of non-Muslim public opinion." 62

These two schools of thought represent two ends of spectrum, Muslim audience to

American audience, but there is also a middle ground. Raymond Ibrahim's seminal work, The al-

Qaeda Reader is based on the premise that al-Qaeda has a very specific media strategy designed

to target both audiences in very different ways. Ibrahim proposes, "most of their writings and

speeches neatly fit into two genres— religious exegesis, meant to motivate and instruct Muslims,

and propagandist speeches, aimed at demoralizing the West and inciting Muslims to action." 63

Ibrahim acknowledges the fact that a single statement may have multiple audiences, and that

multiple statements may be intended for different, specific audiences. This theory is also

supported by other scholars, including Blanchard, who reported to Congress that "al-Qaeda's

diverse statements contained calculated variations in tone and content that address or appeal to

various target audiences." 64

2.1.2 Actors

In addition to asking to whom al-Qaeda's statements are addressed is the equally valuable

question, about whom are they speaking? al-Qaeda mentioned an average of 35 different actors

during each year covered in this study. The different contexts in which al-Qaeda discusses

different actors can give us a number of insights into al-Qaeda's strategies and intentions. For

example, variations in the number or kind of actors al-Qaeda labels as targets for attacks could

62 Soriano 2007

63 Ibrahim 2007, xii

64 Blanchard 2007, 16
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indicate al-Qaeda's goals as an organization, whereas the specific critiques al-Qaeda makes of

certain states or regimes might reveal al-Qaeda's political and religious motivations. If, for

example, al-Qaeda were to discuss Middle Eastern actors and Middle Eastern issues in a more

religious context than comparable Western states and topics, it might indicate a media strategy

geared towards tailoring specific statements for specific audiences. Conversely, a lack of

difference in discussion of different actors might indicate a lack of media strategy, or strategy

aimed at addressing as broad an audience as possible.

Peter Bergen, one of the most noted commentators in the security studies field, claims

that the actors al-Qaeda mentions in its statements are a very clear indicator of where al-Qaeda

plans to attack next. According to Bergen,

we have twenty-eight video and/or audio-tapes from al-Al-Zawahiri or bin Laden since 9/11 [...]
these audiotapes and videotapes demonstrate that both men continue to influence what has
happened. These tapes energize the base with the overt message: "Kill Westerners. Kill
Americans. Kill Jews." But they also include specific instructions [...] in December of 2003
Ayman al-Al-Zawahiri called for attacks on President Musharraf. Very shortly therafter, there
were two serious assassination attempts against President Musharraf. And when, following that,
bin Laden called for attacks on members of the coalition in Iraq, there were attacks on the British
bank and consulate in Istanbul. These were followed by the attack on the Italian police barracks
in Nasiriya in southern Iraq and then finally by the bombing in Madrid on March 11, 200365

The international security strategy group IntelCenter also believes there is a direct connection

between al-Qaeda statements and subsequent terrorist attacks. IntelCenter released a study

tracking al-Qaeda's statements and al-Qaeda affiliated terrorist attacks from 2002- 2009 and in

2010 an IntelCenter analysis of bin Laden's response to the "Christmas day bomb plot" claimed

that the statement used certain phrases which had preceded previous al-Qaeda attacks and which

could be considered a "possible indicator of an upcoming attack" in the next 12 months. 66

65 Greenberg 2005, 3-5; See also Bergen 2009, 10

66 Bone 2010
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Examination of the different contexts in which al-Qaeda discusses specific actors can also

reveal certain aspects of its media strategy and ideological motivations. For this paper, I have

chosen three "who's" of particular significance to al-Qaeda in order to compare and contrast the

contexts in which each actor is addressed. Al-Qaeda's focus on and relationship to each of these

actors has been the subject of much scholarly discussion and consideration. These actors are the

the United States, Israel, and Hamas. By seeking whether, for example, al-Qaeda levels the same

accusations against Israel and the United States, or whether it uses the same kinds of rhetoric

when discussing the United States and Hamas, we can begin to uncover the imaginary dividing

lines in al-Qaeda's divisive worldview which, while not always clearly stated, become apparent

under close inspection of their statements.

The first of the actors I will consider is the United States. Al-Qaeda's perspectives on,

intentions for, and hatred of the United States is a common theme across much of the Western

literature on global jihadism. Karen Greenberg's book al-Qaeda Now has an chapter on "The

United States vs. Al-Qaeda," Ibrahim's al-Qaeda Reader has an entire section devoted to the

analysis of al-Qaedas "Messages to the Americans," RAND has published entire books including

Beyond al-Qaeda and Countering the New Terrorism focused solely on al-Qaeda's objectives in

the U.S.; Nakhleh's A Necessary Engagement, Gerges' The Far Enemy, and Burke's al-Qaeda:

Casting a Shadow of Terror were all written in an attempt to explain al-Qaeda's complicated

relationship with the United States. Yet no two of these authors can entirely agree on what,

exactly, al-Qaeda's stance is towards the United States. Are they angry at U.S. foreign policy?

Do they want to destroy the West entirely? Is the West a specific target, or merely a rhetorical foil

to the virtuous champion al-Qaeda, a demonized and deplorable Other? By examining how al-
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Qaeda discusses the U.S in comparison to other actors, we can begin to get a clearer picture of

the United States' role in al-Qaeda's broader cast of characters.

Another recurring character in al-Qaeda's statements is Israel. The role the Israeli/

Palestinian conflict plays al-Qaeda's rhetoric and motivations has often been debated. Some

scholars view Israel as a sideshow for al-Qaeda, a common point of contention among Muslims

that al-Qaeda relies on when it fears its listeners will otherwise lose interest.67 Bergen observes,

"bin Laden talked about a world Islamic front against the Crusaders and the Jews. But they never

attacked Israeli or Jewish targets, something which I have always thought was very puzzling. " 68

Jason Burke argues that Israel is not a top priority but only one example of al-Qaeda's more

pressing concern, the "crusader" presence in "Muslim" lands. Burke writes, "Militants feel the

umma is under attack. In their view, Israel is merely the West's most obvious outpost -- as it was

when it became a Crusader kingdom in the 12th century. If the Jewish state disappeared, the

Islamists would still fight in Chechnya, Kashmir, Egypt, Uzbekistan, Indonesia, and Algeria." 69

The final actor of significance for this study is the Palestinian group Hamas. Al-Qaeda's

relationship to Hamas is especially intriguing since al-Qaeda drastically changes its demeanor

towards Hamas during the timespan covered in this study. In "al-Qaeda's Palestinian Problem,"

Barak Mendelsohn write that "al-Qaeda saw Hamas as a fellow jihadi group" and "approved of

Hamas's refusal to join the political system of the Palestinian Authority." 70 Beginning in late

2006, however, al-Qaeda's ties to Hamas began to unravel, eventually leading to to a full-blown

public rivalry which was studied extensively by scholars and sensationalized by the media. An

67 Burke 2004, 22

68 Greenberg 2005, 6

69 Burke 2004, 23

70 Mendelsohn 2009, 77
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article in Terrorism Focus wrote that an "unwritten agreement" between Hamas and al-Qaeda

had been broken.

Although Hamas does not support the strategy and most of the tactics of al-Qaeda and its
affiliates, it does not strictly condemn the actions of al-Qaeda either. There are certainly
differences between Hamas and pro-al-Qaeda groups, but Hamas's main challenges
remain the rival Palestinian Fatah Party and the Israeli state. Until now, al-Qaeda or its
affiliates have not disputed Hamas's control over Gaza. The [...] public criticism of
Hamas by Abu Hafs has changed this situation 7'

The BBC published an article titled "Hamas Rejects al-Qaeda's Support" 72 and an article in

Current Trends in Islamist Ideology stated that "al-Qaeda's ongoing conflict with Hamas has

become one of the main liabilities to al-Qaeda's propaganda and its efforts to establish itself as

the leader of the worldwide jihadist movement," predicting "The outcome of this now

generation-old intra-Islamist dispute will have important consequences for the future direction of

jihadism." 73

Considering the nature of al-Qaeda's dispute with Hamas side-by-side with its criticisms

of Israel and the United States presents an important opportunity to see how al-Qaeda approaches

different types of actors in its rhetoric. Hamas, although fallen from al-Qaedas good graces,

cannot as easily be labelled the "Other" as the U.S. and Israel, and it will be interesting to see if,

or how, al-Qaeda adjusts it rhetoric for a fellow Muslim actor. My analysis in Chapter V will

show that al-Qaeda does, in fact, use a modified set of critiques with a much more religious tone

when discussing Hamas, whereas its criticisms of the United States and Israel are general much

more politically based. This indicates that al-Qaeda tailors its language when addressing Muslim

71 All 2008

72 See BBC 2006

m Filiu 2009
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or Western topics, which in turn might support the theory that al-Qaeda uses different rhetorical

strategies when addressing Muslim or Western audiences.

2.1.3 WHO Indicators & Methodology

The WHO section of my analysis will discuss three important key groups in al-Qaeda

statements: the authors (discussed in Section 1.3.2), the audience, and the actors. Appendix 1

contains a sample of the keywords, contexts, and indicators used in this studyY 4 Table A-1 shows

the authors from 2009. Tables A-2a and A-2b illustrate the titles of statements from that year and

how they were divided into the categories "U.S. Audience," "Muslim Audience," and "Audience

Unclear." Table A-3 shows the four contexts I chose for my Actors analysis and which actors fell

into those categories for 2009. Tables A-8, A-9, and A-10 illustrate keywords relating the United

States, Hamas, and Israel respectively.

For this set of themes I will examine a number of different indicators for al-Qaeda's

intended audience and the purpose of the statements. The Authors section will consists largely of

the issues discussed in section 1.3.2, that is, whose statements were included, whose were

excluded, and a discussion of each author's role in or significance to al-Qaeda.

To determine the intended audience for al-Qaeda's statements I will look at two separate

variables: the title of the statements themselves, which often announce a specific audience such

as "Letter to the Pakistani People," or "An Address to My Brothers in Somalia," and also the

subject matter contained in the statements, because even when title is unclear the statements

74 Processing and analysis of the statements produced of 60 pages of date for each year included in this
study, so I chose not to include all my tables and data lest I triple the length of this paper. Instead,
Appendix 1 contains my tables from the year 2009 only. I hope that these tables are representative of the
kinds of choices I made classifying different types of keywords and contexts, and of the data upon which I
based my results.
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often address a subset of issues specific to a certain audience or region, such as the current

situation in Pakistan or the status of the Ummah Statements will be divided into three categories

and presented as a percentage of the total number of statements: Western Audience, Muslim

audience, and Audience Unclear.75 I will report my findings both overall for the period and on a

year-by-year basis to see if we can identify any change or growth patterns in al-Qaeda's targeting

strategies.

Finally, for actors I use two different approaches. First, for a more general approach I

have chosen four contexts in which "actor" keywords regularly appear and report the number of

actors appearing in each context: areas to be liberated/defended by jihad, Muslim victims, targets

for attacks, and participation in conflict. The former two contexts generally refer to Muslim

actors, whereas the latter two are generally used in relation to Western actors, although this

changes somewhat over time (see analysis in Chapters III, IV, V, and VI). This analysis will

provide an overview of how al-Qaeda divides the world based on its prospective allies and

targets. The second method of analysis will take a much more in-depth approach and discuss the

specific types of contexts used for the three key actors mentioned above: the United States,

Hamas, and Israel. This analysis is less easily quantifiable and thus will be analyzed less

rigorously, with more of a focus on addressing general trends and impressions of how al-Qaeda

handles each of these actors in its rhetoric and discussing the similarities or differences in al-

Qaeda's approaches to each.

75 The Audience Unclear category is a little tricky, since it contains all statements for which a single target
audience is not readily apparent. This category could thus include statements which have multiple
intended audiences and also those directed to such a broad audience that no single group of addressees
can be identified. Although the audience may have been unclear to me performing my analysis using a
specific set of parameters, it does not mean that al-Qaeda was unclear what it wanted its audience to be
when publishing the statement.
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22 WHAT: Goals and Priorities

Once we have determined the target of al-Qaeda's statements, we can next ask the

question, "What is al-Qaeda saying to its audience?" What are al-Qaeda's stated goals? What

topics, themes, and issues do they focus on in their statements? Recognizing al-Qaeda's goals

can help counterterrorism strategists identify potential targets in order to better protect them and

create better preventative policies to limit al-Qaeda's success as a terrorist organization. Before

they can implement any policies however, terrorism experts must figure out what al-Qaeda

wants. This can be a challenging endeavor since al-Qaeda is often unclear about its exact

priorities, which in turn makes it difficult for scholars to distinguish between means and ends.

In this section, I will examine four different theories regarding what al-Qaeda wants.

These four theories are divided into two sets— the far and near enemy— and each of these sets is

further divided into subsets— a school of thought that claims al-Qaeda has primarily short-term

goals, and school of thought contending al-Qaeda is more focused on its long-term goals. These

debates represent key themes which are prevalent throughout much of the al-Qaeda literature. It

is important to note that these theories could all be correct and represent different facets of al-

Qaeda's expansive plans for both the present and the future. What is important is to understand

the relative weight al-Qaeda gives to each of these objectives in their statements to assess their

relative priority in al-Qaeda's overall strategy.

The first set of theories argues that al-Qaeda's priority is to target of the far enemy: the

United States. 76 One school of thought is that al-Qaeda's focus is mainly the concrete, relatively

immediate goal of compelling the U.S. to change its foreign policy, stop supporting corrupt Arab

regimes, and pull out of the Middle East. This school of thought presents with it a potential

76 For more information on the near/far enemy distinction, see Fawaz Gerges book, The Far Enemy
(2005).
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solution to many of America's terrorism woes, namely, that a few key policy changes could go a

long way to reducing its troubles in the Middle East. The second school of thought takes a

stronger view and excludes the possibility of any policy-based solution. Adherents to this line of

reasoning argue al-Qaeda is seeking to destroy the West entirely and only uses America's

unfavorable foreign policy as the justification for its end goal. In this case, no amount of policy

change or efforts at compromise would reduce al-Qaeda's hostility towards the United States.

The second set of theories claims that al-Qaeda's primary focus is on the "near enemy,"

countries in the Middle East. From this series of debates I have chosen two different schools of

thought, the first of which claims that al-Qaeda's top priority is changing or deposing local

regimes it views as corrupt or apostate and that, like many groups with territorial concerns, it

would be satisfied once it established its own state under Sharia law. The second school of

thought assumes al-Qaeda has more protracted series of plans for the Middle East and claims that

al-Qaeda's paramount objective is to establish an Islamic caliphate. According to this theory,

deposing local regimes is simply one step along the way to a much grander design.

2.2.1: Al-Qaeda Wants U.S. Foreign Policy Change

Gottlieb starts off with the claim that "al-Qaeda wants to punish the United States," but

continues with the argument that this desire is based on a wish "to compel it to change its

policies in the Middle East -- to end its support of Israel and 'corrupt' Arab governments, to

withdraw its troops from the region, and to allow the establishment of sharia in Muslim lands." 77

Certainly, many of al-Qaeda statements frequently discuss United States of foreign-policy issues.

Rohan Gunaratna stated in a panel discussion for the collection Al Qaeda Now that this is proof

77 S. Martin 2009, 188
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that al-Qaeda is simply a social response, if a somewhat violent and misguided social response,

to America's unwanted presence in the Middle East. "I want to tell you that al-Qaeda has no

problem at all with your values. Al-Qaeda's problem is with your foreign policy." 78 Of all the

themes discussed in this section, this theory provides the most hope for a diplomatic solution to

al-Qaeda terrorism. If al-Qaeda really is simply responding to unpopular American foreign-

policy decisions, it might be possible for the United States to reconsider certain parts of its

foreign-policy regarding Arab regimes, and thus drastically reduce the amount of terrorist

violence directed against it without resorting to military tactics.

2.2.2. Al-Qaeda Wants to Destroy the United States

Some scholars argue that al-Qaeda's uses unpopular U.S. foreign policy as a short-term

justification, but that policy change is not al-Qaeda's long-term goal. A number of experts

engaging in panel discussions for the collection al-Qaeda Now, including Paul Eedle, claim that

al-Qaeda has only had one aim since its founding: the "very consistent goal of destroying

American power in the world." 79 Reuel Gerecht, a former Middle East case officer for the CIA,

supported this position, basing his argument on many of the writings and resources available to

the al-Qaeda terrorist constituency.

If you look at the first, most important document that they put out, the Encyclopedia of Afghan

Jihad, it is very clear that the objective there is to create cells in the West; it is not to have cells in
the Islamic world. That is a secondary or tertiary issue. The primary goal is to have cells in the
West. You have to kill Americans. Al-Qaeda exists to kill Americans. That is its primary
motivation. If it cannot do that, it will not survive.°

78 Greenberg 2005, 42

78 Greenberg 2005, 127

88 Greenberg 2005, 95
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Gerecht is not alone in this kind of analysis. Some security experts insist that al-Qaeda violence

will not stop any time soon, if it ever does, until it has completely destroyed the United States

and the West. According to the text Beyond al-Qaeda: Part 1, The Global Jihadist Movement,

released by the noted American security think tank RAND,

violence is al-Qaeda's raison d'être. Unlike Hezbollah or Hamas, which have a territorial focus, a
mass base, and a political platform, and which cultivate support through provision of social
services, al-Qaeda is a purely ideological and terrorist group that attracts adherents by means of
its violent anti-Western agenda and its elite status at the apex of the global jihadist movement. 81

Within this school of thought, there is often disagreement over what, exactly, "destroying

America" would entail. Some claim that this implies continued violence and the death of many

American citizens; others argue that al-Qaeda simply wishes to eradicate America's influence as

a global, cultural hegemon . 82

Scholars who hold this second view often tend to point to al-Qaeda's discussion of

American foreign-policy as a simple distraction tactic meant to move media attention away from

its real goals, or the first part of a broader plan. Daniel Byman, Director of the Security Studies

Program and the Center for Peace and Security Studies at Georgetown University and Senior

Fellow with the Saban Center for Middle East Policy at the Brookings Institution, writes,

In essence, al-Qaeda seeks America's unconditional surrender. It wants all forms of US influence
-- including cultural -- withdrawn from the Muslim world. Any concessions regarding Israel,
troops in the Arabian Peninsula, and so on would simply be milestones on al-Qaeda's path to
victory. In fact, al-Qaeda regards attacking as a goal in and of itself, demonstrating the
movement's strength and determination. 83

Clearly, the policy implications on how to deal with a group of this mindset, one which will stop

at nothing short of the complete end of U.S. cultural and political power, are very different from

81 Rabasa et al. 2006, 3

82 See Brachman, 2006

83 Byman 2003, 147
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how the U.S. might handle a group with certain achievable, if not desirable, political and policy

goals. Therefore, it is important to understand whether all the anti-American and anti-Western

propaganda released by al-Qaeda is simply rabble-rousing to incite the masses and attract new

recruits, or whether it is in fact indicative of al-Qaeda's actual strategic goals.

2.23 AI-Qaeda Wants to Depose Arab Regimes

A third school of thought posits that al-Qaeda's "main agenda is not to change America or

the rest of the world. Their agenda is to change the countries where they came from, the

countries of the Middle East, the Muslim countries which have been dominated in the past 80 or

90 years by secular regimes." 84 While this school of thought does not deny that al-Qaeda wants

to remove U.S. influence from the Middle East, it claims that this issue is secondary to al-

Qaeda's top priority: deposing apostate Arab regimes and replacing them with institutions that

will strictly enforce Sharia law. Although the first step in this process requires "the expulsion of

foreign forces and influences from Islamic societies," this is simply the first step of a a plan to

ultimately create "an Islamic state ruled by sharia law." 85 Scholars of this view claim that the

defining aspect of the organization is that "al-Qaeda [...] seeks to rid Muslim countries of what it

sees as the profane influence of the West and replace their governments with fundamentalist

Islamic regimes," 86 and that "one of the top goals of al-Qaeda's jihadist movement has to be the

seizure of a state." 87

84 Greenberg 2005, 63

85 Blanchard 2007, 15

86 Bajoria et al. 2009, 1

87 Greenberg 2005, 106
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As recently as 2010, the Washington Post reported that a lead CIA official warned that al-

Qaeda "seeks the economic ruin of the United States and its allies to hasten the overthrow of pro-

Western governments in the Islamic world." 88 A report from RAND claims that these two

objectives go hand-in-hand. "Among the central strategic priorities of al-Qaeda, mobilizing

Muslims for a global jihad against the West and tippling 'apostate' regimes, particularly Saudi

Arabia, Egypt, and Pakistan, remain paramount objectives." 89 A key theme of this school of

thought is that ultimately, al-Qaeda is a product of Middle Eastern discontent, and a problem for

the Middle Eastern world. The best response by the United States to this issue would be to limit

involvement in the politics of Arab states, regardless of how repressive the regimes may seem.

2.2.4 Al-Qaeda Wants to Establish a Caliphate

The final school of thought I consider argues that, while "al-Qaeda's immediate aim is to

establish Islamic states wherever Muslims live," its long-term and ultimate objective is "to create

a global Islamic caliphate." 9° Scholars at this end of the debate claim that any focus al-Qaeda

may seem to have on Western foreign policy or individual Arab regimes is simply an obfuscation

of al-Qaeda's true intentions, or a smaller part of a grander plan. Dr. Tawfik Hamid, author of

Inside Jihad and a former recruit of an Islamic terrorist group led by al-Zawahiri writes that, "As

with all jihadists, al-Zawahiri's ultimate goal was to recreate the Islamic caliphate, that is, he

sought to unite the Muslim world under a single leadership headed by a prince." 91

88 Warrick 2010
89 Rabasa et al. 2006, xvi

99 Gunaratna 2009, 26; see also Burke 2004, 19

91 Hamid 2008, 45, 68
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Although arguing that al-Qaeda seeks world domination, or at least domination of a

significant portion of the world, may seem extreme, proponents of this view often argue that such

expansive goals are exactly what makes al-Qaeda so dangerous and impossible to reason with.

Hamid claims that "Islamists care nothing for national boundaries; al-Qaeda will not be satisfied

with turning one country into a Taliban-style nation of misery. Islamic terror seeks to subjugate

the entire non-Muslim world to Islam, by force." 92 Weighing the importance of al-Qaeda's long-

term and short-terms goals is a question of strategy. If al-Qaeda only wants to depose regimes as

part of a larger plan to establish an Islamic caliphate, should our counterterrorism response

handle al-Qaeda differently that a different, hypothetical terrorist group which only wanted to

overthrow regimes as an end in itself? Many of these groups' current actions could be the same,

but policies effective at stopping a short-term threat might not be as effective in preventing

terrorism in the long run.

2.25 WHAT Indicators and Methodology

It is important for counterterrorism experts to distinguish between al-Qaeda's means and

al-Qaeda's ends. Each of these goals can be viewed as an independent objective or one step in a

further in a larger proecess. For example, forcing U.S. foreign policy change might be a goal in

itself, but it might also be the first step in attempting to remove U.S. influence in the Middle East.

Removing U.S. influence from the Middle East could be the first step towards deposing a local

"apostate" regime. Deposing a regime might preface al-Qaeda's establishment of an Islamic

fundamentalist state. Creating a single Islamic fundamentalist state would provide a secure base

for al-Qaeda overthrow other regimes in the Middle East. Overthrowing multiple regimes could

92 Hamid 2008, 77
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predicate al-Qaeda's establishment of an Islamic empire, or caliphate. In order to understand how

each of these stated objectives fits into to al-Qaeda's broader strategy, strategists must distinguish

between two distinct questions: What does al-Qaeda want, and how does it plan to get there?

Understanding not only al-Qaeda's immediate aims and its long term goals, but the

connection between the two, is vital for security analysts so that they can assess each goal's

relative importance and effectively respond to the most pressing terrorist threats in the short

term. U.S. policy makers, however, also need to develop successful strategies to prevent

terrorism in the long term. Unfortunately, divining al-Qaeda's true motives and ambitions is

often a complicated task, especially since many scholars still contend that al-Qaeda does not

necessarily reveal its true intentions in its statements. For the case of this study, however, while

we are not able to determine absolutely what al-Qaeda wants, we can find certain indicators in

the AQSI which can provide insight into al-Qaeda's general focus and goals.

Tables A-4 and A-5a through A-5f in Appendix I illustrate the kinds of keywords and

contexts that I used for determining what al-Qaeda wants. First, I calculated absolutes — how

often does al-Qaeda speak about American foreign policy, destroying the West, establishing a

caliphate, or deposing regimes? Our first indicator will simply decipher (as a percentage, out of

the total number of keyword/context pairs for each time period) how often al-Qaeda's public

speakers discuss each of these topics. Simple numbers, however, do not always provide the best

insights, so I also present a more general and less empirical analysis examining how each of

these themes fits in the context of their individual statements. To see, for example, if removing

U.S. power in the Middle East is a precursor for overthrowing local apostate regimes, I will

discuss whether al-Qaeda's critiques of U.S. foreign policy or influence are commonly

coincidental with a discussion of local corrupt or apostate regimes. Analysis of the correlation
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between these seemingly disparate goals can help us determine whether we should view them as

separate objectives, or different pieces of a single, larger strategy.

23 WHY: Political and Religious Motivations

Once we determine if al-Qaeda wants to change U.S. foreign policy or if it wants to depose

local regimes, we must next ask the question, why does al-Qaeda want to achieve these

objectives? The final group of themes I examine for this paper attempts to answer the "Why" of

al-Qaeda. Why does al-Qaeda claim to do things its does? What justifications does it use to

validate its actions? What are its primary motivations? In this section I consider the two most

prevalent sides of why debate, one asserting al-Qaeda is a politically motivated terrorist

organization and the other contending that al-Qaeda has primarily religious motivations.

2.3.1 Al-Qaeda is Politically Motivated

Bruce Hoffman, author of the terrorism-studies staple Inside Terrorism, writes that

"Terrorism, in the most widely accepted contemporary usage of the term, is fundamentally and

inherently political." 93 Hoffman goes on to give his own definition of terrorism as "the

deliberate creation and exploitation of fear through violence or the threat of violence in the

pursuit of political change." 94 Many theorists agree that al-Qaeda's motivations and goals are

fundamentally political ones. Although al-Qaeda does often make claims in the name of Islam,

scholars such as Christopher Harmon, author of Terrorism Today, argue that "Terrorism is about

93 Hoffman 2006, 2

94 Hoffman 2006, 40
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power, that it is a strategy, and that it is saturated with politics, even when religious or ecological

motives may be at the fore." 95 Harmon continues stating,

the phenomenon of terrorism grows out of political purposes. These are usually crystallized in
policy statements that can be found in the organization's charter is, formal statements, and
communiqués. Though the words may not always be honest or may not be coherent, let alone
persuasive, they exist and, with their accompanying acts of terrorism, demand to be understood. 96

There is evidence of political motivations in al-Qaeda statements. Numerous terrorism experts

point to al-Qaeda's call for policy change from Western countries such as the United States, and

their territorial goals in the Middle East.

What is perhaps most interesting about this analysis is that it acknowledges that al-Qaeda

does present its goals in religious terms but makes the claim that the underlying motivation is

nonetheless political. This is one of the most unique aspects of Islamic terrorism, which often

seamlessly weaves religious and political motives together. Scholars who argue that al-Qaeda is a

political organization, then, often do so by claiming that we must not assume that the reasons al-

Qaeda publicly presents for why it has chosen to act as it does are correct. Instead, researchers

attempting to divine al-Qaeda's motivations must look at their strategies and intentions.

Alexander Spencer, makes this abundantly clear in his description of al-Qaeda.

It is also important to recognize that although the actions of modern Islamist terrorist groups are
religiously motivated, they still have specific political agendas. An examination of the demands
and goals of al-Qaeda or other "new terrorists" associated with them reveals that many are based
on clear political goals and targets -- for example, the spread of political Islam, the withdrawal of
foreign influence from the holy lands, the overthrow of the existing governments in Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, the creation of a worldwide panic Islamic caliphate, and the elimination of Israel. 97

95 Harmon 2008, 5

96 Harmon 2008, 31

97 Spencer 2009, 10; See also Byman 2003, 145; Burke 2003, 25-26, 146
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Similarly, as discussed in Section 2.2.4, numerous scholars claim that al-Qaeda intends to

establish an Islamic caliphate. According to the politically motivated view of al-Qaeda, this goal

is no different the establishment of any other state. Just as the ETA in the Basque region of Spain

and the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka can be seen as ethno-nationalist political organizations seeking

to seize territory for their group or end what they view as outsider occupation, al-Qaeda makes

similar demands and fits similar requirements. According to Gunaratna,

al-Qaeda's ultimate aim is to establish a global Islamic state or caliphate [...] This goal, however,
is not a religious but the political one, similar to that of traditional terrorism. Political leaders in
the United States have often argued that al-Qaeda has no political goals. Some proponents of the
new terrorism argument would go beyond that and claim that al-Qaeda seeks to destroy the world.
However, al-Qaeda's goal is to create evermore Islamic states by carrying out an armed struggle
-- jihad or holy war -- against those who in its view are trying to prevent the establishment of
such states. Although some proponents of the new terrorism would argue that al-Qaeda is a
religiously motivated organization, an examination of the group reveals that it is a political
organization that is misusing religion to legitimize his actions. It is wrong and counterproductive
to blame religion. 98

Perhaps even more telling are descriptions of the ideologues leading the al-Qaeda

organization. One of the most impressive stories of al-Qaeda masking political goals with

religious overtones comments from Pakistani journalist Hamid Mir, who gained access to the

most inner circles of al-Qaeda, the late 1990s and was the last journalist to speak with Osama bin

Laden after the 9/11 attacks, in November 2001.99 Mir describes his experiences visiting a camp

with bin Laden,

[...] where Osama bin Laden was delivering a speech to 50 or 60 boys. In that speech, I noticed
that he was not talking religion. He was talking politics... So that is why I think that he is not
representative of a religion. I realize it in 1998. When he talks about religion in front of young
boys, I do not see motivation. I do not see big slogans. I see nothing. He cannot convince them,

98 Gunaratna 2009, 24
99 Greenberg 2005, xxii
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because his case is very weak. But when he talks politics, suddenly there is a lot of motivation
among the angry youth, the angry boys. They repeat the slogans, "We are ready to die!" So he is
doing politics in the name of religion.mo

Not only bin Laden, but also al-Zawahiri and other members of AQSL are described by first-

hand observers and academics at political decision-makers, not religious ones.

For Al-Zawahiri, nevertheless, the principle defining friends and enemies according to a law love
while bar boss first and foremost a political one. Christians and Jews -- perceived as being
collectively at war against Islam -- were to be fought, as were the regimes of the Muslim world,
but Muslims who fail to adhere to Sunni orthodoxy, by contrast, were not targeted specifically.'° 1

The fact that al-Qaeda tends to attack political and economic targets instead of places of worship

or targets with religious significance; that al-Qaeda speaks more often about the current

international state system than Islamic religious values or history; and that al-Qaeda has clearly

stated its territorial aims and its goal of establishing a new Sharia state system, lead many

scholars to believe that al-Qaeda is a political terrorist organization.

232 Al-Qaeda is Religiously Motivated

Not everyone, however, agrees with this analysis. Another school of thought claims that,

although al-Qaeda may use political circumstances to give their arguments relevance and

grounding in current events, al-Qaeda is at its core a religious organization. John Mueller

reminds us to "recall that al-Qaeda was founded and 9/11 occurred not because of a territorial

dispute or the feeling of national oppression but because of a religious commandment — the

establishment of sharia through jihad. " 102 Raymond Ibrahim is certainly of this view, noting that

"bin Laden's war is a total war that is not susceptible to olive branches or negotiation with the

100 Greenberg 2005, 138 - 139

101 Kobel et al. 2008, 168; See also Burke 2003, 23, 162-163.

102 Mueller 2009, 385
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enemy." 103 After making careful study of al-Qaeda's public statements, including ones that were

not translated into English and only released to a Middle Eastern public, Abraham came to the

conclusion that al-Qaeda is waging an offensive jihad, one grounded firmly in radical religious

beliefs and not political motivations. "Despite the propaganda of al-Qaeda and its sympathizers,

radical Islam's war with the West is not finite and limited to political grievances— real or

imagined— but is existential, transcending time and space and deeply rooted in faith. " 104

Mueller, Ibrahim, and many other experts argue that religious terrorists are more

dangerous than their political counterparts. Radical religious ideology justifies extreme measures

such as terrorism and suicide attacks because it frames the world as in a fight for survival or

destruction. Because they adhere to what they see as divine law, and not the legal boundaries

established by the international state system, religious terrorists are also much less likely to

refuse compromise on issues such as foreign policy, territorial concerns, and peaceful

alternatives. There is a general scholarly consensus that religious terrorism, in comparison to

political terrorism, is much longer-lived and more violent in its expression. Al-Qaeda's rhetoric

promoting violence and proclaiming jihad to be the most holy of all forms of worship would

seem to conform to this general impression of religious terrorism. Ibrahim writes that, "For

global Jihadists [...] compromise with the West is an impossibility as its entire civilization is

based on beliefs, views, and actions that subvert Islam. The only solution is disavowal,

purification and preparation for war." 105

One of the main reasons for this violence is due to a key element of religious terrorism, a

mentality which scholars such as Jason Burke and Mark Juergensmeyer term the "cosmic

103 Ibrahim 2007, 3

104 Ibrahim 2007, xii

105 Brachman 2008, 21
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battle." 106 According to Burke, al-Qaeda's propaganda seeks to "to radicalise and mobilise"

Muslims by "proving that there is a cosmic battle between good and evil underway and that

Islam, and thus all that is seen as good and righteous and just, is in desperate peril." 107 A number

of academics propose that this is exactly what al-Qaeda is trying to do. "Al-Qaida and the

Jihadist movement have repeatedly and openly declared war on most Western governments, all

Islamic regimes not applying Sharia law, and a variety of other entities. They have purposely

sought to polarize the world into two camps: those with the Zionist crusader conspiracy and

those against it. 108 This kind of logic can be used to justify extreme acts because they claim that

the world is undergoing extreme circumstances. Gunaratna write that al-Qaeda's

principal aim is to inspire and incite Muslims worldwide to attack those who threaten Islam. Its
principal strategy is to attack iconic targets in or belonging to the United States and its allies and
friends in order to inspire and instigate a perpetual campaign. 1°9

Al-Qaeda is also one of the modern world's longest-lasting terrorist organizations,

another attribute often attributed to groups with religious motivations. Peter Bergen certainly

supports the notion that al-Qaeda's longevity is related to its religious background. "Al-Qaeda

has sustained and can continue to sustain enormous blows that would put other organizations out

of business because the members of the group firmly believe that they are doing God's work and

tactical setbacks do not matter in the short run. 110

One interesting extension of the notion of religious terrorism is the notion of apocalyptic

or millennial terrorism. Religious and apocalyptic terrorism share many of the same qualities: a

framing of a fight for cosmic justice, a tendency to use extreme measures, and an unwillingness

106 See Burke 2003, 26, 248-249; Juergensmeyer, 153-170

107 Burke 2003, 238; See also Burke 2003 33 and Burke 2004, 19, 26

108 Brachman 2008, 186

109 Gunaratna 2009, 21
110 Bergen 2009, 6
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to compromise with the enemy. Apocalyptic terrorism is often considered a more extreme

version of religious terrorism, because those who would hear to its logic believe not only are

they fighting for ultimate good but their fight will continue until the end of the world, which is

often nearer than it may seem." A number of scholars describe al-Qaeda as an apocalyptic

organization because, "Like other millenarian programs, the network's doctrinal agenda focuses

not on the present, here and now, but on the future." 112 These scholars often use 9/11 as proof of

their conviction because, "al-Qaeda and other apocalyptic terrorist organizations have a clear

desire and willingness to kill on a massive scale." 113

There are certain aspects of apocalyptic terrorism which make it distinct from religious

terrorism. For instance, apocalyptic groups tend to resemble cults more closely than standard

accepted religions, and often center around a single, charismatic, visionary leader. 114 This

characteristic has an interesting policy implications, because it would mean that if al-Qaeda were

in fact an apocalyptic organization, removing bin Laden might be a highly effective way of

combating al-Qaeda.

Since most literature fails to make a clear distinction between religious and apocalyptic

terrorism, and since they share more characteristics than they have to differentiate them, for this

paper I will treat religious and apocalyptic terrorism as the same type of motivation and assume

them to have the same indicators in the AQSI. 115

111 See Henderson 2008, Ruff et al. 2004

112 Rabasa 2006, 14; See also Greenberg 2005, 96; Bergen 2009, 9; McMillan 2004, 1

113 Rubin 2009, 226

114 Henderson 2008, 2-4

115 This is, however, one area of potential growth for the statements indexed and it would be a very
interesting study to try to find indicators in the index which would be able to distinguish religious from
apocalyptic terrorism.
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2.3.3 WHY Indicators and Methodology

As Spencer notes, "In reality, it is often extremely difficult if not impossible to

distinguish between religious and political motivations. " 116 Other scholars do believe that we

can find evidence of al-Qaeda's true motivations in their rhetoric. Ibrahim, for example, argues

that "al-Qaeda plays less on anger at the West for specific grievances in most of its literature than

on religious sentiments inherent in Islamic doctrine." 117 Instead of trying to decide once and for

all whether al-Qaeda is definitively religious or definitively political, it may be more helpful to

look at whether al-Qaeda relies more heavily on one or the other during certain time periods and

not others, or whether their use of predominantly political or religious justifications varies in

reference to specific topics.

By choosing a number of different indicators representative of various political and

religious themes, we will be able to see if al-Qaeda focuses more on religious or political topics

in their statements, or if their usage of different issues varies at different times. Tables A-6a

through A-6e, A-7a through A-7c, and A-11 in Appendix I all illustrate the types of keywords and

context I used to identify political or religious rhetoric. In general, I attempted to classify all

keyword/context pairs for a period as either political, religious or neither. For political themes, I

chose keyword/context pairs discussing a specific actor's government or military policy; focus

on political processes such as democracy, elections, or legislation; territorial complaints; topics

related to local or international political structures; or economic concerns. For religious themes, I

looked for keyword/context pairs containing religious ideas such as Sharia, takfir, fatwas,

mosques, Islam/Christianity and the Qur'an; anything relating to morality, apostasy, or doctrinal

issues; and any reference to religious institutions. Themes classified as neither political nor

116 Spencer 2009, 10

117 Ibrahim 2007, 6
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religious were those without clear political or religious implications. For example, I considered

status updates on the state of al-Qaeda in a given region, requests for funds, and eulogies for

fallen jihadis to be neither innately religious nor political. I also excluded al-Qaeda's declarations

of specific plans, when devoid of a given political or religious motivation (such as the keyword

"target for attacks"), as neither political nor religious. While these lists are by no means

exhaustive, and, as mentioned previously, ultimately subjective, they address the general

guidelines I followed when making my classification decisions.

I use these indicators to perform a number of tests. The first will be to look at al-Qaeda's

overall use of religious terminology in comparison with its discussion of political topics. I

calculate both the percentage of each kind of terminology out of the total number of keyword/

context pairs for a given time frame, and the two motivations' relative percentages to each other;

for example, to see if— hypothetically— al-Qaeda relies on political justifications twice as much (a

ratio of 200%) as religious rhetoric. I also look at the variation in the keywords and contexts

identified as political or religious in order to see if there are any trends in usage or content that

might indicate al-Qaeda prefers one kind of justification over the other under certain

circumstances. Finally, we can compare al-Qaeda's motivations, which may be expressed in

certain ideological terms, with its goals, which may be expressed in different terms. This will

address Gunaratna's point from page 54, separating what al-Qaeda wants, which may ultimately

have more political ramifications, from why al-Qaeda wants it, which may be based on a more

religious impetus.

I look at one final keyword for my analysis on al-Qaeda's political or religious

motivations, to emphasize how the line between politics and religion in al-Qaeda's rhetoric is

often blurred, if not entirely nonexistent. This keyword is "apostasy," and it is one of the most
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commonly used words in the AQSI for all 8 years examined in this study. Al-Qaeda's definitions

of apostasy often contain a combination of what we would normally consider "political" and

"religious." These include declaring groups apostate that participate in the United Nations and

respect international law right alongside naming governments apostate which have abandoned

Sharia or enacted "man-made" legislation.

By drawing a few inferences, we can use a "connect-the-dots" technique to understand

the relationship between these two seemingly disparate definitions of apostasy. For example, al-

Qaeda considers all man-made legislation an abandonment of God's law, and thus apostate. If we

assume that al-Qaeda considers the United Nations and international law man-made, we can

begin to understand how they, too, are considered an affront to al-Qaeda's religious principles

and thus also fall under the definition of apostate. I focus on al-Qaeda's definition of apostasy to

highlight a key aspect of al-Qaeda's rhetoric— the fact that, even when it seems clearly political,

it must be understood within the broader religious framework of al-Qaeda's ideology.

One limitation for this section is the fact that my decision to label certain keyword/

context pairs as religious, political, or neither, while based as best as possible on what I

considered should be widely acceptable criteria, was nonetheless ultimately subjective. Another

person performing this analysis with biases different from my own might have produced

different statistics.

This is, in a certain way, an advantage of the AQSI. The AQSI can serve as a standard, a

relatively unchanging base of information which can be interpreted and analyzed in many

different ways but, since the original data remain unchanged, tests can always be repeated

independently for empirical rigor. Were another scholar to attempt to repeat my process, choose a

different method classification, and nonetheless obtain similar results, this would greatly
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strengthen the validity of my original conclusions. Conversely, were a similar study to produce

vastly different results, this could point to areas that need improvement in the index to allow for

more repeatable results and a more reliable method of classification.

In this chapter I presented a literature review of a selection of scholarly debates regarding

the nature of al-Qaeda. These debates were grouped into three broad categories based on the

who, what, and why of al-Qaeda. Scholars debating the who present different arguments about

whether al-Qaeda's statements are aimed more at Muslims or the West, or a mix of both. I also

discussed literature on who the key actors are in al-Qaeda's discourse and highlighted the

significant roles of the United States, Israel, and Hamas. Second, I proposed four different

schools of thought on what al-Qaeda's goals are, ranging from forcing U.S. policy change, to

destroying the West, to deposing local regimes, to establishing a Caliphate. Each of these goals

can be viewed as independent objectives, or individual "steps" in a larger plan of events. Finally,

I addressed literature on the why of al-Qaeda, which debated whether al-Qaeda has political or

religious motivations. In the following three sections, I will use a prototype of the AQSI

relational database model to show how various indicators from the AQSI can be used to analyze

these themes. Section III begins at the height of al-Qaeda's infamy: September 11,2001.
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Figure 3-3: Intended Audience by Title and Year
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Figure 3-4: Percentage of Total Actors Mentioned in Specific Contexts
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Figure 3-5: Percent of Total Keywords Covering Specific Topics
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Figure 3-6: Total Keywords Covering Specific Topics
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Figure 3-7: Percent of Keywords (Out of Total Keywords) Identified as Political or Religious
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CHAPTER III: AL-QAEDA AFTER 9/11 

3.1 Overview

The period following 9/11 was a tumultuous one for both the U.S. and al-Qaeda.

According to many analysts, the United States' military response was stronger than expected, and

US forces eliminated the group's safe haven in Afghanistan in late 2001. 118 Senate reports

released in 2009 also claim that says American forces had bin Laden "within their grasp" in

Afghanistan in 2001. 119

Yet even while al-Qaeda was on the run, it was also still directly in the spotlight of a

heated public opinion battle. On the one hand, a number of Islamic groups and Western Muslim

organizations denounced the attacks and claimed that al-Qaeda's actions were completely

unjustified. 12° Among certain other constituencies, the attacks increased al-Qaeda's popularity.

One 2003 Pew Survey of opinions in the Middle East stated showed that in countries such as

Jordan, Bangladesh, and Nigeria, more that 40% of those polled considered suicide bombings

justified, with other countries such as the Ivory Coast and Lebanon polling as high as 56% and

74%, respectively. 121 A similar survey in 2003 showed that a majority of those polled in Jordan,

Indonesia, and the Palestinian territories were confident that Osama bin Laden would "do the

right thing regarding world affairs," with numbers over 40% in Pakistan and Nigeria. 122

Public opinions aside, al-Qaeda had become seemingly overnight, an international force

to be reckoned with. The question was, how would al-Qaeda react to its newfound status and

118 Gartenstein-Ross & Dabruzi 2008, 27

119 BBC News 2009

128 See Abduhr-Rahman et al. 2001; Witham 2001

121 Horowitz 2009

122 Horowitz 2009
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situation? Now that they had everyone's attention, what message did they have for the world? In

this section, I will examine statements from al-Qaeda in the period directly after 9/11 up to the

advent of the Iraq war (September 2001 through February 2003) to see if we can find indications

of al-Qaeda's inclinations.

3.2 WHO: Authors, Audience, and Actors after 9/11

One interesting dichotomy which appears in the statements for this period is the fact that,

although al-Qaeda appears to spend a lot of time talking about the United States, its addresses

seem to be more directed to the Middle East. In this section I look at the three main "who's"

appearing in al-Qaeda's statements: who are the authors releasing al-Qaeda statements, who is al-

Qaeda's target audience, and who are the key actors discussed by al-Qaeda.

3 .2.1 . Authors

During this period, there are 28 statements from five main figures and one group

representing al-Qaeda central whose statements I have chosen to include. The first two are

naturally Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Al-Zawahiri, who released eighteen and two

statements, respectively. Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, a "key figure in al-Qaedays leadership" 123 and

recognized "al-Qaeda spokesman" 124 also released four statements, including ones claiming

responsibility for the 9/11 attacks. Both Abu Hafs "the Mauritanian," often considered to be

highly influential as "al-Qaeda's religious leader," 125 and Abu Ubeid al-Qurashi, a "senior

123 BBC News 2003

124 TIME Online 2001

125 Pita 2007, 29; ADD MORE SOURCES FROM PEOPLE PAGE
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strategy advisor to Osama bin Laden," 126 released one statement each. I have also included two

statements from the group Qaedat-al Jihad, which is widely accredited with being the voice of al-

Qaeda leadership on the internet for a brief period in 2002 when it was on the run from

Afghanistan. 127 No statements or authors from the index were excluded from the sample for this

time period.

3.22 Audience

Al-Qaeda often titles its statements with some indication of their intended audience, for

instance bin Laden's warning "To the Allies of America" or a letter "To the People of

Afghanistan." 128 Figure 3-4 illustrates the distribution of statements specified for a particular

regional audience. This trend is reinforced when we examine the statements not by stated

audience, but also the kind of issues covered in each statement. As Figure 3-5 shows, 18% of

statements released discussed topics only related to the United States or the West, whereas 29%

covered issues exclusive to the Arab World. Although Section 3.3.2 will show that al-Qaeda

discussed U.S. policy more often overall than Middle Eastern issues in this period, nearly twice

as many statements were intended for an Islamic or Middle Eastern audience as for Western

listeners and there were 60% more statements discussing exclusively Arab issues than Western

ones.

Nevertheless, in both of these diagrams, over half (68% and 54%, respectively) of

statements from this period discussed a mixture of regional issues, covering topics pertaining to

126 Verton 2003, 236

127 Rashwan 2007, 40

128 Bin Laden also often addresses specific subgroups within his statements which could help clarify his
intended audience even further; unfortunately, there are no indicators for specific addressees in the AQSI
1.0, so those references are not included in this paper. These kinds of references, however, are another
keyword set to be added to the list of topics for the AQSI 2.0.
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both the Middle East and the U.S. We can see from Figure 3-6 that al-Qaeda's focus on a certain

audience varies fairly widely during this period. Although some of this variation can be

attributed to the uneven sample sizes (13 statements in 2001, 12 in 2002, and 3 in January/

February 2003), the high proportion of titles which failed to mention the addressee of the

audience at all would seem to indicate that al-Qaeda's audience during this time period was

unclear, either intentionally (as part of a specific media strategy) or unintentionally, due to the

challenges its leadership faced having to quickly disperse and relocate from Afghanistan.

As I first mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the "audience unclear" category presents a

challenge to my analysis, since it contains both statements for which a single target audience is

not declared in the title, but could be assumed to have a specific audience based on their subject

matter (this is why I analyzed statements based on both title and subject matter, as seen in

Figures 3-1 and 3-2); and statements which addressed issues pertinent to multiple audiences in

their contents. This category could thus include statements which have multiple, but distinct,

intended audiences and also those directed to such a broad audience that no single group of

addressees can be identified. Although the audience may have been unclear to me performing my

analysis using a specific set of parameters, it does not mean that al-Qaeda was unclear what it

wanted its audience to be when publishing the statement.

If al-Qaeda's lack of a clear audience during this time period was intentional, this could

indicate a number of different things about al-Qaeda's media strategy. First, it could be that, by

not specifying a direct subset of their potential viewership as an audience, al-Qaeda is purposely

trying to appeal to as many different regions and groups as possible. In this case, al-Qaeda may

be directing its messages to terrorists sympathizers, the Islamic Ummah, and the West all in the

same statements. It is also possible that, as of this period, al-Qaeda has yet to develop a media
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strategy tailoring specific statements for a specific audience, and instead their media strategy

involved addressing a wide variety of issues in a single statement. This might mean that one

section of a statement was directed at terrorist sympathizers, a different section to the Ummah,

and a third section directed to the West. The final hypothesis is that al-Qaeda simply did not have

a media strategy during this period for targeting any audience, based on the high levels of

variation in Figure 3-3, but considering al-Qaeda's continued commitment to its media wing, this

theory seems unlikely.

What is more likely is the fact that al-Qaeda's perceived audience during this period can

be attributed to a combination of the factors discussed above. For example, while on the run from

Afghanistan, al-Qaeda may have had a media strategy in place to target different audiences, but

was unable to implement it fully due to their curtailed broadcasting capability, and so instead it

was forced to transmit as much information as possible in the limited number of statements they

could produce. It is also possible that al-Qaeda had a general idea of its different audiences

during this time period (Muslim/Western/World), but had not yet developed a media strategy

aimed at more specific subcategories, such as the Ummah versus terrorist sympathizers versus

Muslims in a European diaspora or the West versus the United States versus Europe.

3.23 Actors

Another way to ascertain al-Qaeda's intended audience for its statements is to observe the

kind of actors it discusses, and in what context it discusses those actors. In this 18-month period,

al-Qaeda mentioned 51 different state actors. These actors can be broadly divided into two

categories: potential members of the worldwide Islamic Ummah, and al-Qaeda's enemies.
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There are certain markers and descriptions al-Qaeda uses which help us to differentiate

between the two. The former category, potential inclusions for the Ummah, are often listed as

"Areas to be liberated/defended by Jihad" and include a large number of predominantly Muslim

or Arab countries, including Afghanistan, Bosnia, Chechnya, Iraq, Kashmir, Palestine, the

Phillipines, Somalia, and Sudan. This category has a large amount of overlap with the actors

described as "Muslim Victims," which also includes the states listed above. As Figure 3-6 shows,

these first two categories make up over 40% of the actors mentioned in 2001, and have high

percentages in 2002 and 2003 as well. By contrast, less than 20% of actors mentioned fall into

the latter two categories, target for attacks and "participation in conflict." Actors mentioned in

these contexts are almost exclusively Western, and there is notable overlap between the two

categories, with the United States, Australia, France, Germany, and Italy appearing prominently

in both.

The fact that al-Qaeda discusses Middle Eastern actors and potential members of the

Ummah nearly twice as often as Western actors and its supposed enemies supports the trend

established in Section 3.2.2 that al-Qaeda, in spite of having just recently attacked the United

States, still directs more of its overall focus to the Middle East. This could indicate two things.

First, that even if al-Qaeda's targets are Western, their target audience is Middle Eastern or

Muslim, and so their focus on Middle Eastern actors is an attempt to increase their statements'

relevancy to their target audience. Second, this could also imply that al-Qaeda's main objective is

not focused the West, and that its focus the United States may have been only a been one piece of

a larger puzzle. Certainly, the countries listed in areas to be liberated/defended by jihad were all

Muslim. As the literature discussed in Sections 2.2.3 -2.2.4 proposes, al-Qaeda's focus on the

United States might be only coincidental to its primary objectives in the Middle East. In this
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case, al-Qaeda's initial aggression against the United States is intended to force Western

withdrawal from Muslim lands so that al-Qaeda can more easily achieve its subsequent goal of

establishing Islamic fundamentalist states. This would explain the proportional difference in al-

Qaeda's focus on actors without taking an all-or-nothing stance: both the West and the Middle

East are important points of focus for al-Qaeda, but the United States is only one small part of al-

Qaeda's grander designs in the Middle East.

Al-Qaeda's focus on specific actors — Israel, Hamas, and the United States — can also

provide us with insights into the nature of the organization during this time period. Given the

frequent focus on al-Qaeda's animosity towards Israel in Western media and jihadi literature,

Israel itself was mentioned surprisingly infrequently over the span of 18 months covered in this

chapter, in only five different contexts: 3 in 2001, 2 in 2002, and 0 in Jan/Feb of 2003. 129 Al-

Qaeda gives relatively few explanations during this period for its unfriendly stance towards

Israel, although its attitude clearly hostile. Only one statement gives a political reason (that it is a

U.S. military base); another statement claims that Israel's creation is a crime but fails to expand

on why. 130 The other mentions of Israel are much vaguer, labeling it as a target for attacks, for

instance, and claiming that its establishment was a Western goal for centuries, but failing to give

clear indications of the logic behind these trains of thought.

129 One limitation to this explanation is that I focused my analysis on state actors, i.e. Israel, and excluded
keyword/context pairs where al-Qaeda discusses its views on more amorphous group "the Jews,"
separate from their involvement with Israel. If one looks in the statements index for explanations given
prior to the start of this study, bin Laden claims in the 1990s the Jews "are an attacking enemy that
corrupts Islam." Zawahiri repeats a similar claim in 2006, that Jews are "the core of corruption in Arabia."
The fact that al-Qaeda gives clearer reasons for hating "the Jews" as an ethnic group/ religion than it
does for its reasoning behind targeting Israel as a state actor in the international political system might be
an indication of al-Qaeda's stronger religious motivations.

139 Although, perhaps one could find the reasoning behind al-Qaeda's anti-Israel logic if one were to
return to the original text of the statement; this might simply be a result of the highly abbreviated nature of
the keywords present in the AQSI itself. This would certainly be a point where, were I seeking to research
this specific subject matter further, I could use the AQSI as a "jumping-off point."
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Hamas, while it did not warrant much mention by al-Qaeda in this time period, is clearly

established during this period as a fellow Muslim group, perhaps even a comrade-in-arms. In the

single context containing the keyword Hamas for this period (in 2001), al-Qaeda details the

similarity of Hamas' and al-Qaeda's fight. Al-Qaeda also mentions in 2001 that the liberation of

Palestine is an issue for all Muslim people. This seeming friendly demeanor towards Hamas

might not be of particular significance to al-Qaeda's overall policy during this period, but it is a

stark contrast to al-Qaeda's adversarial attitude towards Hamas beginning in 2007, which I

discuss in greater detail in Section 5.2.3.

The United States was the single most-mentioned actor in al-Qaeda's statements for this

period. The U.S. was mentioned in a total of 29 different contexts in 18 months, which were

overwhelmingly political in nature, including destruction of environment, selective punishment

for violating international law, support for Israel/palestine, enslavement/subordination of other

countries, seeking to control Muslim oil/wealth, and human rights violations, are all topics

relation to American policies and politics. The rest were classified as neither political nor

religious, including labeling the United States a "target for attacks" and a discussion of the

United States' "cultural flaws." 131

Given that al-Qaeda seems to be directing more of its statements to a Muslim audience,

why such a prominent focus on the United States? Again, as discussed in Sections 2.2.3, 2.2.4,

and 3.2.3, it is possible that al-Qaeda considers the United States a key target for elimination

before it can carry out its designs for an Islamic fundamentalist takeover of the Middle East. It is

131 Granted, it is possible that al-Qaeda's definition of U.S. cultural flaws were grounded in political or
religious motivations, but using the limited description from the index and not the original text of the
statement, it is impossible to determine the nature of these supposed flaws or the motivations for al-
Qaeda's critques. A recurring theme in theme in this paper is that the AQSI serves as a starting point for
further investigation and interesting corner cases like al-Qaeda's exact definition of "cultural flaws"
presents an interesting opportunity for future research.
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also possible that al-Qaeda's focus on the U.S is a response to the 9/11 attacks. Al-Qaeda may

provide as many criticisms and condemnations of the U.S. as possible in an attempt to justify its

actions to its audience.

33. WHAT: Goals and Priorities after 9111

Although al-Qaeda seems to be targeting a Muslim audience during this period, its

statements seemed more focused on forcing U.S. foreign policy change than on establishing a

caliphate or deposing local regimes. Figures 3-5 and 3-6 compare how much al-Qaeda discussed

four topics for the period from September 2001 to February 2003: U.S. foreign policy,

destruction of the U.S./ the West, criticism of/discussion of overthrowing specific local regimes,

and Islamic world rule/the establishment of a caliphate. Al-Qaeda spent over a third of its time

discussing U.S. politics and policies. In a close second came discussion of specific local regimes.

In contrast, the term "caliphate" was only indexed once, and any direct discussion of destroying

the West was not indexed at al1. 132 Based on these figures, concrete issues and specific goals

appear to be a much higher priority for al-Qaeda than apocalyptic or world-changing endeavors.

It makes strategic sense for al-Qaeda to focus more on its short term goals than its long-

term ones. If al-Qaeda were to concentrate entirely on its plans for the distant future, it might

lose the interest of its constituents looking for tangible change in the present. In this period, the

most pressing concern for al-Qaeda was to justify its actions on 9/11 to its audience, which might

explain its focus on U.S. policy. On the other hand, if al-Qaeda failed to discuss its future vision

132 Please note, however, that this does not necessarily mean that al-Qaeda did not say things to this
effect; simply that such terminology was not indexed. As the limitations section earlier in this paper
discussed, I am assuming for the purpose of clarity that all the relevant topics for this paper are covered
in the index, although there are information gaps in the current version of the AQSI. The AQSI 2.0 will
cover a much broader range of topics and attempt to make much clearer the difference between issues
which were "not indexed" versus "not mentioned."
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entirely, it might be considered a reckless organization without direction, and could face

difficulty maintaing its image as an institution representing the interests of the entire Muslim

world. Al-Qaeda seeks to strike a balance in its rhetoric, and, as the following chapters will show,

it seems to maintain that balance at approximately 1% long term to approximately 99% short

term or historical discussion, reminding its audience occasionally that it has a vision for the big

picture while directing most of its energies towards convincing its listeners that it is aware of the

past and is working actively to improve the plight of its Muslim constituents in the present.

Additionally, although al-Qaeda might not clearly address all its plans and objectives, we

can use the same "connect-the-dots" technique outlined in Section 2.3.3 to infer some of al-

Qaeda goals. For instance, although al-Qaeda does not refer to destroying the U.S. directly, it

does claim that Muslims have the right to kill four million Americans, which would imply that it

intends further violence against the United States. Similarly, al-Qaeda discusses the "the

permissibility of robbing and killing apostates" in its doctrine, and also labels a number of

Middle Eastern governments apostate, which would indicate to some that it is condoning, if not

outright directing, violent acts against local regimes.

Finally, although at first glance it may seem that al-Qaeda wants U.S. foreign policy

change more than it wants control of regimes in the Middle East, a closer look at the contents of

the statements demonstrates that the two objectives are not so easily separated. Of the 29

criticisms of U.S. policy for this period, nearly half (45%) of those were directly related to U.S.

involvement in the Middle East. Similarly, of the 22 specific criticisms leveled against Muslim

regimes, exactly half (11 out of 22) were accusations that specific governments supported the

U.S. or were U.S. agents. Al-Qaeda's focus is on U.S. policy but, more specifically, on the

relationship between U.S. foreign policy and certain regimes in the Middle East.
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We see how the dichotomy of disjoining al-Qaeda's near- and far-enemy objectives

should be rejected in favor of a more nuanced and accurate representation of al-Qaeda's goals

that takes into account al-Qaeda dual focus on U.S. foreign policy and local Arab regimes. Al-

Qaeda speaks more frequently about United States foreign policy, but this is inextricably

intertwined with the policies of local governments in the Middle East which choose to support it.

Thus, although it may seem easiest to claim that U.S. policy change is a higher priority for al-

Qaeda than changing local regimes, if al-Qaeda's efforts to force a U.S. reaction were successful,

it would also further its goals in the Middle East. Thus al-Qaeda may view the former as a means

to an end, validating the hypothesis that U.S. foreign policy change is a top priority for al-Qaeda

while also still affirming that al-Qaeda's ultimate goal is change in the Middle East.

3.4 WHY: Politics and Religion after 9111

Prior to the Iraq War, political topics clearly dominated al-Qaeda's rhetoric in all three

years surveyed, as Figure 3-7 illustrates. In each year, over one-fifth of keywords surveyed

addressed political topics, such as criticism of the U.N. for the separation of East Timor and its

role in the war in Bosnia; the United States for its destruction of the environment and sanctioning

of Iraq; and even Europe for its role in the Sykes-Picot agreement. Intriguingly, nearly all of

these themes involve Western entities. Aside from allegations that certain Arab governments

were U.S. allies or agents, al-Qaeda has surprisingly little to say about Middle Eastern politics

during this period.

Comparatively speaking, al-Qaeda focused relatively infrequently on religious rhetoric.

Figure 3-7 shows that no more than 15% of terms indexed were related to religion during any

given timespan covered in this chapter, and in two of of the three years, that figure was less than
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10%. Sharia was mentioned a total of 3 times, each time in terms of a group which has rejected

it: United States Agent Arab Governments, the Ulema, and Egypt. The remainder of al-Qaeda's

religious rhetoric for this period seems relatively unfocused: listing a series of doctrinal issues

which legitimate various acts of killing, crime, or deception under certain circumstances; broad

discussion of Jihad; and the very occasional reference to Palestine or other issues al-Qaeda

considers relevant to all Muslim people.

One potential explanation for this disparity is that, given al-Qaeda's focus on the United

States and its need to respond to and justify the 9/11 attacks, it was under less pressure from the

outside world to give religious defenses for its actions than it was to provide political

explanations. This would explain both al-Qaeda focus on the United States evident in Section 3.3

and its focus on politics as covered in this section. Another possible explanation is that al-Qaeda

did not have media strategy in place to spread its religious doctrine in the same way that it

focused on certain political points.

One factor which might contradict this latter theory is the fact that Middle Eastern actors

were much more likely to be discussed in religious contexts than their Western counterparts,

which would indicate an established media strategy. The best example of this phenomenon is al-

Qaeda's relatively lengthy and detailed criticism of Egypt. Al-Qaeda lodges a tirade of nine

specific complaints against Egypt in 2001, and nearly half of these (44%) are religious in nature.

Political complaints include allegations that Egypt is a U.S. base of support, that it is holding

Muslim prisoners, that it treats detainees poorly, and even that it rigged elections. In addition,

there is a religious element to al-Qaeda's coverage of Egypt which is entirely absent from

discussion of Western actors. This element consists of condemning Egypt, not only for its

political transgressions, but also for its aggression against mosques, its banning of the hijab and
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niqab, its contravention of Sharia law, and its reliance on a secular constitution. Even more

fascinating is the fact that, among all the 51 state actors discussed during this time period,

Egypt's regime is the only one which al-Qaeda openly labels as apostate, a clear condemnation

of Egypt's supposed abandonment if its religious principles.

Why does al-Qaeda does al-Qaeda use a different class of criticism for Egypt than it does

for the United States? One potential answer is that al-Qaeda intends its varied rebukes to appeal

to different audiences. Many studies of al-Qaeda's statements have concluded that bin Laden

attempts to "portray himself as a statesmanlike figure more palatable to Western audiences," 133

when discussing issues of Western politics, whereas he tries to cast himself as more of a religious

leader when addressing regional Muslim audiences, by impressing them with "his deep

knowledge of the Qur'an." 134 If, generally speaking, al-Qaeda discusses Western actors in

political terms and Muslim actors more in religious terms, does this denote different motivations

for attacking different actors, or are these simply different rhetorical frameworks for the same

underlying motivations?

Perhaps examining al-Qaeda's discussion of apostasy, one of the most commonly

recurring themes in the AQSI, can provide insight into the answer to this question. This term

appears in every year al-Qaeda has released statements, including 8 times in the period from

September 2001 to February 2003— more times than the discussion of Israel and Hamas

combined. Apostasy, generally defined as an abandonment of religious beliefs and principles and

clearly a key part of al-Qaeda's religious ideology is nonetheless predominantly defined in

political terms. In 2001, apostasy was defined in 5 different contexts, but 4 out of those 5

definitions for apostasy were, at least on the surface, political: basing decisions on international

133 Blanchard 2007, 16

134 Greenberg 2005, 122
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legitimacy/resolutions, distinguishing between the U.S. and Israel, joining/participating in the

U.N., and seeking peace with Israel. The one more overtly religious definition of apostasy was

allying with/supporting disbelievers or infidel parties.

This example highlights both one of the interesting aspects of al-Qaeda's ideology and

also one of the most interesting and useful advantages of using the Al-Qaeda Statements Index.

Looking at the last (religious) definition in relation to the four prior (seemingly political)

definitions, one can begin to follow a certain train of logic inherent in much of al-Qaeda's

ideology and thus "connect-the-dots" that make up the fine line between politics and religion in

the al-Qaeda worldview. Given, (a) that allying with or supporting disbeliever and infidel parties

defines apostasy, and (b) that institutions that Israel and the U.N. are comprised of infidels and

disbelievers (a theme which, while not readily apparent in this chapter, becomes much more

evident in the following chapters as we expand our collection larger collection of al-Qaeda's

rhetoric), then it logically follows that (c) allying with Israel and the U.N. constitutes apostasy.

Clearly, then, although it al-Qaeda seems to focus much more strongly on politics than

religion in this period, the distinction is not as easy to make as it seems. The challenge when

considering al-Qaeda's political and religious statements is to not only take them at "face value,"

but to also understand them within al-Qaeda's broader ideological framework. Actions seeming

to be politically motivated may in fact be inspired by complicated religious subtexts in the al-

Qaeda worldview.

* * *

In this chapter I identified a number of important trends in al-Qaeda's rhetoric. Most

importantly, the dichotomies often presented literature on al-Qaeda are less accurate than the
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theories which embrace a more nuanced view of the actors, goals, and motivations important to

al-Qaeda. The AQSI provides us with the tools to both understand general trends in the data

independent of context and to relate those trends back to the specific context of the statements

and the significant events in a period.

Both the who and the what of al-Qaeda prior to the Iraq war consisted of combinations of

important elements. First, although al-Qaeda directed some of its statements to a specific Muslim

audience, the majority of its media releases addressed multiple constituencies or were unclear in

their intended audience. Similarly, parts of al-Qaeda's focus was on the United States and parts

on the Middle East. On the one hand, the U.S. was the single most-often mentioned actor in this

period, and al-Qaeda's discussed U.S. foreign policy more often than local Arab regimes. This

can be attributed to the pressure al-Qaeda felt to respond to and justify the 9/11 attacks. On the

other hand, much of al-Qaeda's ostensible focus on the U.S. was actually closely related to its

concerns in the Middle East, and al-Qaeda focused more overall on Muslim actors and areas to

be liberated by jihad.

Finally, although the why of al-Qaeda in this period seemed to lean more towards

political than religious motivations, my analysis was able to use the AQSI to "connect-the-dots"

between al-Qaeda's specific political complaints and its broader religious framework. One of the

most interesting findings for this period was that al-Qaeda relies more openly on religious

dialogue when discussing Muslim actors, whereas it emphasized political factors more heavily in

relation to Western subjects. This implies that al-Qaeda tailors its rhetoric, perhaps depending on

its intended audience, which means that researchers must analyze al-Qaeda's statements more

closely to separate al-Qaeda's rhetorical devices from its genuine strategies.
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Although this section alone fails to give clear answers to any of our questions, the trends

in the who, what, and why of al-Qaeda will be elucidated further in the next chapter.
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Figure 4-1: Intended Audience by Title
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Figure 4-5: Percent of Total Keywords Covering Specific Topics
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Figure 4-7: Percent of Keywords (Out of Total Keywords) Identified as Political or Religious
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CHAPTER IV: AL-OAEDA AND THE IRAQ WAR

4.1 Overview

The United States' invasion of Iraq in March 2003 marks the beginning of a new chapter,

in al-Qaeda's history. The U.S. began an even more aggressive offensive against terrorism, and a

report to Congress stated that among intelligence officials "there was a sense that U.S.

counterterrorism operations against al-Qaeda had severely damaged the organization." 135 Exact

reports varied, but public statements from the White House and the Central Intelligence Agency

claimed that by March 2003, U.S. forces had managed to kill or capture somewhere between

one-third to one-half of al-Qaeda leadership, including Khalid Shaikh Mohammed, alleged

"mastermind of September 11 and a key al-Qaeda planner and facilitator." 136 The New York

Times reported in November 2003 that "the recent surge in terrorist strikes on soft targets like

consulates, banks and synagogues in places like Turkey and Saudi Arabia is worrying, but

paradoxically reflects progress by the United States and Europe in disrupting al-Qaeda,

especially its leadership structure." 137

In spite of its loss of infrastructure, al-Qaeda was still able to reform and expand its

organization during the Iraq war. The New York Times reported that "senior counterterrorism

officials in Europe and the Middle East have grown increasingly concerned that smaller, harder

to detect groups with loose ties to al-Qaeda, or even independent of it" were striking "all over

Europe." 138 Many security experts showed concern that the U.S. invasion of Iraq had turned

135 Cronin 2003, 2

136 See Byman 2003, 158; Cronin 2003, 4

137 Jehl & Van Natta 2003

13'3 Jehl & Van Natta 2003
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public opinion in the Middle East against us, playing right into al-Qaeda's strategy by seeming to

justify their complaints that the West was an overbearing bully. 139

To be sure, al-Qaeda seemed to be attracting a much larger number of affiliates and

sympathizers to its cause. In the midst of a "fierce insurgency [...] in Iraq between 2004 and

2006 ,"140 in December 2004 bin Laden announced an alliance with al-Qaeda's most significant

affiliate to date: the group led by Jordanian-born terrorist Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, whom bin

Laden named emir of al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). 141 Al-Qaeda's focus shifted heavily to Iraq and al-

Qaeda operatives "were actively engaged in operations that aimed to dismantle and disrupt the

Iraqi democratic governmental transition process," 142 which bin Laden called a "golden"

opportunity to "engage and defeat the United States." 143

Al-Zarqawi's appearance as a new speaker in the public arena was timely for al-Qaeda,

since bin Laden's 2004 declaration would be his last for more than a year. Pakistan's President

Pervez Musharraf claimed that troops had their best chance of capturing bin Laden during

mid-2004 after the army launched an offensive along the border with Afghanistan, but in March

2005, he announced that the trail had "gone cold." 144 After a radio silence which was "the

longest period without a public announcement from Osama bin Laden since 9-11," in January

2006 bin Laden reappeared and returned to his previous propaganda practices, airing a tape

offering a long-term truce to the Americans.145 By the end of the period covered in this chapter,

139 See Burke 2004, 26; Greenberg 2005, 101-104; Nakhleh 2009, xiv

149 Greenwald 2010, 47

141 See Blanchard 2007, 7; See also BBC Timeline

142 Greenwald 2010, 59-60

143 Blanchard 2007, 7-8

144 Lancaster 2005; See also BBC Timeline

145 See IntelCenter 2005, 32; See also BBC Timeline
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marked by the death of al-Zarqawi on June 8, 2006, al-Qaeda seemed to have regrouped and was

on its way up again.

4.2 WHO: Authors, Audience, and Actors during the Iraq War

In this section we see the continued presence of many of al-Qaeda's same key authors,

but also note for the first time in this study that al-Qaeda is adding some new speakers to

represent its central leadership. Al-Qaeda decreases its focus on Western audiences and increases

its focus on Muslim audiences, although it still releases a majority of its statements to an

undeclared or mixed audience. This period also marks a shift away from discussion of "friendly"

actors towards a generally more antagonistic stance and stronger focus on attacking actors in the

Middle East.

4.2.1 Authors

The AQSI contains 70 statements from this period, March 2003 to June 2006, of which

60 have been included in my analysis. The key speakers during this period remained al-Zawahiri,

with twenty-three statements and— perhaps surprisingly considering his radio silence and

complete lack of statements for 2005— Osama bin Laden, who still managed to release nineteen

statements, the second highest number for this period. This chapter also includes statements from

number of new authors, most significantly Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, a former Jordanian terrorist

and leader of al-Qaeda in Iraq. Between al-Zarqawi's declaration of allegiance to al-Qaeda in

October 2004 and his death on June 8, 2006, we have twelve statements from al-Zarqawi himself

and an additional five from al-Qaeda in Iraq. Finally, we have the first statement from newcomer
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Abu Yahya al-Libi, whom the New York Times would in the coming years name one of the "most

effective promoters of global jihad" for al-Qaeda."6

The introduction of statements by al-Zarqawi poses an interesting challenge for the

analysis of this period. Although he quickly became one of the most prominent speakers

representing al-Qaeda from 2004 to 2006, there remains a general scholarly consensus that al-

Zarqawi never conformed to al-Qaeda centrals' strategies or ideologies. As Brian Fishman

reported,

Although they worked together nominally, the central al-Qaeda network, as led by Osama bin
Laden and Ayman al-Zawahiri, and the late Abu Musab al-Zarqawi's terrorist group in Iraq held
vastly different conceptions of jihad. The U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq minimized the
magnitude of that ideological clash, enabling al-Zarqawi's limited cooperation with al-Qaeda in
the Iraqi arena. Although they used each other for tactical support, publicity, and recruiting
purposes, their doctrinal differences made them only allies of convenience rather than genuine
partners, and al-Zarqawi's tactics grew more extreme and indiscriminate, al-Qaeda chose to
distance itself from his handiwork. 147

This became even more readily apparent after internal communications between al-Zarqawi and

other top al-Qaeda leaders were uncovered. Blanchard noted in his report to Congress,

While al-Zawahiri and al-Zarqawi were similarly indiscriminate in their calls for anti-U.S.
cooperation, differences appeared to have emerged in their perspectives on the targeting of
Muslims who collaborate with coalition troops or initiatives and the desirability of pursuing an
agenda of violent opposition to Iraq's Shiite-led government on sectarian grounds. These
differences became public in October 2005 after the publication of an intercepted letter reportedly
written by al-Zawahiri to al-Zarqawi... 148

Clearly, then, certain shifts in al-Qaeda's rhetoric for this period may not necessarily reflect an

overall change in al-Qaeda strategy, but many simply represent the change in speakers voicing

certain opinions more loudly than others.

146 Moss & Mekhennet 2008

147 Fishman 2006, 19

148 Blanchard 2007, 9
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Al-Zarqawi's presence presents an interesting choice to researchers attempting to

distinguish between al-Qaeda's words and actions. Can we assume that a shift in rhetoric is

indicative of a corresponding shift in strategy? Or should we assume that al-Qaeda's media

strategy can change while its tactics remain the same? Choosing the first option means accepting

al-Zarqawi's entrance into the public arena as a significant shift in focus for al-Qaeda and its

policies, and consequently, its modus operandi. Choosing the second option means ignoring

whatever temporary effect al-Zarqawi may have had on al-Qaeda in favor of its more longer-

term stated goals and policies.

The challenge is a shift in rhetoric may precede a shift in strategy if we assume that the two

variables are interdependent. Al-Zarqawi's rhetoric might originally be considered a deviation

from standard al-Qaeda ideology in that it was much more radical and violent, especially against

the Sunnis. This same rhetoric may have in turn attracted a new contingent of recruits to al-

Qaeda in Iraq who were more radical and violent than those who had previously joined the

movement and, as they worked their way up in the ranks, this new demographic may have

permanently shifted the nature of AQI towards a more extreme organization. Thus, a short term

deviation in rhetoric may end up having long-term effects on al-Qaeda's actions. These kinds of

questions regarding how we distinguish between al-Qaeda's public statements and its actual

engagement strategies, and the effects those definitions can have, cannot be answered in this

paper, although it is important to recognize them.

One final challenge posed by including statements from al-Zarqawi for this period is the

above-mentioned letter between al-Zarqawi and al-Zawahiri. Clearly, for the most accurate

analysis of public statements from al-Qaeda, which is the intention of this paper, this letter

should be excluded from my selection since it was never intended for public release. Due to the
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lack of clear markers regarding the type of statement in the AQSI 1.0, however, the algorithm I

used to select and analyze statements for this period was unable to distinguish this letter from

other al-Zarqawi statements and thus it has been included in my results. Given the relatively

large sample size for this period (60 statements), I feel that I can still report the findings for this

period with fairly high confidence that the inclusion of this one letter did not significantly skew

my results. This is, of course, an area of planned improvement for the AQSI 2.0, which will not

only have clear tags for public and private statements but will also allow us to distinguish

different types of statements within those categories, such as letter, videos, books, and so on to

better limit our analysis to only certain aspects of al-Qaeda's media strategy.

Of the ten statements excluded from my analysis for this period, seven are statements

from al-Zarqawi prior to his officially joining al-Qaeda in October 2004. These statements have

been included in the AQSI for their historical value and the important background information on

al-Zarqawi they can provide, but since they were issues prior to any al-Qaeda/Iraqi affiliation,

they cannot be considered accurately representative enough of al-Qaeda policy to be included.

Similarly, I have excluded one statement each from Al-Qaeda's branch in Saudi Arabia and

media organization the Global Islamic Media Front for reasons discussed in the first chapter of

this paper. The final work excluded from my analysis in this chapter is by Abu Bala Naji, whose

2004 book The Management of Savagery was considered a monumental work of jihadist

literature, but who was not necessarily directly affiliated with al-Qaeda's central leadership and

thus cannot be deemed with sufficient confidence to be representative of al-Qaeda's particular

motivations or goals . 149

149 See Brachman, 2006
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4.2 2 Audience

During the Iraq War, al-Qaeda's focus on the West decreased and its focus on the Middle

East increased. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show that al-Qaeda continued the trend from Chapter III in

seeming to address a specifically Muslim or Arab audience much more often than a Western or

non-Arab one, but these charts deviate from the previous ones by the fact that the percentage of

statements intended for a Western audience has diminished significantly, by over 50%.

Compared with the figures from Chapter III, in which 11% of statements were

specifically addressed to the United States and 18% covered issues solely related to the West,

during this period only 3% of statements had titles claiming to address the U.S. (if we look at all

statements intended specifically for non-Muslim actors by including statements intended for

Europe as well, this number rises to 6%, which still remains only half what it was in the previous

period), whereas statements addressing Western issues declined to 7%. In both cases, the number

of statements for seemingly Western audiences diminished by more than half. At the same time,

the percentage of statements specifically addressing a Muslim audience and covering exclusively

Muslim/Arab/Middle Eastern issues both increased during this period, the former rising from

approximately one-fifth to one-fourth of all statements and the latter accounting for nearly half of

all of al-Qaeda statements.

The other half— or more, depending on the indicator — of al-Qaeda's statements (68% by

title or 47% by context) remained unclear as to their intended audience or addressed multiple

audiences, just like in Chapter III. The question is whether this ambiguity is intended or merely

coincidental. In spite of a number of changing variables including bin Laden's 2005 silence and

al-Zarqawi's 2004 induction to the statements index, the ratio of statements intended for various

audiences remained surprisingly constant. Figure 4-3 shows that, with relatively little variation,
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the distribution of statements each year was approximately 5% intended for a Western Audience,

25% directed towards a Muslim audience, and 70% not clearly labelled and covering a mix of

issues relevant to multiple potential addressees. Not only does this imply that al-Qaeda has a

media strategy geared primarily towards addressing a Muslim audience, it presents an

approximate picture of that strategy that supports two of the theories presented in Section 2.1.1.

Al-Qaeda addresses both subgroups of potentially militant sympathizers and the broader

Ummah, and releases approximately 3 statements aimed towards a broader audience for every 1

statement intended for a specific following.

The shift in focus towards a more clearly Muslim audience can be explained by the

simultaneously decreasing relevance of the United States and 9/11 (considered an important

influence on al-Qaeda's rhetoric in the previous chapter), and the increasing relevance of the Iraq

insurgency; the continued disorder in Afghanistan; and other challenges in the Middle East

which were of immediate concern to al-Qaeda's target Muslim audience. The addition of al-

Zarqawi greatly increased al-Qaeda's involvement in regional affairs and thus placed al-Qaeda

under much greater pressure to respond to current regional events than to international ones.

4.23 Actors

Al-Qaeda's focus also shifted more towards Muslim and Middle Eastern actors during

this period. Figure 4-4 shows a number of interesting differences from al-Qaeda's attitudes

towards actors prior to the Iraq war. Most significantly, it seems as though al-Qaeda has

decreased its list of fellow victims and, by extension, its list of potentially sympathetic regimes,

while concurrently increasing its list of potential targets and enemies. The average number of

countries listed as targets doubled from that in Chapter III, up to 25% from 12%. The number of
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Muslim actors mentioned as targets for attacks increased over 200%, rising from 1/12 in Chapter

III (approximately 8%) to 9/32 in this chapter (28%). At the same time, al-Qaeda has expanded

the number of countries to be liberated or defended by jihad, from 25% to 36% of all actors

mentioned. Focus on Muslim victimhood decreased by two-thirds, going from 30% in Chapter

III to 10% during this period.

Al-Qaeda also increases its amount of direct criticism of Arab regimes. In addition to

listing at least nine different Middle Eastern actors as apostate, al-Qaeda launches a slew of other

complaints at local regimes. Unlike al-Qaeda's critiques of the United States, Europe, and Israel,

which are almost exclusively political, the critiques of Middle Eastern actors are fairly evenly

divided between religious and political complaints, with each actor being attributed a bit of both.

One theme is al-Qaeda's accusation of certain regimes' secularism, which it alleges to Egypt, the

Kurds, and Palestinian authorities. Other religious-themed accusations include Saudia Arabia's

violations of a mosque and Pakistan's closing of madrassas, along with allegations that Shiite

leaders are atheist disbelievers, for example, or that Nasrallah in Lebanon is a Zionist. Al-Qaeda

also begins and clearly states for the first time (at least in the periods covered in this paper) a list

of tyrannical, enemy regimes, including Jordan, Morocco, Tunisia, Palestine, Algeria, Egypt, and

the Arabian peninsula— all states which prior to the Iraq war had been listed as Muslim victims.

These religious themes are accompanied by an equally exhaustive list of political

complaints. One of the most common themes which al-Qaeda condemns Arab regimes for is the

holding and (assumedly poor) treatment of Muslim prisoners and government's compliance with

the U.N. or recognition of Israel. Al-Qaeda also often has much more specific gripes about each

country, such as the rigging of elections in Iraq, Egypt's politics of the Suez canal, and Pakistan's

government posing an obstacle to Jihad in Kashmir. One very interesting aspect of these
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criticisms is that, in any given year in this period, roughly one-third to one-half of al-Qaeda's

discussion of countries labelled as tyrannical, enemy, or apostate involves a criticism of those

countries' relationship with the West and the United States. The most common context in the

index is that X country is a U.S. Ally or agent, but al-Qaeda also makes specific references here

when possible, such as protesting U.S. military bases in Kuwait, the allowance of U.S.-run

prisons on Pakistani soil, and Qatar's role as a command center for Iraq invasion.

This increasingly negative focus on Islamic actors conforms to a trend observed by Peter

Bergen in 2009, that al-Qaeda keeps "expanding their list of enemies, including any Moslem

who doesn't precisely share their worldview." 15°There are a few possible explanations for this

trend, the first of which is Bruce Hoffman's famous "shark in the water" analogy, which states

that terrorists must keep up the "momentum" of their organization or fail, and are thus constantly

pushed to become more extreme both in their ideology and actions to continue to attract public

attention. 151 Al-Qaeda may be attempting to keep its momentum by expanding its lists of targets

to present an image of power, popular support, and progress.

It is also possible that this shift represents a genuine change in the targeting tactics of al-

Qaeda. Expecting the U.S. invasion of Iraq to cause Muslim countries to rise up and heeds its

call to arms against the Western crusader foe, al-Qaeda may have been surprised that, for the

most part, the Middle East did not have such a strong reaction. Although U.S. popularity ratings

declined rapidly in the Middle East, al-Qaeda was unable to provoke the cultural revolution it

had planned for. As a result, al-Qaeda may have searched for a new explanation for its failure,

and found its target in the countries and regimes it saw as supporting the U.S. and thus leading to

the U.S.' continued military presence in Afghanistan and Iraq. Instead of forcing U.S. withdrawal

150 Bergen 2009, 9

151 Hoffman 2006, 234
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and then deposing the apostate regimes sympathetic to the West, al-Qaeda may have decided it

needed to first weaken the U.S. base of political support in the Middle East and then force it into

withdrawing.

The final possibility is that this shift in focus towards Arab regimes is not a "change" in

targeting, inasmuch as it is a return to al-Qaeda's original tactics. Many scholars claim that al-

Qaeda's primary target is apostate and corrupt regimes in the Middle East (see Section 2.2.3). It

is possible that, while 9/11 may have been a temporary diversion from its main focus in order to

make a spectacular statement and draw attention to its cause, after three years al-Qaeda shifted

back to its chief objectives. The pressures of the Iraq war, increasing membership from local

affiliate groups, and the risk of losing support if it focused to much on issues less relevant to its

key constituencies may have influenced al-Qaeda and led it to revert to more familiar and

potentially stronger historical positioning.

Unlike the regimes mentioned above, al-Qaeda focused on Israel relatively infrequently

during this period. Continuing the trend from Chapter III, Israel was mentioned in a total of four

different contexts, none of which were overtly religious in nature. On the contrary, all discussion

of Israel fit into two other well-observed al-Qaeda trends, a focus on political grievance as noted

in this paper and also a reference to a global "conspiracy" involving the United States and Israel

to control the Middle East, which many scholars consider to be a key element in al-Qaeda's

ideological framework.152 Al-Qaeda critiques Israel for political issues such as holding Muslim

prisoners, and also claims that Israel is a tool of the U.S. and its creation was part of U.S.

campaign to control the Middle East. Finally, Israel is labelled a target for attacks, but it is

worthwhile to note that al-Qaeda condemns Isreal's holding Muslim prisoners three times as

152 See Hoffman 2006, 93-94; Gunaratna 2002, 90; Burke 2003, 163
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often as it calls for attacks on Israel, making it seem that discussion of attacking Israel is more

important to al-Qaeda as a rhetorical device than a strategic priority.

Hamas and the Palestinian issue were also fairly low priorities for al-Qaeda during the

Iraq War, based on their minimal presence in al-Qaeda statements. Hamas was not mentioned

even once during this entire period, and while Palestine did warrant mention in approximately

six different contexts, all of these were as part of a larger group of Muslim victims or lists of

areas to be defended by jihad. The Palestinian Authority was labelled a tyrannical and apostate

regime, but also also part of al-Qaeda's extensive coverage of multiple Arab regimes discussed

previously in this chapter. Overall, al-Qaeda did not seem to think that Palestine and Hamas

warranted any exceptional discussion in this period. Of course, given al-Qaeda's increasing focus

on Iraq, it makes sense that al-Qaeda might have to limit the mental and material resources it

expended on other more tangential issues.

Of three key actors of interest for this section, the United States once again received the

lion's share of al-Qaeda's attention, being mentioned in at least 42 different contexts. In spite of

al-Qaeda's increased religious rhetoric during this period, however, its stance towards the United

States remained almost entirely political. A few keyword/context pairs were labelled as neither

political nor religious, including a critique of U.S. "materialism" and "cultural flaws," 153 and

naming the U.S. a target for attacks. The remainder were criticisms and perceptions of U.S.

policies, predominantly of its policies in the Middle East, including its holding and treatment of

Muslim prisoners, attempts to control Muslim oil/wealth, human rights violations, occupation of

the Arabian Peninsula, dictating to rulers, enslavement/subordination, not truly wanting to bring

153 Both of which have certain cultural, but not necessarily religious significance. Without more context to
determine its use was excluded as a religious keyword.
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democracy and freedom to the Arab world, and the support of Israel/ lack of support for

Palestine.

Once again, this pattern seems to confirm the theory that al-Qaeda is focused, not so

much on the U.S. itself, but on the relationship the United States has with the Middle East.

Granted, the invasion of Iraq made the United States an easy mark for al-Qaeda to depict as the

reckless crusader, invading Muslim lands, attempting to appropriate Muslim wealth and oil, and

disregarding Muslim opinions and sovereignty. Yet one of the most common criticisms for the

United States remained that it was dictating orders to Arab rulers, just as one of the most

common complaints of Arab rulers were that they were agents of the United States. Even in this

time of war when the opportunity presented itself for a much harsher and varied type of criticism

of the U.S., al-Qaeda maintained a steadfast focus on its censure of the connection between the

U.S. and Muslim states.

43 WHAT: Focus and Goals during the Iraq War

Perhaps the starkest contrast between the results for this and the previous chapter is al-

Qaeda's clear shift in focus to the "near enemy." Figures 4-5 and 4-6 show that during this period

al-Qaeda speaks, on average, significantly more about criticizing local regimes and liberating

territories through jihad than it does about U.S. foreign policy— on average 28% of keywords are

criticisms of or calls for the overthrow of local regimes, nearly five times more than the 6% of

keywords condemning U.S. foreign policy. This is a clear reversal of the averages in Chapter III,

which were 10% U.S. policy and 7% local issues. Furthermore, these figures demonstrate that

this trend holds for both a year-by-year and overall assessment of the statements.
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Some readers might object that there are at least ten different Arab regimes, and only one

United States— of course if you add all the comments for each state together, there will be more

of the former than the latter. Mathematically speaking, this is true. Assuming, for example, ten

Arab regimes and one United States, al-Qaeda would have to mention each regime only once for

every ten mentions of the U.S. for the numbers to be equivalent, with the result that al-Qaeda

could speak about each individual country much less than the U.S. while still giving the

impression that al-Qaeda focused overall on the Middle Eastern region much more than on the

West.

It is, however, exactly this regional focus which I consider to be such a significant aspect

of both al-Qaeda's worldview and thus my analysis. As Jarret Brachman writes, "leading

ideologues like al-Zawahiri and Naji are not thinking within the confines of the nation state." 154

Al-Qaeda's divisive rhetoric clearly delineates its world into broad partitions— Ummah and

infidels, them and us, West and East— and thus it is important to look at the actors it mentions in

their proper contexts. In this context, these countries' importance comes not as much from their

identities as individual units as much as their inclusion in the broader Muslim world as al-Qaeda

sees it.

Furthermore, even if we break this trend down on a state-by-state basis we see that the

United States does not necessarily hold a lead over other key actors in direct numerical

comparison. For example, in 2004, al-Qaeda spoke more about Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Pakistan

than it did about the U.S. (with 10, 8, 7, and 6 keywords each, respectively). In 2005 Iraq once

again led as the most prominent topic, with 17 keywords, whereas the Shiites and the United

States tied with 12 keywords each. Finally, in 2006 the United States was a key area of focus

154 Brachman 2006, 19
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with 9 keywords of its own, but it was closely followed by Iraq, Pakistan (8 keywords each), and

Egypt (6 keywords). One could, of course, argue that criticism of Iraq is more closely related to

criticism of the U.S. than the Middle East, but that is a debate for another place and I consider

the exact number of contexts in which each actor was discussed comparable enough that I can

assert with confidence that al-Qaeda clearly shifted its focus back to local regimes during this

period.

So why the increased focus on Muslim regimes during this period? Author Jason Burke

provides one potential solution by arguing that al-Qaeda's policies and statements are really

focused on the personal biases of their leaders. Although 9/11 may have temporarily shifted al-

Qaeda's focus toward the U.S. and criticizing U.S. policy as a justification for its actions, Burke

argues that in general al-Qaeda's main focus has consistently been on the countries of interest to

its current leadership. For example, key al-Qaeda speaker Dr. Ayman al-Zawahiri has strong

feelings against his native country, Egypt, and thus focuses a large portion of his rhetorical ire in

its general direction, whereas Osama bin Laden focuses more of his energy on lambasting his

native regime, Saudi Arabia. 155

In this period we see that al-Qaeda has increased its focus on Iraq, which could be

attributed to Zarqawi's presence. Pakistan is also a common topic of criticism which, if they

were hiding in the Pakistani FATA regions, would explain Pakistan's increasing significance for

al-Qaeda's senior leadership. Saudi Arabia and Egypt, homelands of al-Zawahiri and bin Laden

respectively, also appear prominently in the list of common actors. Although for this paper I did

not divide my analysis into subgroups by author, it would certainly seem that there is potential

155 Burke 2004, 22
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support for Burke's hypothesis and it would be very interesting for a future study to see if

statements by different authors revealed different focuses or rhetorical characteristics.

4.4 WHY: Politics and Religion during the Iraq War

This period continues the trend seen in the last chapter, that al-Qaeda's statements focus

noticeably more on political than religious subjects. On average 27.75% of keywords in

statements each year were political, whereas 18.5% of topics addressed were religious. Figure

4-7 shows the percentage of keywords classified as either political or religious for each year

covered in this chapter.

This represents an impressive increase in average religious rhetoric over the previous

period, and the gap between religious and political topics has closed significantly. In Chapter III,

al-Qaeda spoke used an average of 270% more political keywords/contexts than religious

keywords/contexts. During this period, there is only an average difference of 50%, a 540%

decrease. Perhaps most importantly, the jump from an average use of 8.67% to 18.5% religious

keywords means that al-Qaeda more than doubled the amount of religious rhetoric included in its

statements during the 39 months covered in this chapter.

We first see this jump in 2004, which interestingly enough correlates with al-Zarqawi's

entrance into the public sphere. This trend continues in spite of bin Laden's absence of

statements in 2005, and the amount of religious rhetoric remains high, although slightly

decreased from 2004, through 2006. Although this study does not examine statements

specifically by author, it would be interesting in a future study to divide the statements by

speaker and see if this shift towards more religious rhetoric represents a change in Al-Zawahiri's
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and bin Laden's speech patterns, or if these two leaders' strategies remained the same and the

shift can be attributed to the inclusion of new speakers such as al-Zarqawi and al-Libi.

Apostasy demonstrated a significant trend towards appearing in religious contexts in

comparison to the previous period. Al-Qaeda mentioned apostasy in a total of 32 different

contexts, 13 of which were decidedly religious definitions, 8 of which were more political in

nature, and the rest of which named specific governments as apostate. This is a break from what

we observed in Chapter HI, where 4 out of 5 definitions of apostasy were political and only one

Arab regime was openly declared apostate. During the Iraq War, it seems, al-Qaeda maintained a

few "political" definitions of apostasy, such as entering democratic legislative council and

participating in the U.N., but this period also contains many more definitions which fall more

along the lines of what laymen might think when considering religion: believing only some parts

of the Qur'an and rejecting others, takfir, acting contrary to tawhid, and allying with disbelievers.

We can also use the same "connect-the-dots" technique addressed in the previous

chapters to see that even some apparently political definitions might not, in fact, be so political

after all. For example, two definitions of apostasy given by al-Qaeda are enacting man-made

legislation, which would seem to be more closely related to the topic of religion (assuming that

al-Qaeda's objection is to the fact the legislation is man-made, as opposed to divine or inspired

by a higher law), and democracy/democratic principles, which one would generally consider to

be a political definition. If, however, we were to assume that al-Qaeda considers democracy a

man-made form of government, then we can consider this political view as a subset of their

religious views, as a political act which does not conform to al-Qaeda's religious doctrine. The

result, as discussed in the last section, is that it becomes much less clear whether al-Qaeda's real

problem is with the religious or political aspects of democracy— one might even say it is both.
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A final interesting note is that al-Qaeda declares a long list of regimes and leaders

apostate, including Algeria, Libya, Musharraf in Pakistan, the Karzai government in Afghanistan,

Saddam Hussein and the Iraqi Council in Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and the Palestinian

Authority. All of the regimes declared as apostate are in the Middle East. While this in itself

might not be surprising, what is interesting is that al-Qaeda seems to critique foreign regimes

such as Israel and the West more in terms of political issues, while its focus on and complaints

regarding local issues seem to fall more along religious lines. Although this study does not aim to

do a comparison among statements, but only across them, it would be interesting for future

research to perform further analysis on this trend and see if al-Qaeda does tailor its critiques to

its subjects in certain types of statements or in relation to a specific set of concepts, which might

be yet another indicator that al-Qaeda varyies its rhetoric based on its perceived audience.

* * *

This chapter illuminates a number of key patterns emerging from al-Qaeda's rhetoric. For

this period we see three distinct trends: a shift towards more religious rhetoric, a decrease in

focus on U.S. foreign policy in favor of a heavier focus on local regimes, and a shift towards a

more predominantly Muslim audience. It is, to say the least, interesting that these three trends

happened simultaneously and may give some credence to the hypothesis that al-Qaeda has

different messages for different audiences and tends to rely more on religious rhetoric when

addressing the Arab masses. These findings, however, are merely correlational and there is also a

high possibility that they are either simply coincidental, or that there is some underlying hidden

variable which is affecting all three of these trends.
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Furthermore, it seems clear during this period that the dichotomies so often posed in

scholarly literature, dichotomies which are so often portrayed as mutually exclusive— political or

religious, near or far enemy, Muslim or Western audience— are much less supported in al-

Qaeda's rhetoric than theories which promote a more integrated approach to al-Qaeda ideology

by allowing for a spectrum of interests resting somewhere between the most extreme ends. For

instance, al-Qaeda uses both religious and political topics and seems to vary their reliance on one

or their other depending on their subject matter. Similarly, al-Qaeda seems to have both an anti-

Western and anti-Middle Eastern regime stance at times, and these two factors are inextricably

intertwined. Much of al-Qaeda's focus on U.S. foreign policy for this period had more to do with

the local Arab regimes that enforced or supported it. Naming Muslim regimes as targets for

attacks and discussing both their political and religious failures were clear priorities for al-Qaeda

and also an increasing point of emphasis for their rhetoric. Finally, although what al-Qaeda

wants— deposing local regimes, changing U.S. foreign policy, seizing territory for a caliphate—

are all political actions, the why and justifications for those actions is becoming increasingly

religious, signifying the necessity for scholars to understand both facets of the organization.

This 39-month period involved a number of years of transition and instability for al-

Qaeda, however, so it will be interesting to see how these trends progressed in the past few years,

which we will explore in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 5-1: Intended Audience by Title
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Figure 5-3: Intended Audience by Title and Year
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Figure 5-5: Percent of Total Keywords Covering Specific Topics
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Figure 5-6: Total Keywords Covering Specific Topics
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Figure 5-7: Percent of Keywords (Out of Total Keywords) Identified as Political or Religious
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CHAPTER V: AL-QAEDA AFTER AL-ZARQAWI

5.1 Overview

On July 2, 2006 Peter Bergen wrote in the Washington Post that al-Qaeda "may be staging

a comeback." That same article reported that "al-Qaeda is regrouping and strengthening along

the Afghan Pakistan border." 156 Sure enough, for many terrorism experts, "the August 10, 2006

plot to destroy 10 aircraft over the Atlantic Ocean with liquid explosives signaled the resurgence

of al-Qaeda senior leadership and its Pakistani safe haven." 157 By 2007 the general scholarly

consensus affirmed the notion that al-Qaeda was on the rise again. While an April 2006 national

intelligence estimate assessed that "the global jihad movement is decentralized, lacks a coherent

strategy, and is becoming more diffuse," a July 2007 national intelligence estimate reported that

al-Qaeda "has protected or regenerated key elements of its homeland attack capability." 158

The period following the death of al-Zarqawi and leading up to the present day has been a

tumultuous one for al-Qaeda. Al-Qaeda seems to be slowly regaining strength, but it faces a

number of significant challenges, including an ever-more scattered base of support and

constantly declining popularity rages among the Muslim public . 159 Not only the general public,

but also a number of key Islamic scholars renounced al-Qaeda. Criticisms from Sayyid Imam Al

Sharif, whom Bergen calls "the ideological godfather of Al Qaeda" and a personal rebuke from

"one of bin Laden's erstwhile heroes," Sheikh Salman Al Oudah were a staggering blow to al-

Qaeda and seriously undermines its claims of theological and ideological legitimacy. 160

155 Bergen 2006

157 Gartenstein-Ross & Dabruzzi 2008

155 Gartenstein-Ross & Dabruzzi 2008

159 Blanchard 2007, 17; See also Horowitz 2009
160 Bergen 2008; See also Wright 2008
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One of the most significant developments for al-Qaeda was the founding of the ISI, the

Islamic State of Iraq. As one report to Congress describes it, "following the death of Abu Mossad

al-Zarqawi in 2006, leading al-Qaeda affiliates established an entity known as the Islamic State

of Iraq based in Iraq's western al-Anbar province. " 161 This new group was headed by Abu Omar

al-Baghdadi and Abu Hamzah al-Muhajir, a former top aide to al-Zarqawi. Al-Zawahiri released

a statement which "congratulated al-Baghdadi for the establishment of the so-called Islamic

State," 162 but al-Qaeda officials outside Iraq also expressed concern about the increasing

fragmentation and waning support for jihadi movements in Iraq. The high rate of Iraqi civilian

casualties during the insurgency tarnished al-Qaeda's image as a protector of Muslim people, and

many saw this trend combined with "the divisive, violent rhetoric and operations of the Islamic

State of Iraq as a contributing factor to the increased willingness of some Iraqi Sunni Arabs to

distance themselves from al-Qaeda and in some cases to support the elected government of

Iraq "1 63

In spite of these difficulties in Iraq, the "al-Qaeda Nebula" composed of affiliate groups

and local movements which decided to join al-Qaeda's cause continued to expand rapidly from

2006 on. One 2008 report noted that, after January 2005, over 40 different organizations

"announced the formation and pledged allegiance to bin Laden, al-Qaeda, and their strategic

objectives." 164 We can see this expansion and diversification of leadership and interests reflected

in the authors included in the Al-Qaeda Statements Index. Not only does the overall number of

authors in the index triple from 2001 to 2009, but this period also marks the first time first time

161 Blanchard 2007, 9

162 Blanchard 2007, 9

163 Blanchard 2007, 10

164 Gartenstein-Ross & Dabruzzi 2008
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we see a significant number of statements from multiple new authors, as opposed to only the

occasionally included single speeches released by al-Qaeda ideologues in previous years.

52 WHO: Authors, Audience, and Actors after al-Zargawi

This section continues many of the same increasing trends observed in the previous

chapter. Al-Qaeda continues to expand both its membership and its list of enemies. This period

marks a significant jump in the number of al-Qaeda representatives connected directly to the

senior leadership, and we see a number of new speakers appear prominently in the AQSI

beginning in late 2006. Al-Qaeda also focuses increasingly on Middle Eastern audiences and

issues while simultaneously decreasing its focus on statements directed towards the West or

discussing U.S. foreign policy concerns. One new development for this period is that, coinciding

with this increased focus on Muslim audiences, al-Qaeda also has a much stronger focus on the

Israel/Palestinian issue and Hamas. Finally, both the list of countries al-Qaeda names as areas to

be liberated/defended by jihad and the list of targets for attack are expanding, which might be a

side effect of al-Qaeda introducing new representatives with a wider variety of regional

grievances, but it also might indicate that al-Qaeda is becoming more radicalized and extending

the reach of its hostile world view.

5.2.1 Authors

This section, which contains 97 statements, includes familiar authors— with thirteen

statements from bin Laden and twenty-six statements from Al-Al-Zawahiri— but also introduces

us to a number of heavy hitters and new players. Most prominent among these is Abu Yahya al-

Libi, who overtook the ever-loquacious al-Zawahiri as al-Qaeda's most prominent speaker, with
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a total of twenty-eight statements. According to a 2007 report, "Abu Yahya al-Libi has in the last

year or so emerged as al-Qaeda's theological hardliner, a spokesman who says things that bin

Laden and al-Zawahiri want said but prefer not to say themselves at this stage in the war." 165

This section also includes four statements from Azzam al-Amriki, the pseudonym for Adam

Gadahn, a California native turned al-Qaeda spokesman and America's most notorious

homegrown terrorist, who appears in multiple as-Sahab videos and is considered one of al-

Qaeda's most valued cultural translators and English-language commentators. 166 I have also

chosen to include three statements from As-Sahab media; five statements from Mustafa abu

Yazid, who has been recognized by both bin Laden and Zawahri and was named "the overall

head of al-Qaida Organization in Afghanistan" in an official As-Sahab video in May 2007; and

four statements from "al-Qaeda operational leader" 167 and an "explosives and guerilla warfare

expert [...] considered by the U.S. military to be Al-Qaida's regional commander responsible for

insurgent operations across all of southern Afghanistan, including the provinces of Khost, Paktia,

and Ghazni," 168Abu Layth al-Libi.

A significant portion of the statements for this period also comes from al-Zarqawi's aides

and successors for al-Qaeda in Iraq. This includes two statements from Abu Hamza al-Muhajir,

also known as Abu Ayub al-Masri, who is widely considered to by al-Zarqawi's top aide and

direct successor to the leadership of al-Qaeda in Iraq. 169 Also included are twelve statements

from Abu Omar al-Baghdadi, who, although an individual of much debate and even rumored by

166 Scheuer 2007b; See also Brachman 2007

166 See Stern 2006; Khatchadourian 2007

167 Kohlmann 2008, 2; See also Scheur 2007a

168 Kohlmann 2007, 15

166 See Hidler 2008; Filkins 2006; Blanchard 2007, 10
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some to be fictitious,17° is nonetheless widely recognized, including by al-Zawahiri himself, as

the emir of the Islamic State of Iraq. 171

Fourteen statements were excluded from my analysis for this period. Three are from jihadi

media fronts (with the reasons for their exclusion as discussed previously), one from the al-Ansar

Mail group, and two from the Global Islamic Media Front. Another three are from al-Qaeda

affiliate groups, one from al-Qaeda in the Land of Islamic Maghreb and two from al-Qaeda in the

Arabian peninsula. Another statement I excluded on similar grounds as the affiliate groups, since

it was labelled as being produced by Qaedat al-Jihad but written by Al-Qa'ida in Arabian

Peninsula's Shaykh Adil al-Abab. One statement I chose not to include but whose inclusion is

debatable is a statement attributed to "al-Qaeda in Germany" but which, upon closer

examination, purports to be an as-Sahab video by German Al-Qa'ida Member Abu Talha al-

Almani.

Finally, I excluded four statements (two statements each) from two noted jihadi speakers

who nonetheless cannot be credibly associated with al-Qaeda. The first of these two speakers is

Abu Mansoor al-Amriki, an American-born terrorist who has become a figure of some media

prominence but whose association lies with the Somali Islamist paramilitary group al-Shabaab,

not al-Qaeda. 172 The second member of this groups is much more difficult to define. We have two

statements labelled with the author "Atiyatallah," but this is unclear on a number of levels. First,

there are multiple prominent figures related to al-Qaeda with the pseudonym Atiyallah. The first

of these is Atiyah Ab al-Rahman, also known as Sheykh Atiyatallah, 173 who is considered a senior

170 See Bruno, 2007; Robertson 2009

171 Blanchard 2007, 9-10, 14; See also Robertson 2009

172 Elliot 2010

173 See Farrall 2009, 20; Moghadam 2008, 141
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member of al-Qaeda leadership, Islamic scholar, and "primary liaison to al-Qaeda's organization

in Iraq and network in Iran." 174 Rahman is most famous for a chastising letter he wrote in 2005

to al-Zawahiri, which is included in the AQSI. There is, however, another Atiyatallah related to

al-Qaeda, noted "online jihadi pundit Sheikh Atiyatallah," also known as Louis Atiyatallah. 175

Unfortunately, since Atiyatallah is simply a pseudonym used by a commentator on the internet

and "virtually nothing is known" about Atiyatallah's true identity, it is impossible to determine

any connection to al-Qaeda's senior leadership. 176 Due to the ambiguities surrounding the name

"Atiyatallah," combined with a lack of clear labeling in the AQSI 1.0 which would allow us to

distinguish the authorship of the statements in question, I have chosen to err on the side of

caution and exclude these statements to avoid any potential misrepresentation of al-Qaeda policy.

Clearly, one key task for the AQSI 2.0 will be to reexamine statements such of these and relabel

them in such a way that will make concise identification possible.

5.2.2 Audience

Al-Qaeda's focus on the West decreases sharply after July 2006. Analysis of the

statement from this period indicate that al-Qaeda directs a manifest majority of its statements to a

Muslim audience. As Figures 5-1 and 5-2 illustrate, only 1% of statements by title were intended

for the U.S., and even if we include statements for Europe that number remains at a paltry 2%. In

contrast, by title it would appear at approximately 22% of statements are directed at a Muslim or

Middle Eastern audience. If we consider the intended audience based on subject manner,

statements discussing exclusively Middle Eastern issues make up a majority 51%, outnumbering

174 Whitlock and Ladaa, 2006

175 Fishman 2008, 50

176 Brachman 2008, 81
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statements with an unclear audience for the first time in this study. It is also noteworthy that if I

had included statements which focused mainly on Middle Eastern issues and only mentioned the

U.S. in passing as a target for attacks (but did not discuss any other topics related to the U.S. or

its foreign policy), this would have increased my statement count and made the Muslim-audience

statement percentage even higher.

Figure 5-3 shows that, with some variation, the trend for titles holds when broken down

year-by-year as well. Yet two questions remain. The first is, why such a high percentage of

statements where the intended audience is unclear? Is this an intentional effort by al-Qaeda's

senior leadership to appeal to as broad a potential base as possible by not singling out a specific

audience, or does this indicate that, perhaps al-Qaeda's audience remains largely unclear even to

the organization itself? Considering the number of resources and the amount of effort al-Qaeda

regularly pours into its public media strategy, it seems unlikely that the proportioning of

statements for different audiences is left up to chance. The significance of this continued trend

throughout all eight years of this study will be discussed in more detail in the cumulative analysis

section of this paper, Chapter VI.

The second question raised during this period is, why such little focus on its Western

audience? Or, more specifically, why so much focus on a Muslim/Middle Eastern audience? One

possible explanation is that this is a response to bin Laden's radio silence in 2005, which may

have been viewed by al-Qaeda's constituency as a sign that the central leadership was

weakening. Now, after regrouping in the FATA Pakistan, al-Qaeda may be directing more of its

energy to its core group of sympathizers in an effort to consolidate its base of support and

reassert its leadership in the region. A second similar hypothesis is that al-Qaeda was blamed for

the high rate of Muslim casualties in Iraq during the previous period and experienced a sharp
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drop in worldwide Muslim approval. Its focus on the concerns of its Muslim audience may be an

attempt to regain some of its lost popularity and to demonstrate that it is still concerned first and

foremost with the well-being of the Ummah.

5.2.3 Actors

Al-Qaeda also increases its focus on Hamas and Israel during this period. Some authors

would consider this support for the hypothesis that, following the spike in Muslim casualties in

Iraq, al-Qaeda's media strategy is largely influenced by its concern for its falling popularity.

Overall, this period marks an interesting shift in focus regarding the actors of interest for al-

Qaeda, because there is not only a greater emphasis on Hamas and Isreael, but a greater religious

emphasis as well. Continuing the trends seen in the last chapter, al-Qaeda continues to expand its

lists of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad and also the list of actors declared targets for

attacks.

Al-Qaeda speaks out much more strongly and clearly against Israel beginning in

approximately 2008. During the second half of 2006 and in 2007 al-Qaeda's critiques of Israel

are much the same as always. It is only mentioned 4 times: twice for holding Muslim prisoners,

once declaring the rulers of Israel as killers of Muslims, and once as a target for attacks. In 2008

and 2009, however, Israel is mentioned in over 17 different contexts, more than double its rate in

any of the previous years in this study. Over 40% of al-Qaeda's critiques of Israel during this

period also take on a decidedly more religious and extreme tone: the creation of Israel is declared

the greatest disaster in Islamic history and Israel is condemned for all sorts of sins, including

occupying Muslim lands and destroying or planning to destroy Muslim mosques, including the
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Al-Aqsa and Dome of the Rock. Al-Qaeda also claims that Israel seeks to capture Pakistan's

nuclear weapons and that it desires to cleanse Jerusalem of Muslims.

This increased focus on Israel is accompanied by a corresponding increased discussion of

Hamas. In the second half of 2006 Hamas is not mentioned at all, but from 2007 to 2009 Hamas

is mentioned a total of 38 times, an incredible jump after its complete absence from the

statements in the previous chapter. Unlike al-Qaeda's criticism of the United States and even its

previous criticisms of Israel (those discussed prior to this chapter), over a third of al-Qaeda's

criticisms of Hamas stem from a strongly religious foundation. In 2007 and 2008, al-Qaeda states

that the al-Qassam Brigades— which al-Qaeda labels in 2008 as "truly" Muslim— should advise

llamas' political leadership, and that the brigades should take over if their advice is ignored. Al-

Qaeda gives a number of its usual political justifications, including the fact that Hamas respects

international resolutions and allies with apostate states such as Egypt and Syria, but the

statements in this period also contain a long list of criticisms based solely on Hamas' religious

policies, a point of contention that never played such a prominent role in their rhetoric before.

47% — nearly half— of the contexts in which Hamas is discussed contain clear religious

indicators. These include the accusation that Hamas nominated Christians to enter the group, that

it has abandoned Sharia, and that it is turning to secularism, which is impermissible.

This shift to focus on Hamas and the manner of criticism al-Qaeda has chosen to address

the issue are interesting for two reasons. First, the timing— why the sudden spike in interest in

Israel and Hamas? One theory proposed by the likes of Christopher Blanchard and Barak

Mendelsohn, author of Combating Jihad, is that this trend is a direct reaction other events,

including al-Qaeda's declining popularity and weakening grasp on the situation in Iraq.

According to Mendelsohn, "Subjected to harsh criticism throughout the Muslim world, al-Qaeda
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is seeking to salvage its reputation and gain to recruits to collapsing effort in Iraq. Becoming the

knight of the Palestinian cause, particularly by targeting Israel, could provide it a lifeline and a

possibly way out of is predicament." 177 This theory dovetails neatly with my proposal in section

5.2.2 that al-Qaeda's increased focus on its Muslim audience is also a response to its declining

credibility in the Middle East.

There is a second aspect of al-Qaeda's rhetoric toward Hamas that makes this issue so

interesting. As Figure 5-4 indicates, al-Qaeda continued to expand its lists of both targets for

attacks (up one percent to 26% from 25% in Chapter V) and areas to be liberated/defended by

jihad (up 25%, averaging 45% in this period as opposed to 35% previously). In spite of all the

disapproval and ire directed at Hamas by al-Qaeda during this period, Hamas is not included

among the list of targets for attacks. Al-Qaeda even goes so far as to distinctly state that, in spite

of all its flaws, Hamas is not apostate, a courtesy al-Qaeda clearly does not extend to other

misguided Muslim governments. Understanding why al-Qaeda specifically chooses not to do

certain things— such as label Hamas an apostate governement— especially when we have so many

other examples of al-Qaeda's choice to seemingly tack the "apostate" label onto every Middle-

Eastern governing body it dislikes, presents one of the most intriguing opportunities for analysis

yet. Further study of groups that al-Qaeda defines in the negative, as opposed to the positive,

might reveal some very interesting insights about the actors discussed by al-Qaeda.

One potential explanation for this "opposite" definition of Hamas is that al-Qaeda is

trying to curtail the harshness of its criticism of Hamas, because it is aware of its need for

powerful allies in the future, and does not want to unnecessarily alienate its base. A brief scan of

the AQSI for other actors defined in the negative would seem to indicate that they are all

177 Mendelsohn 2009, 82
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potentially vital supporters of al-Qaeda. Although no other actor is specifically labelled not

apostate, Iraqi Sunnis, the Ulema, and Muslim civilians are all specifically declared not targets

for attacks. 178 Launching a full-fledged attack on Hamas may be considered too close to

attacking Palestine, a region al-Qaeda is supposedly sworn to liberate and defend. This could

lead to even more serious disapproval of al-Qaeda among Muslims, the very situation al-Qaeda

was attempting to remedy.

Regarding the final actor of interest for this section, al-Qaeda's stance towards the United

States also picked up a mildly more religious tone than in previous years, although it remained

predominantly political. The U.S. was mentioned a total of 72 contexts for this period, in a much

more diverse range of topics, perhaps due to the increasing presence of Azzam al-Amriki. It is

also possible that increased variety discussion of U.S. politics can be attributed to the 2008

presidential campaign and President Obama taking office in 2009, a possibility which is not

clearly demonstrated in these figures but would explain the spike in political topics after three

years of decline in Figure 5-7.

There are many of the same political complaints about the U.S. as in the previous two

periods are present in the index, including criticism of its alleged subordination/enslavement of

other countries; claims about the U.S. holding Muslim prisoners and seeking to control Muslim

oil/wealth; condemnation for its destruction of the environment, support of Israel, oppression of

Palestine, and human rights violations; and claims that it is occupying the Arabian Peninsula and

dictating to rulers and does not respect the outcome of elections. There are also number of

criticisms of specific U.S. events and politics, the likes of which were not previously included in

178 One possible exception to this rule is that Sweden is declared not a target for attacks by bin Laden in
2004, a status which was later rescinded by al-Zarqawi, who declared Sweden a target in 2008. Al-
Qaeda's use for Sweden is unclear, although one could speculate they were looking for a relatively
neutral country in order to establish a stronger base in Europe.
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al-Qaeda statements. This include allegations that the U.S. lied about reasons for war; comments

that the election of Bush displayed poor morals, ideology, and intellect; and censure for

welcoming Salman Rushdie, an author whose book The Satanic Verses caused international

Muslim protest because it was believed to contain irreverent descriptions of the Prophet

Mohammed.

In additional to these political objections, al-Qaeda makes the greatest number of

religious criticisms of the U.S. during this period of any time it this study. Not only is the the

United States lambasted for its secularism, corruption, and materialistic culture, but al-Qaeda

also makes claims, such as that the U.S. seeks to establish a Greater Israel, that would seem to

divide the world in half along religious lines, conforming to the more religious idea of a cosmic

battle. Most interestingly, the line between what belongs to the Islamic world and constitutes the

rest of the world is becoming less clear. Descriptors which were in the past reserved for Middle

Eastern countries are now being applied to the U.S., including listing it in areas to liberated/

defended by jihad and in the list of Muslim victims. Additionally, al-Qaeda makes the claim that

Obama is apostate from Islam. This shift in focus could indicate a few possible hypotheses: first,

that al-Qaeda has expanded its worldview and now is including the United States in the list of

areas it intends to conquer, or second, that it is attempting to an appeal to potential American

audience by making them feel included in the worldwide Ummah.

53. WHAT: Focus and Goals after al-Zarqawi

As in the previous chapter, al-Qaeda's focus on local Arab regimes continued to rise

during this period, which we can see in Figure 5-5. Topics related to criticizing or calling for the

removal of local regimes increased nearly 30% in the index, accounting for a full 36% of all
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keywords and contexts indexed during this period. Focus on U.S. foreign policy decreased by

20%, constituting only 5% of the keywords and contexts in the AQSI for this period. Even on a

state-by-state basis, local Arab regimes were much more strongly represented in the index than

the United States in every year except 2006.179 In 2007, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt were all

mentioned in more contexts that the United States. In 2008, Pakistan was mentioned most

frequently, followed by Saudi Arabia and Egypt again, with the United states tied with Egypt for

fourth place. Pakistan also dominated the topics indexed in 2009, but the United States did move

back up in rank to second place. As has been the case in both of the preceding chapters, al-Qaeda

also clearly maintained a focus on its shorter-term goals during this period, whereas longer-term

goals such as establishing an Islamic caliphate were indexed in less than 1% of the topics.

During this period al-Qaeda clearly becomes more aggressive in its rhetoric against

Muslim regimes. Just as we saw at the end of section 5.3 that al-Qaeda had begun using some of

the terms normally applied only to the Muslim world in reference to the United states, al-Qaeda

also seems to have transferred a number of the critiques it previously reserved for primarily

Western entities to their Middle-Easter counterparts. For example, in Chapter III, we can recall

that all of the states listed as targets for attacks, with the exception of Egypt, were Western., and

in Chapter IV Muslim actors made up 28% (less than a third) of of actors listed as targets for

attacks. In this chapter, over half of the actors listed as targets for attacks are now what al-Qaeda

perceives to be Muslim actors, and only 45% of targets for attacks are Western actors, This is a

highly noteworthy change in targeting, or at least in the targets al-Qaeda is publicly announcing,

since 2001.

179 The may be explained by the fact that the year 2006 was split in half for my analysis and this section
only covers July-December; this trend may have been confirmed for 2006 as well had I analyzed the full
complement of statements.
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In this period we can recognize a distinct disparity in the types of language used when

discussing Western actors in comparison with the critiques made of Middle-Eastern actors. For

example, all of the regimes listed as "tyrannical, enemy regimes" were Muslim. Similarly, just

like in Chapter IV, one of the most common complaints against Arab regimes is their holding of

Muslim prisoners. This accusation is primarily leveled against Muslim actors. In 2006, 9

different states or ruling bodies were indexed in this context, all of which all except U.S. and

Israel were Middle Eastern; in 2007, only 3 out of 14 actors "holding Muslim prisoners" were

Western, namely the United Kingdom, the United States, and Israel; by 2008 of the actors

mentioned as holding Muslim prisoners were Muslim, and in 2009 only 1 out of the 8 mentioned

was Western.

Using different language for different actors suggests that al-Qaeda either has a different

media strategy for different audiences, as suggested by Ibrahim in The al-Qaeda Reader, 180 or

that al-Qaeda has genuinely different motivations and philosophies for attacking Muslim actors

and the West. These trends of differing rhetoric resurface in section 5.4, and will be analyzed in

more detail in Chapter VI.

5.4 WHY: Politics and Religion after al-Zarqawi

During this period, both the percentage of keywords labelled as political and the

percentage of keywords labelled as religious rose slightly from the numbers reported in the

previous chapter but remained at comparable average levels to those reported after 2004 in the

the previous chapter. In spite of increased focus on politics surrounding the 2008/2009

presidential election, overall discussion of political topics only rose by 5%, with 29.25% of

180 See Ibrahim 2007, xii, 2; See also Blanchard 2007, 16
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keywords indexed classified as political (up from 27.75 in the last chapter). Discussion of

religious themes increased by 20%, with a total of 22.25% keyword/context pairs qualified as

religious (up from 18.5%). Furthermore, as Figure 5-7 shows, the gap between the amount of

religious and political rhetoric continues to decrease by 60% to only a average 30% difference in

the average number of in political versus religious keywords and contexts in the index. The

continuing increase in religious subjects along with the significant decrease in the difference

between political and religious rhetoric indicates that al-Qaeda, at least as reflected in its

statements, is becoming an increasingly religiously motivated organization. The question is,

why?

Much of the increase in religious rhetoric is related to al-Qaeda's criticisms of llamas.

According to Mendelsohn, al-Qaeda's responses in its disagreements with Hamas reveals its true

colors as a religious terrorist organization for whom the seeming political territorial goal of

retaking the Muslim homeland is superseded by the ideology of a worldwide, cosmic battle.

According to Mendelsohn, "al-Qaeda's doctrine specifies that Palestine is not an isolated conflict

but part of a broader war between Islam and the West... It views the recovery of any land that

was once under Muslim control as a non-negotiable religious imperative and an objective that

can only be achieved through jihad." 181 The llamas issue is also an interesting example of how

the AQSI and independent political research can complement each other. The statements provide

a certain set of facts, but not always a broad enough background or context to explain why they

are composed a certain way, whereas theories like Mendelsohn's can propose a potential "why"

but could not be validated without the facts.

181 Mendelsohn, 78-79
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Another possible explanation is that al-Qaeda is increasing its focus on Muslim

audiences. If we assume Ibrahim's hypothesis to be valid, al-Qaeda's media strategy purposely

escalates the religious rhetoric used in statements intended for the Middle East. We can certainly

find contexts in the AQSI that are used with predominantly Western or predominantly Muslim

keywords, indicating a different set of values for the two categories of actors. For example, there

are two different contexts in the index involving the words "killing" and are usually related to

state actor keywords. The first of these is "killing innocent civilians" and the second is "killing

Muslims." States listed as killers of innocent civilians in this period were almost exclusively

Western.182 On the other hand, all of the actors listed as "killers of Muslims" were Middle

Eastern. Similarly, out of the 19 instances of states being criticized for secularism during this

period, only one occurrence — the United States in 2007— involved a non-Muslim state.

The final indicator we have of the closing gap between religious and political rhetoric is

al-Qaeda's discussion of apostasy. Apostasy was mentioned 69 times in this period, only 4% less

than the overall count for the United States, compared with 260% less in Chapter III and 31%

less in Chapter IV. 183 Within the discussion of apostasy for this period, 34 of those contexts

(49%) were labeling specific states or regimes apostate. All of them were Muslim or Middle

Eastern actors. A further 22 contexts for apostasy (32%) were definitively religious, and included

definitions of apostate acts such as abandoning Sharia, enacting man-made legislation,

establishing a secular government, promoting interfaith convergence, supporting disbelievers,

182 There is only one exception to this rule, but it is a very important one. The Ulema is also listed once in
2007 in this context by Abu Yahya al-Libi, which would indicate al-Qaeda does occasionally include
Muslim actors in this context. Al-Qaeda has a long history of casting the Ulema as not truly Muslim and an
enemy of their cause, however, so it is possible that the Ulema still falls under some broader classification
containing both the West and other groups al-Qaeda decrees non-Muslim.

183 Observant readers will note that the decreasing difference in mentions of the U.S. and apostasy
mirrors the overall declining gap between political and religious rhetoric, exhibiting only a slightly steeper
curve.
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and believing only parts of the Qu'ran while rejecting others. Only 13 definitions (19%) of

apostasy in this period were political and included contexts such as basing decisions on

international legitimacy, entering democratic legislative council, ceding Muslim lands, and

participating in the U.N.

These trends all indicate that al-Qaeda is relying increasingly on religious justification for

its actions and seems to be revealing a much higher level of religious motivation for the

continuation of its campaign. This progression in al-Qaeda's rhetoric is one of the most

interesting patterns discovered in this study and has a number of intriguing potential

explanations. Further analysis, along with a discussion of its implications will be addressed in

more detail in Chapter VI.

* * *
In this section we see both the continuation of a number of trends from the last chapter

along with some very interesting new developments. The who for this period continued to

increase in regard to both the number of public speakers connected to its central leadership and

the number of actors it considers targets for attacks. Al-Qaeda's sudden focus on Hamas was a

surprising change from Chapters III and IV, and the religious nature of that focus, along with a

rise in the general usage of religious rhetoric, would certainly seem to indicate that al-Qaeda uses

different justifications for different audiences. When discussing on Muslim or Middle Eastern

actors it seems to rely more heavily on religious topics, whereas more political stances are used

in relation to the West. The what since July 2006 has been an extension and intensification of the

trends discovered in the previous two chapters, namely a steady increase in focus on Middle
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Eastern regimes and demands and a declining interest in subjects relating to the West and U.S.

foreign policy. Finally, the why of al-Qaeda continued to increase in religious tone, closing the

gap between political and religious dialogue to a mere 30%. This fascinating trend, along with

discussion and analysis of my findings throughout the past three chapters, will be analyzed in

more detail in the next chapter.
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Figure 6-2: WHAT Trends 2001- 2009
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Figure 6-3: WHY Trends 2001- 2009
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CHAPTER VI: ANALYSIS 

After identifying the trends presented in the data in the previous three chapters, we can

see that the who, what, and why of al-Qaeda have all changed to at least some degree over the

past eight years. But what do these changes this mean? How do these changes reflect on the

schools of thought presented in Chapter II? In this chapter, I present a summary of the important

trends and patterns apparent in the AQSI over the past eight years. I also tie the data presented in

Chapters III, IV, and V back to the theories presented in Chapter II to highlight the significance

of these trends in a broader context.

6.1 WHO: Trends 2001-2009

Figure 6-1 summarizes the significant trends in authorship, audience, and actors in the

AQSI from 2001 to 2009. There are three significant trends we can conclude from these graphs.

Regarding the authors in the AQSI, al-Qaeda is clearly expanding its ranks, both in terms of the

central leadership included in this study and the affiliate groups represented in the AQSI but not

included as part of my analysis. At the same time, al-Qaeda has increased its focus on its Muslim

audience while decreasing its its focus on a Western audience. Finally, while al-Qaeda has not

increased the overall number of actors it discusses significantly, it has increased the percentage

of actors discussed as targets for attacks and areas to be liberated by jihad.

6.1.1 Authors

The purple graphs in the top row of Figure 6-1 indicate two important trends in al-

Qaeda's authorship. The graph on the left shows the authors included in this study, those I

considered to be representative of al-Qaeda's senior leadership. The graph on the right shows the
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total number of authors in the AQSI, which represents the "al-Qaeda nebula" and includes al-

Qaeda affiliate groups and media fronts. We can observe a clear difference in the growth patterns

of these two graphs, and this difference gives us an important insight into al-Qaeda's growth as a

organization. Simply put, while the graph on the left has been increasing at a fairly state, or even

a decreasing rate since approximately 2004 (the trend line appears to be slightly concave), the

overall impression of the graph on the right has been increasing at an increasing rate for the same

period.

Many theorists have proposed that al-Qaeda now functions somewhat like a "franchise,"

serving as a "brand name" for a number of independently operated groups united only minimally

by a certain set of common ideologies and strategies. 184 These graphs indicate that while more

and more affiliate groups every year "buy into" the al-Qaeda franchise, al-Qaeda's senior

leadership— the "upper management" of the franchised company and the part that determines the

goals, ideology, and overall direction for the "corporation"— is increasing only slowly, at a rate

that, if the the trend continues, will either continue at a similar rate of adding only one or two

new members a year (if the trend is linear, as it has been since 2007); level off (if the trend were

similar to a logarithmic function); or eventually begin to decrease (if the trend is more similar to

an inverted parabola).

This trend shows that al-Qaeda is still being more cautious about whom it allows into its

inner circle than it is about accepting fringe elements. This next generation of new authors,

especially Abu Yahya al-Libi, have been deemed very likely to become bin Laden's and al-

Zawahiri's ideological and operational successors. 185 A steady or even declining growth rate in

al-Qaeda's central leadership could prove to a be a boon for security analysts, because it implies

184 See Riedel 2008, 125-126; Greenberg 2005, 63; Hoffman 2006, 282

185 Brachman 2008, 16
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that AQSL is not changing so quickly as to make its actions unpredictable. Counterterrorism

experts can identify al-Qaeda's key "up-and-coming" leaders in the present, use their statements

and actions to understand each individuals' ideological and strategic tendencies, and thus obtain

a fairly accurate picture of how al-Qaeda could develop in the future.

6.1 .2 Audience

The middle row of blue graphs demonstrates two interesting trends about al-Qaeda's

audience. The first trend is that, both by subject matter and title, al-Qaeda has steadily increased

its targeting of Muslim audiences while decreasing its targeting of Western audiences. This

would support the theories presented in Section 2.1.1 that al-Qaeda's main audience is, in fact, a

Muslim audience. This does not imply that al-Qaeda's statements are not also intended to

generate fear and concern in the West, but it would seem to confirm that this is not the

statements' primary purpose, nor are non-Muslims al-Qaeda's primary audience. The second

trend lends the most credence to theories that combine the two "Muslim audience" schools of

thought in Section 2.1.1; that is, that al-Qaeda intends some of its statements for specific groups

of radicals and insurgents and some of its statements for a broader Muslim audience, the

Ummah.

It is also clear based on the relatively stable proportioning of both titles and subject

matter over the years that al-Qaeda has a media strategy to split its rhetoric approximately evenly

between sweeping rhetoric which covers a wide range of issues and more targeted statements

intended to appeal to specific Middle Eastern constituencies. The first category of statements still

covers primarily Muslim issues, but addresses concerns in both West and East. This tactic might

be indicate a continued effort by al-Qaeda to attract Muslim listeners in the European diaspora, a
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group which has been considered of increasing importance to al-Qaeda for carrying out Western

operations in the heightened-security, post 9/11 climate." 6

6.13 Actors

As the bottom row of green graphs shows, the number of actors mentioned in the AQSI

has increased over the past eight years, but this increase has been gradual and has not

significantly changed the number or type of actors being discussed by al-Qaeda. For the most

part, the core group of actors has remained the same- the U.S. and central Europe, and Israel

representing the West and Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Palestine, Pakistan, and Iraq

making up the Middle East. Actors discussed most are generally countries with which al-Qaeda

has direct ties, supporting Burke's theory that it is focused on the places its leaders are concerned

about.

Since al-Qaeda has somewhat expanded its list of actors, one opportunity for further

research is to see if there are any trends within this list. This could give provide insights into the

regions and countries of most interest to al-Qaeda. For example, there has been growing

scholarly focus on al-Qaeda's activities in Africa, such as the establishment of al-Qaeda in the

Land of the Islamic Maghreb (AQLIM) and the growth of jihadism in areas such as Libya,

Somalia, Algeria. 187 It would an interesting test of this concern to see if the actors which have

been added over the past few years are concentrated in Africa, or fit into any other regional,

political, or cultural classifications. Also would be interesting to see if addition of new author

from a certain country or region coincides proportionally increase in focus on al-Qaeda's rhetoric

on that region, to provide further support for Burke's thesis.

186 See Greenberg 2005, 11; Hoffman 2006, 288; Gunaratna 2002, 97, 115, 205

187 See Rabasa 2006, xxi, 129; Hoffman 2006, 286-287; Gunaratna 2002, 159
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Although the overall number of actors has not changed significantly, what has changed in

the past eight years is the number and type actors al-Qaeda lists as targets. Al-Qaeda has

increased the number of actors it lists to be liberated or defended by jihad by over 80% since

2001, even including the United States on this list in more recent years. Furthermore, while al-

Qaeda more than doubled the number of actors it considered targets for attacks, the number of

specifically Middle Eastern actors labelled as targets rose by over 660%. Combined with its 46%

decrease in "friendly" rhetoric towards its fellow Muslim victims, it would appear that al-Qaeda

has become increasingly aggressive and radicalized in its it intentions towards state actors.

This has some concerning policy implications for U.S. strategists since it might indicate

that al-Qaeda's ideology is expanding and it is attempting to reach out to "homegrown" terrorists

in America, calling them to carry out attacks on their own. This might also be a trend supporting

the theories of authors such as Jason Burke and Marc Sageman, who argue that while al-Qaeda

no longer has the abilities necessary to carry out large-scale terrorist attacks on its own, it has

been increasingly strengthened its inspirational and ideological capacities such that it can

convince "self-starter" terrorists in many nations to plan and carry out attacks on their own. 188

Increasing the number of directly stated targets for attacks may be an attempt by al-Qaeda to

connect with these local terrorist cells and make them feel like their actions are contributing

towards the goals of a larger movement.

Based on comparisons of al-Qaeda's discussions of the U.S. and Israel with its coverage

of Hamas and other Muslim actors, there is compelling evidence that al-Qaeda varies its

language depending on the subject matter in its statements. Al-Qaeda's discussions and critiques

of the United States, Israel, and other Western actors are overwhelmingly political in nature,

188 See Burke 2003, 240, 248; Sageman 2008
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whereas it uses a different set of contexts and criticisms with a much stronger religious element

when discussing Muslim actors. This final trend, while less easily defined in quantitative terms

and thus not included in Figure 6-1, has many interesting implications for theories on al-Qaeda's

audience, media strategy, and motivations.

First, this behavior suggests that al-Qaeda tailors its language conditionally on content

and could support theories such as Ibrahim's that claim al-Qaeda changes its message depending

on the perceived interests of its audience 1 89 Second, this certainly provides evidence that al-

Qaeda has a media strategy including different approaches for different topics. Researchers

seeking answers about al-Qaeda's actions and ideology in the AQSI must keep this tendency for

variation in mind, and avoid taking al-Qaeda's statements at "face value." Instead, scholars must

look past the veneer of rhetorical framing and strive to find the underlying trends and currents of

thought by identifying areas of consistency and continuity across a wide variety of statements.

Second, since al-Qaeda does use a mix of political and religious terms, even when discussing

Muslim actors, this should prompt researchers to look more closely at the relationship between

al-Qaeda's political and religious discourse, an issue which will be discussed more throughly in

Section 6.3.

6.2 WHAT Trends 2001-2009

Figure 6-2 summarizes the trends in al-Qaeda's stated goals and priorities for 2001-2009.

There are three significant trends which become clear when observing these graphs. The first

trend is that al-Qaeda focuses over twenty times more on short term goals than on its long term

objectives, which make up less than one percent of the topics it discusses. Second, although it is

189 Ibrahim 2007, xii; See also Blanchard 2007
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discussed infrequently, establishing a caliphate has been the most consistently stated goal out of

all these categories. Third, al-Qaeda's focus on the Middle East and deposing apostate Muslim

regimes remained a more prominent goal for al-Qaeda throughout the eight years covered in this

study, and percentage of keywords and contexts related to these issues continues to rise. Al-

Qaeda's focus on the United States, on the hand, has steadily declined since 9/11 and has

constituted only 5% of topics discussed by al-Qaeda since the death of al-Zarqawi.

The first of these trends become readily apparent by comparing the scales of the two

graphs in the lower row of Figure 6-2. While the Y-axis the graph on the bottom left ranges from

0-40%, the graph on the bottom right ranges from only 0-1.5%. Al-Qaeda's focus on its short

term goals was an order of magnitude (at least ten times) greater than its focus on its long term

objective, even at its lowest point. This is an important point for U.S. counterterrorism strategists

to consider. While al-Qaeda may occasionally remind its listeners of its long-term objectives, al-

Qaeda does not share the main characteristic of an apocalyptic terrorist organization focused

primarily on some distant, millennial, catastrophic future. On the contrary, al-Qaeda seems very

much grounded in current events and strategies to counter it should continue to monitor its

actions closely and stay alert to respond to its short-term goals.

Nevertheless, while establishing a caliphate has never been al-Qaeda's most stated

objective, it has been the goal repeated with the most consistency in the AQSI over all eight

years and topics covered in this study. The top graph in Figure 6-2 shows that the overall number

of keywords and contexts in the AQSI has been increasing rapidly, nearly doubling in the past

five years. In spite of this growth, establishing a caliphate maintained a relative steady average,

appearing in slighly less than 1% of all keywords and context in the index. This means that,

while al-Qaeda has increased its discussion of other topics, it has also proportionally increased
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its discussion of establishing a caliphate to ensure that it is clearly stated as a goal every two to

three years.

One of the important limitations to note for this study is that quantitative analysis only

presents measurable data, such as frequency and relative usage of a specific context. What it does

not do is account for more subjective measures of importance such as impact of a given topic on

the listener. Establishing a caliphate is a clearly stated and consistent goal for al-Qaeda, but

perhaps it is a goal that does not need to be repeated as often as more trivial complaints against

specific regimes in order to have the same level impact on al-Qaeda's audience. As discussed in

Section 3.3 of this paper, al-Qaeda may consider toppling individual regimes and establishing a

caliphate both goals of equal importance, but it may have needed to find a balance for its

rhetorical strategy that focused more on immediate concerns for tactical reasons. While this

study cannot evaluate issues of subjective importance, now that my research has identified these

two themes as key objectives, further research can be done using public opinion polls on

perceptions of al-Qaeda's strategy to determine the impact different ideas have on al-Qaeda's

audience.

The final trend for al-Qaeda's goals is al-Qaeda's prioritization of and focus on issues the

Middle East. A consistent and increasing plurality of keywords and context over the past eight

years all involve on al-Qaeda's cultural, political, and economic complaints regarding specific

Arab regimes. Although al-Qaeda does continue to address issues related to the United States, the

U.S. plays a secondary role to al-Qaeda's mainly Middle Eastern objectives. Much of al-Qaeda's

criticism and targeting of the United States is related to al-Qaeda's perception that the U.S.

interferes with and infringes upon what al-Qaeda sees as Islamic issues. Furthermore, al-Qaeda's

focus has shifted even towards the Middle East over the past 8 years, with the number of
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statements addressing the West and Western issues sharply declining while the number of issues

addressing Muslim groups and Arab issues has increased.

I propose that this is not a new development or an "evolution" towards a greater focus on

the Middle East, but in fact shift a "back" to al-Qaeda's original and historical focus. Section

1.1.2 established the importance of media coverage for all modern terrorist organizations, and

attacking the U.S. was an extremely savvy move by al-Qaeda to make a grand statement and

attract the world's attention. Once al-Qaeda had the publicity and recognition to garner the

support it needed to continue its jihad, however, its focus returned to its previous objectives.

Both graphs at the bottom of Figure 6-2 show that the period directly following 9/11 was

the high point of al-Qaeda's focus on the United States, and interest in U.S. foreign policy and

destroying the West has steadily decreased in every period since then. If we consider 9/11 an

exception and not the rule, it is possible that for a brief time period surrounding those events al-

Qaeda directed its focus more towards the United States, but that this, in fact, was the deviation

from al-Qaeda's standard patterns of targeting and objectives. Al-Qaeda's actions in the past

eight years have demonstrated that its desires to overthrow local apostate regimes and establish

an Islamic caliphate are much more enduring that any of its efforts to change U.S. policy or

destroy the West.

63 WHY: Trends 2001-2009

Perhaps the most interesting finding of this study has to do with al-Qaeda's political and

religious motivations. Although AQ still includes a slightly higher percentage of political rhetoric

than religious rhetoric in its statements, the difference in usage of the two categories has

diminished dramatically from a 270% difference after 9/11 to on average difference of only 30%
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in the present day. Figure 6-3 illustrates the important trends for the why of al-Qaeda from 2001

to 2009. As the graphs in the top row show, al-Qaeda has maintained a relatively stable level of

political discussion with a few minor fluctuations. 190 Al-Qaeda's use of religious rhetoric rose

sharply right around the beginning of the Iraq war and has continued to rise gradually since

then. 191 The graph on the bottom row highlights the most interesting trend: although al-Qaeda's

overall use of both political and religious use has been gradually increasing, religious keywords

are demonstrating a much faster rate of growth and the "gap" between the two categories has

decreased dramatically in the past eight years.

This presents some interesting questions for al-Qaeda researchers. First, does al-Qaeda's

increasing reliance on religious justifications for its actions indicate a change in motivation, or is

al-Qaeda simply revealing its original motivations more openly? Second, what are the

implications of an increasingly religiously-motivated al-Qaeda? Does an increase in religious

attitudes indicate an increase in radicalization or violence? Or is this simply a rhetorical change

that might not be accompanied by a tactical shift? How worrisome should this trend be for U.S.

counterterrorism strategists?

Al-Qaeda's shift towards more religious rhetoric could have a number of different causes.

First, if one considers Hoffman's "shark in the water" theory, it is possible that religious rhetoric

is simply a way for al-Qaeda to increase its momentum, striking of a tone of fervor and

immediacy that resonates with a particular subsection of its audience and inspires them to

190 It is interesting to note that both of the "spikes" in al-Qaeda's use of political terms were right around
the time of U.S. presidential elections, indicating that al-Qaeda does still respond in its statements to
Western events and the Unites States has not completely disappeared as a point of focus. This presents
another point of interest for future research to investigation whether this pattern is simply correlational or if
there is a definable connection between the two events.

191 Which, of course, is another starting point for possible research. Can the rise in religious rhetoric be
attributed primarily to al-Zarqawi? In that case, it would seem the use of religious themes should have
decreased again after his death in 2006, which was not the case. Did bin Laden and al-Zawahiri change
their tactics as well, or are other new authors the cause of this shift?
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commit terrorist acts, which in turn gives al-Qaeda the appearance of progress 192 Since it has

been established in this paper that al-Qaeda relies almost exclusively on political contexts when

discussing Western actors, but splits its discussion approximately evenly between political and

religious topics when addressing Muslim actors, it seems possible that al-Qaeda's increasing

focus on religion may simply be a correlational and strategic side effect to its increasing focus on

Muslim audiences as discussed in section 6.1.2.

The increase in religious rhetoric may also indicate a genuine shift in the mentality of al-

Qaeda's key leadership, especially among the newer generation of speakers such as Azzam al-

Amriki and Abu Yahya al-Libi. This trend should be worrisome for U.S. security experts,

because, as addressed in Section 2.3.2, it might indicate that al-Qaeda and its followers will not

respond to any level of U.S. foreign policy change or efforts at improving the U.S. image in the

Middle East. If the theories about religion terrorism are correct, in may also indicate that al-

Qaeda will continue or increase its efforts for mass-scale and indiscriminate violence.

The limitation here is very similar to the limits on my analysis in Section 6.2.— the

findings reported here only represent the quantitative elements of al-Qaeda's statements and

cannot account for additional variables such as emotional impact. Religious issues can be often

be framed in relatively simple terms that are easy to remember and make a significant impression

on the listener. It might be that al-Qaeda talks less about religion than it does about politics

because the technical details of the political faults of every apostate regime in the Middle East is

the kind of topic that requires some repetition if al-Qaeda wants its listeners to remember their

message, whereas religious justifications can be repeated less often while still maintaining the

same level of memorability. Al-Qaeda does not need to talk about religion more than it talks

192 Hoffman 2006, 234
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about politics in order for it be classified as a religious terrorist organization; the true test is to

uncover the motivations of its leaders and followers and determine which of these issues is more

likely to convince a potential terrorist to carry out a violent attack.

It is also possible that al-Qaeda's increase in religious rhetoric does not reflect a similar

change in religious motivations. While not represented on any graph, one of the repeated findings

in all three chapters of my analysis was the importance of understanding al-Qaeda's use of

rhetorical framing. Using multiple instances of similar keyword/context pairs in the AQSI, I was

able to employ a "connect-the-dots" technique to understand al-Qaeda's use of specific words

and ideas in a broader context. One clear trend that emerged was the fact that even al-Qaeda's

supposedly "political" statements are often charged with religious subtexts which can be easily

identified once a basic outline of al-Qaeda's overarching doctrine. It may be that al-Qaeda has

always been a religiously motivated organization which simply couched its arguments in more

political terms when addressing the West; now that al-Qaeda's focus on the West has decreased

almost to the point of nonexistence, it may be increasing its use of openly religious terminology

as part of the same media strategy that is increasing its focus on Muslim audiences.

6.4 Suggestions for AQSI Improvement and Further Research

Even after all these conclusions, there is still so much to learn about al-Qaeda. Each of

the results or proposed theories presented in this paper can be considered a starting point for

further research. For example, in Chapter 5 I considered a a hypothesis posited by a number of

authors is that al-Qaeda relies more heavily on the Palestinian issue when it feels like it is losing

support and popularity among the wider Muslim public. Mendelsohn writes in his article that "al-

Qaeda's Palestinian Problem" that al-Qaeda uses "the Palestinian question to improve its
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image," 193 and Blanchard similarly claims in his report for Congress that al-Qaeda's focus on

Israel and Palestine "waxes and wanes depending on the network's need for support -- becoming

more pronounced during periods when al-Qaeda's actions have alienated supporters or as part of

a more outright ideological appeal." 194 If we could define those periods, we could then test this

theory empirically against trends in al-Qaeda's statements from the AQSI. This and similar more

detailed analysis can present a much more precise picture of al-Qaeda by including not only the

"what" and "when" represented in the AQSI, but also the "why."

There are almost endless possibilities for continued research. Further comparison should

be done of the similarities and differences in different authors' statements, to see if there are

points of focus or ideology for which al-Qaeda's senior leadership has differing opinions. Much

more research can also be done regarding all the actors included in the AQSI. This analysis, for

instance, almost entirely excluded any mention of Africa, and only focused on Europe

tangentially. Both of these areas have been predicting to play an increasingly important role in al-

Qaeda's strategy and warrant further investigation. Similarly, I chose four different possibilities

in this paper for "what al-Qaeda wants," but there are many more and, since al-Qaeda is hardly a

one-dimensional entity, it seems likely that al-Qaeda has multiple goals and priorities. Finally,

the dynamic relationship between al-Qaedas political and religious positioning needs to be

investigated further in order to better understand the unique challenges of combating jihadi

terrorism.

These and other studies will be greatly facilitated by the use of the AQSI 2.0 database.

Before the AQSI can reach its full potential as an effective tool, however, there are a number of

improvements and changes to be made. The original data from the AQSI 1.0 will require a lot of

193 Mendelsohn 2009, 71

194 Blanchard 2007, 14
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"clean up" of the data in order to rid it of the many typos and mislabeling errors discussed in

Section 1.4. Furthermore, a whole new set of keywords, contexts, and indicators will need to be

added in order to unleash its full potential for analysis and classification of the statements.

Statements will need clear markers for not only author, date, and title, but also separate tags for

the original "source" and a current "link" tag to the statement's location on the internet. Other

indicators to be included should mark the "type" of statement to distinguish between public and

private documents and label statements as interviews, videos, religious dissertations, etc.

One key limitation for this paper was that, if a certain keyword or context did not appear

in the index, there was a question of whether a subject was genuinely not addressed by al-Qaeda

in its statements or whether it was simply not included or accurately reflected in the index. The

AQSI 2.0 will need to cover a broader range of potential topics and queries, including ones that

might not be addressed in the statements but are likely to be entered as search terms, in order to

differentiate between results that return "al-Qaeda has not discussed this topic" and "this topic is

not included in the index." The best way to increase the quality and quantity of the data in the

AQSI will also remove many of the bias issues addressed in Section 1.4, that is, to have multiple

readers from varying scholarly backgrounds review each statement and identify the important

keywords and concepts in order to accurately represent the full range of political, religious,

social, cultural, economic, strategic, and historical issues addressed in al-Qaeda's statements.

* *

In this section I have addressed the important trends in my analysis for the entire period

covered by this study, from 2001 to 2009. I have also proposed some potential explanations of
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these trends and their implications for an effective counterterrorism strategy. Finally, I

highlighted the important opportunities this study provides for both further research and the

continued development of the AQSI 2.0 database.

One thing we can observe from this entire collection of graphs is that the "quantity"

aspects of the AQSI— the number of statements released each year, the number of authors and

organizations publishing statements, the overall length of the statements and the number of

keywords included— is increasing at a rapid rate. The "quality" variables, on the other hand —

such as their intended audience, the key actors they discuss, the contexts in which those actors

are discussed, the significant goals and priorities outlined in the statements, and the relative

motivations implicated through the use of political and religious rhetoric— are all changing at a

much slower rate.

Al-Qaeda is evolving — slowly — but, while it may represent itself through a greater

number of speakers and pontificate at ever greater lengths and with ever greater detail about the

exact nature of its subjects, the issues that matter most to counterterrorism strategist and experts,

the issues that provide insights into al-Qaeda's plans for the future so that these experts can

create an effective response and prevention strategy— these issues have remained fundamentally

consistent over the course of the past eight years. If anything, it is possible that these key issues

have become even clearer over the past eight years, since al-Qaeda has ceased to divide its

attention between West and East and now seems to have dedicated the overwhelming majority of

its resources and media strategy towards issues and audiences in the Middle East. Furthermore,

even in the areas that al-Qaeda is changing, it is doing so in gradual and some would even say

predictable patterns. Al-Qaeda now is not drastically different from al-Qaeda eight years ago. It
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is not "changing" so much as it is "evolving," refining its focus on certain issues, such as the

Middle East, while decreasing its interest in other areas, namely the West.

This is, in some ways, very good news for American counterterrorism experts. As

numerous scholars and experts have noted, America's war on terror is one that is just as much of,

if not more so, a war of ideologies as it as one of military tactics. Brian Fishman, for example,

recommends that if we can better understand the different tones and undercurrents in al-Qaeda's

ideology then the U.S. can strategically sew discord among different factions and affiliates of al-

Qaeda and thus weaken the movement. 195 Similarly, Jarret Brachman argues that the people who

know the strengths and weaknesses of the jihadi movement are "are the jihadis themselves" 196

and thus that the best way to combat violent jihadism is to first fully engage and understand al-

Qaeda's ideology and literature. Scholars and counterterrorism strategists need to not only

understand al-Qaeda's current ideology, but understand how it is evolving so that they can

predict al-Qaeda's next move and stay one step ahead. Luckily, since al-Qaeda's focus and

ideology are only changing very slowly, this means that experts can study al-Qaeda's statements

from the past and still get a fairly clear idea of where it is going in the future.

These findings all serve as strong evidence that the Al-Qaeda Statements Index is, and

will continue to be, a valuable tool in the fight against terrorism. By identifying these trends,

observing their growth rates, and using them as starting points for further research, scholars,

counterterrorism experts, and policy makers will all be better equipped with the right information

to make the right decisions.

195 Fishman 2006, 29-30; See also Fishman 2008

196 Brachman 2006, 5
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS 

This study began with the intention of showing how useful the Al-Qaeda Statements

Index can be as one tool in arsenal of knowledge needed for the fight against terrorism. Using a

combination of quantitative and contextual research using the statements contained in the Al-

Qaeda Statements Index (AQSI), I have shown how analysis of al-Qaeda's public statements can

contribute valuable insights to many of the scholarly and strategic debates fundamental to the

study if jihadist terrorism. Each chapter considered three broad areas of inquiry related to al-

Qaeda: who were al-Qaeda's key authors, audience, and actors; what were al-Qaeda's main goals

and priorities; and why al-Qaeda claimed its actions were justified using political or religious

motivations. Finally, after all this research, we can begin to answer some of the important

questions posed by this paper about al-Qaeda.

Who is al-Qaeda? Al-Qaeda is a terrorist organization with a rapidly expanding outer

circle of loosely connected affiliate groups and a much more slowly expanding inner core of

Islamic fundamentalist ideologues and leaders. Who is al-Qaeda's target audience? Al-Qaeda has

a media strategy to target a predominantly Muslim audience and designs a majority of its

statements to appeal to the worldwide Ummah, including Muslims in the Middle East, Africa,

and European diasporas; of the remaining minority of statements, approximately twenty percent

are directed to specific Muslim and jihadi demographics in the Middle East, and less than five

percent of al-Qaeda's statements are intended for a non-Muslim Western audience. Who are the

key actors and countries in al-Qaeda's worldview? Al-Qaeda demonstrates an international

interest and often discusses a wide range of both Western and Eastern actors; however, those

actors which al-Qaeda considers targets and areas to be liberated by jihad have played an

increasing prominent role in al-Qaeda's rhetoric, potentially indicating a shift towards efforts to
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increase violent and aggressive tactics and encouraging independent groups to commit jihadi

terrorist acts.

What does al-Qaeda want? Al-Qaeda wants to depose apostate regimes in the Middle

East with the eventual and consistent goal of establishing an Islamic caliphate. Although

changing U.S. foreign policy and decreasing U.S. political power and cultural influence may all

be subgoals of this more extensive objective, al-Qaeda's focus on the United State appears

mainly coincidental to its central plans and based on perceived U.S. interference in Muslim

affairs.

Finally, why does al-Qaeda commit terrorist acts? Although it would seem that al-Qaeda

originally relied more heavily on political justifications for its actions, al-Qaeda has increasingly

cited religious imperatives and motivations as the impetus for its campaign. Furthermore, using

the AQSI to "connect-the-dots" and discover the more nuanced pathways in al-Qaeda's logic, it

becomes clear that al-Qaeda's use of political themes is embedded in a highly charged

framework of religious rhetoric. Al-Qaeda is a religiously motivated terrorist group with political

and territorial goals, reacting against the political, cultural and economic circumstances it sees as

corrupting the Muslim world.

My findings supported the hypothesis that al-Qaeda has changed both in structure and

rhetoric since 9/11, but these have been gradual shifts towards a more concentrated focus on

Middle Eastern and religious issues, not a dramatic break from al-Qaeda's previous ideology.

Although analysis from the AQSI alone cannot provide definitive or conclusive answers any

question, insight into trends such as the ones discussed above can provide direction for future

research. The empirical data provided by the AQSI also serves two other very useful purposes.
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First, quantitive analysis can serve as in independent test for the general and usually

instinctive impressions many observers of al-Qaeda eventually develop. For example, some

scholars and commentators have the strong feeling that al-Qaeda wants to destroy America, but

by looking for rhetoric and indicators of this intention in the AQSI and finding few to none, we

can be forced to dig deeper and more closely examine our thought processes. If al-Qaeda is not

explicitly stating that the West should be destroyed, what is giving these scholars this

impression? Are there more subtle indicators or turns of phrase that might signify this general

plot? Or is al-Qaeda's animosity towards the West actually related to, or conditional on, some of

al-Qaeda's more candidly stated goals, such as its displeasure with the current economic,

political, and cultural situation in many Middle Eastern regions?

Second, while the AQSI cannot be used to definitely prove or disprove any given theory,

it can be used to assess whether al-Qaeda is more inclined towards different themes during in

regard to different time periods, contexts, or subject matters. This can help us move away from

the false dichotomies of often prevented in the literature towards a more nuanced and shade view

of al-Qaeda. It also along helps scholars avoid many of the potential information overload they

face when first addressing the entirety of al-Qaeda's statements and instead allows research to be

broken down into more manage pieces for methodical analysis.

As mentioned in Chapter I of this paper, the AQSO is already a valuable resource for

studying al-Qaeda's media strategy and ideology. Transitioning the text-based AQSI 1.0 to a full-

fledged relational database in the AQSI 2.0. in an important step towards improving its

usefulness even further. As part of this process, but also even after the initial transition is

completed, Mendelsohn and his team are continually striving to increase both the quantity and

quality of topics covered in the AQSI. A limitation for this paper was the potential for inaccuracy
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in its results due to the high levels of uncertainty about the computability of the data from the

AQSI 1.0. The transition to a database structure and the measures being taking to improve the

overall quality of the data for the AQSI 2.0 will greatly reduce the chances that this issue is a

limitation for future researchers. I am confident that the AQSI 2.0 will only get better with time,

and that Mendelsohn's will continue to search for new methods to increase both its accuracy and

certainty for future research.

Finally, for this paper I have attempted to paint a picture with very broad brush strokes,

covering grand themes and general ideas regarding al-Qaeda's very general focus and

inclinations. In this paper I have presented a series of facts based on information from the AQSI

and, where possible, have also provided theories which I considered plausible explanations for

the reasoning behind my findings, the qualitative "why" to support the quantitative "what."

Every conclusion in this paper, however, presents an important opportunity for further questions.

It will be up to future researchers to identify the most pressing issues to be investigated and it is

my hope that the AQSI can aid them in produce a more finely honed and insightful analysis.

On March 17, 2010, the Washington Post reported that "aggressive attacks against al-

Qaeda in Pakistan's tribal region" have "seriously disrupted" al-Qaeda, crippling it and driving it

to "disarray." 197 Nevertheless, al-Qaeda is far from vanquished. It has rebounded from seeming

defeat in the past and it seems resilient enough to do so again. As long as bin Laden, al-Zawahiri,

and their compatriots remain at large and continue to spread their ideology of violent jihad to

other terrorists groups, al-Qaeda remains a threat to the United States. As long as that is the case,

the AQSI and careful analysis of al-Qaeda's own statements will remain a valuable tool for

understanding and countering them.

197 Warrick & Finn 2010
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APPENDIX I: SAMPLE TABLE OF VALUES 
The following tables contain all the indicators used for analysis in the year 2009

to demonstrate how keywords and concepts were classified for this study and to illustrate

the kinds of keyword/conceit pairs present in each category.

Table A- : Au. ;lin

Ati , h, T, included AiillIon. Exclu:lect

Azzam al Amrikl (1) Abu Man , r yor al Arnriki (1)

Abu Omar al Baghdad (4) AI-Oaeda in Germany (1)

As-Sahab media (1) Al-Qaeda in Islamic Maghreb (1)

Abu Yaha al-Libi (7) Al-Oaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (2)

Mustafa abu Yazid (4) Allyatallah (1)

Abu Hama al Muhajir (1) Oaedat al Jihad (1)

Osama bin Laden (4)

Ayman al-Zawahirt (8)

T	 A-2a: Audience by Title

1- 111Q claims: ,J1Qment for

U.S

Title Claim-, Slaterner.101 Muslim ,

None in this period. Somalia...Victory Comes With Pence

Algeria Between the Sacrifice of Fathers and Faithfulness of
Sons

Shaykh Mustafa Abu al-Yazid: 'A Message to the People of
Pakistan"

Mustafa Abu AI-Yazid Statement 'Advice to the Turkish People'

Fight On, Champions of Somalia

Guidance on the Ruling of the Muslim Spy (Introduction)

My Muslim Brothers and Sisters In Pakistan

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

TcPle A-2b: Au. fence by Tide

Till,. unclear

The Believers Are But a Single Brotherhood

Lying Traitors

Al-Agsa Between the Deviation of tie Christians and the Deception of the Jews

Glory in Protecting Religion and Honor

Winds of Paradise, Part III°

Palestine: The Battle is Getting Fierce Now

Al-Fajr Media Center Releases Al-Libi Book On Pakistan

Jihad or Resistance?

Jibadist Website Posts Al-Ubi's 'Guidance on the Ruling of the Muslim Spy'

A Eulogy Statement: Al-Fair Presents: Eulogy from the Two Shaykhs Regarding the

Terrorism: The Vanguards of Khurasan Magazine Publishes Article on 'Patience,'

Mustafa Abu al-Yazid's 'rearview on el-Jazeera

The Second Audio Interview With Shaykh Abu Harnzah Al-Muhajir

A Call for Jihad to Stop the Gaza Assault

Practical Steps To Liberate Palestine

Arab News Station Releases Usama Bin Ladin Audio Statement on US, Pakistan

Zawihiri: The Massacre of Gaza and Siege of the Trailers

Al-Zawitirk "The Sacrifices of Gaza and the Plotting Against It"

Al-Sahab Releases New Al-Zawihiri Video on Somalia, Yemen, Gaza, Afghanistan

The Crusade Sets its Sights on the Sudan

Al-Zawahiri: Six Years Since the Invasion of Iraq

The Floggers of Egypt and the Agents of America Welcome Obama

Let's Continue Our Jihad and Sacrifice
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-3: Actors by Context

.

Are a s to bo

Lbc!tateti , Deter

by Jihad
dad

List of

Victims

Muslim
Target for .Attacks

C
Particip,Thoil iii

I-J-171,rt

Afghanistan	
—

Afghanistan Awakening Councils

Algeria Algeria Egypt

Arabian Peninsula Chechnya France

Chechnya Iraq Israel

Iraq Kashmir Pakistan

Islamic Maghreb Lebanon Shiites

Jordan Pakistan Syria

Lebanon Palestine Ummah

Libya Philippines United Kingdom

Mali Somalia United States

Mauritania Sudan U.S. Agent
Governments

Morocco Swat United States

Pakistan Syria

Palestine United States

Somalia

Sudan

Swat

Waziristan

Yemen

AEFENDixicommum

Table A-4: What AQ Wants (U.S.)

NOTE: The following tables include keyword/context pairs for "U.S. foreign policy"
and "Criticzet Depose Local Regimes." There were no indicators for "Destroy West"
or "Establish a Caliphate" in 2009. so tables for these two themes are not included

in this appendix.

K ex woHo/CON ft,s. I PAiisS f- OFt - U S I- CniEIG	 OLICY '

369. United States:destroys Muslims' homes

370. United States:does not respect outcome of elections

371. United States:election of Obama = admission of Bush's failures

372. United States:enslavement/subordination of other countries

374. United States:holding Muslim prisoners

376. United States:human rights violations

378. United States:in list of intelligence services that divided Afghanistan after 1980s jihad

379. United States:kills innocent civilians

380. United States:lied about reasons for war

381. United Stades:materialism

382. United States:occupation/destruction of Muslim homes

383. United States:placed embargo on Iraq

384. United States:protect/recognize Israel

385. United Stateszeinstftuted drug trade in Afghanistan

386. United Stateseek to establish a Greater Israel

387. United Stateseeks to divide Pakistan

388. United Sfafes:atealingtseeking to control Muslim ail/wealth

389. United States:support for India and their nuclear program

391. United States:support for terse/I/oppression of Palestine

396. United States:torture Muslims

397. United States:torture mujahideen

386. U.S. bases: Jordan

390. U.S.-Iraqi Security Agreement allows for continued U.S. occupation: Iraq

392. United States has rejected implementation of Sharrah law in Swat region: Pakistan

388. U.S. defeat: Somalia

389. U.S. military bases: Saudi Arabia
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

77tble A-5a: What AQ Wants (Muslim Actors)

____,
KEYIA ORD/C.ONTEXT PAIR	 FOR 'CRITICIZEDEPOSE LOCAL REGIMES'

148. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Afghanistan

149. In list of areas to be berated/defended by jihad: Algeria

150. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by Jihad: Arabian Peninsula

151. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Chechnya

152. In list of areas to be liberal	 end	 by jihad: Iraq

153. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Islamic Maghreb

154. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Jordan

155. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Lebanon

156. In list of areas to be lberated/o'efended by jihad: Libya

157. In list of areas to be lberated/defended by jihad: Mali

158. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Mauritania

159. In list of areas to be I 	 edidefended by jihad: Morocco

180. In list of areas to be lberated/deferided by jihad: Pakistan

161. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Palestine

162. In list of areas to be lberated/defended by jihad: Somalia

163. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Sudan

164. In list of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad: Swat

165. In list of areas to be lberated/defended by jihad: Waziristan

168. In list of areas to be lberated/defended by jihad: Yemen

3. Afghanlstan:Taliban restored peace and security

4. Afghanistan:apostasy of Karzai government

10. Afghanistan:In list of areas where the U.S. rejected Shari'ah law

11. Afghanistan:s jihad Is important moment In the history of the Muslim nation

12. Afghanistan:secularism

16. Algeria:Islamic Front for Resume participates in elections/promotes secular constitution

17. Algeria:U.S. agent. apostate government

18. Alg	 :government is immoral, copy of West

19. Algeria hWding Muslim prisoners

22. Algeria:intelligence service tortures Muslims

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-5b: What AQ Wam , (Muslim Actors)

KEYWORD CONTEXT PAIRS FOR' CRITiCiiT‘DEPOSE LOCAL RLC.[ILIES'

23. Algeriamecularlsm

36. Arabian Peninsula:apostate ruler

38. Awakening Council:collusion with Iran

39. Awakening C,ounclIsIgned U.S.-Iraqi Security Agreement

42. Awakening Counci :apostates

83. Egypt:allows infidels to pass through Suez Canal

64. Egypt:apostate regime

65. Egypt:blockade of Palestine

66. Egypt:closed border with Gaza

67. Egypl:cowardice of regime

68. Egypt:destroyed tunnels to Gaza

69. Egypt failure to protect Muslims in Gaza

72. Egypt :prevent Palestinians from escaping to Egypt

73. Egypt:prevented Muslims from going to help Palestinians

74. Egypt:racognitlon of Israel

75. Egypt:regime controls religious institutions

78. Egypt:regime is U.S./Israeli ally/agent

77. Egypt:regime is a U.S./Israeli ally/agent

78, Egyptzesponslbility for instigating attacks in Gaza

79. Ecyptsupports Israel

80. Egypt:target for attacks

81. Ethiopia:attacked/killed Muslims in Somalia

94. HAMAS:misslle launching net the cause Of Israel's attacks against Gaza

95. Hamas:leadership allies with Egypt & Syria

96. Hamas:leadership rents international resolutions

97. Hamas:participates In alectionS

98. Harnasshould support operations

99, Harnas:turning to nationalism/secularism

100. IndiaMurnbai attack
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A -5c: I 1 bat AQ Wants	 ri Actors)

KLYWORD'CONIEX I PAIRS FON ' CNN ICILLifitPOSE LOCAL Fit LiIIIIE.'

102. India-seeks to divide Pakistan

103. Irarrclosed bonder with Iraq

104. Iran:collusion with U.S.

105. Iran:fights Muslims In Iraq

106. Iran:holding Muslim prisoners

107. Iran:nuclear weapons

108. Iraq:Governing Council established secular constitution

109. iraq:IsIamIc Party collusion with Iran

110. Iraq:Islamic Party fights Sunnis

111. Iraq:Islamic Party is target for attacks

112. Iraq:Islamic Party issues lies and deviating fahvas

113. Iraq:Islamic Party supports U.S., is apostate

114. Iraq:Islamic Party target for attacks

115. Iraq:Islamic party supports U.S. Is apostate

116. Iraq:U.S. agent government

117. Iraq:U.S.-Iraqi Security Agreement allows for continued U.S. occupation

118. Iraq:crimes against women

119. Iraq:democracy meant to defuse jihad, spare U.S. blood, control Ummah, protect Israel

120. Iraq:holding Muslims prisoner

123_ Iraq:in fist of areas where the U.S. rejected Shari'ah law

125.	 cr.invasion meant to control oil reserves

128. Iraq:invasion part of plan to establish Greater Israel

127. Iraq:ked about capturing Baghdadli

129. Iraq:stealing wealth of Muslims

130. Iraq:targeting Islamic State of Iraq

131. Iraq:turning to secularism/democracy

161. Jordan:U.S. bases

162. Jordan:apostasy of government

163. Jordan:government's betrayal of Palestine

155. Jordan:In list of countries colluding with the Islamic Party of Iraq

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-5d: What AQ Wants (Muslim Actors)

KEY0.10FICHCONTEXT PAIRS .FOB	 C14111CILL,I)hPIJSt LOCAL fiEGINIES

166. Jordanzecognizes Israel

189. Kuwaktase for U.S. forces

170. Lebanon:Nasrallah Is an apostate

175. Libyaltilled Muslims

176. Libya:mocked Muhammad/Islam

177. Libya:regime killedrtortured Muslims

178, Ubyazuler shut down Islamic schools

179. Libya:stole wealth of Muslims, U.S. agent, apostate government

181. Maurilania:holding Muslim prisoners

183. Mauritania:recognizes Israel

193. Morocco:disdain ulema/distort religion

194. Morocco:holding Muslim prisoners

196. MoroccortortureAdll Muslims

197. Muslim Brotherhoodlailure to protect Palestine

198. Muslin Brotherhood:support U.S., allies

199. Muslim Eirotherhoodrtake money from Muslims but don't fight

204. Nigerin list of tyrannical, enemy regimes

206. Pakistan:United States has rejected implementation of Sharl'ah law In Swat region

207. Pakistanlardart accepts bribesAs a thief

208. Pakistan:Zardarl brought economy to collapse

209. Pakistanzardari fails to protect Muslims in exchange for money and power

210. Paidstan•accepted U.S. bribes

211. Pakistarrarmy tailed to reclaim Kashmir

212. Pakistan:army left borders with India unprotected

213. Pakistan:constitution/laws not in accordance with Islamic law

215. Pakistan:destroy Muslim homes

217, Pakistan:government Is obstacle to jihad in Kashmir

219. Pakistan:government/ruler/am/ a U.S. agent

221. Pakistan:govemment/rulertarmy Is apostate

222. Pakistan:holding, torturing Muslim prisoners
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A -5e: What AQ Iimts (Muslim Actors)

KEYPORLRCONTEXT PAIRS FOR' CRITICI7E20EPOSE LOCAL REGIMES"

227. Pakistan:In list of intelligence services that awided Afghanistan after 1980s jihad

228. Pakistan:kitting of Muslims

229. PakistaniciPs Muslim students

230. Pakfstammilitary support to U.S./provided U.S. military bases

231. Pakistan:non-Islamic constitution

232. Pakistanmuclear weapons

233. Palcistamprevented Muslims from participating in jihad in Afghanistan

234. Pakistan:prevented implementation of Shariah law in Swat

235. Pakistan:secularism

238, Pakistarostalus of jihad

237. Pakctahn:aujiport for U.S. & allies

239. Pakistan:support for invasion of Afghanistan

240. Pakistantaken democracy as its religion

243. Pakistan:westernization overtook Islamic principles

250. Palestinian Authority:closed Muslim charities

251. Palestinian Authority:collusion with U.SJIsrael

252. Palestinian Authority:prevent Muslims from going to participate in Phan in Gaza

253. Palestinian Authority recognizes Israel

254. Palestinian Liberation Organtzallon:epostasy

255. Palestinian Liberation (kg	 '	 ion:recognizes Israel

256. Palestinian Liberation Organlzatlon:secular organization, desires secular state

282. Qatar:recognizes Israel

264. Saudi Arabia:U.S. military bases

285. Saudi Arabia:in list of Intelligence services that divided Afghanistan after 1980s jihad

266. Saudi Arabia:in list of states Iran wants to attack

267. Saudi Arabia:interfaah dialogue	 cover for Arab Initiative for peace

263. Saudi Arabia:regime controls religious institutions

269. Saudi Arabia:supports U.S.

270. Saudi Arabialortured prisoners

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A - 5f: What AQ Wants (Muslim Actors)

KE',".NORD'COI,TEAT PAIRS FOR "CRITICIZEDEPOSE LOCAL REGIMES

271. Saudi Arabiallierna issues deviating fatwas

279. Somalia:U.S. agent government

280. Somalia:1,1.S, defeat

281. Somalla:U.S. defeat Uganda: target for attacks

282. Somaliaxis a specific victim

283. Somalia:government is U.S. agent

284. Somalia:government obstructs ithad

285. Somalia:government, international forces are apostate

286, Somalia:govenvnent. International forces are apostate government is stealing wealth of
Muslims

287. Somalia:in list of Muslim victims

289. Somalia:in list of areas where the U.S. rejected Sharl'ah law

292. Somallazuler is an apostate

293. Somalia:secularism

295. Sudanflashir government should repent

297. Sudan:government is obstacle to Jihad

298. Sudan:handed mujahkfeen over to U.S. allies

305. Swat:in list of areas where the V.S. rejected Shari'ah taw

306. Syria:apostate regime

309. Syria:in list of countries colluding with the Islamic Party of Iraq United States: enslavement/
subordination of other countries

310. Syria:lost political battle with Iran because of failures in Iraq

311. Syriamtealing/seeking to control Muslim oilhveafth

312. Syria3upport for Israel/oppression of Palestine

317. Turkistan (Eastemyseeks to divide Pakistan

407. Yemen:U.S. agent government

408. Yemen:govemment is apostate

409. Yemen:in fist of areas to be liberated/defended by jihad

410. Yemensuler kills Muslims

411. Yernen:support for U.S.
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table .4.6n; Political Themes

POLITICAL KEYWORD/CONTEXT PAIRS

3. Afghanistan:Taliban restored peace and security

7, Afghanistan:democracy meant to deceive Muslims

19. Algeria:holding Muslim prisoners

22. Algeriaintelligence service tortures Muslims

25, Algeria	 Is wealth of Muslims

26. Apostasy:adhering to U.N. principles/law

30. Apostasy basing decision on international legitimacy/resolutions

31. Apostasy:democracy/democratic principles

33. Apostasy:imprisoning Muslims

35. Apostasy:spying on Muslims

38. Awakening Council:colluslon with Iran

39. Awakening Councilsigned U.S.-Iraqi Security Agreement

40. Awakening Council:targeting Islamic State of Iraq

63. Egypt:allows infidels to pass through Suez Canal

65. Egypt:blockade of Palestine

66. Egypt:closed border with Ga7a

67. Egypt:cowardiee of regime

68. Egypt:destroyed tunnels to Gaza

69. Egypt:fakirs to protect Muslims in Gaza

72. Egypt:prevent Palestinians from escaping to Egypt

73. Egypt:prevented Muslims from going to help Palestinians

74, Egypt:recognition of Israel

78. Egyptresponsibiiity for Instigating attacks in Gaza

79. Egypt:supports Israel

81. Ethiopia:	 eked/killed Muslims in Somalia

83. Ethiopla:deputized by NATO to fight mujehideen in Somalia

94. HAMAS:missile launching not the cause of Israel's attacks against Gaza

95. HasnaMeadership allies with Egypt & Syria

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-6b: PolitiralTheato

POLITICAL KEYWCPD/C:ONTEXT PAIRS
_	 _ 	 ______

96. Hamas:leadership respects international resolutions

97. Hamasvarlicipates in elections

101. Inda:allying with the U.S against Pakistan

102, trick:seeks to divide Pakistan

103. Iran:closed border with Iraq

104. Iran:collusion with U.S.

105. Iran:fights Muslims in Iraq

106, Iran:holding Muslim prisoners

107. Iran:nuclear weapons

109. Iraq:Islamic Party collusion with Iran

110. Iraq:Islamic Party fights Sunnis

117. Ireq:U.S.-Iraqi Security Agreement allows for continued U.S. occupation

118. Iraq:cdmes against women

119. Iraq:democracy meant to defuse jihad. spare U.S. blood. control Ummah, protect Israel

120. Iraq:holding Muslims prisoner

125. Iraq:invasion meant to control of reserves

128. Iraq:finvaslon part of plan to establish Greater Israel

136. Israel:attacked Gaza because of U.S. decline

139. Israel:holding Muslim prisoners

140. Israel:human rights violations
-

141. Israkin list of countries colluding with the Islamic Party of Iraq

142. Israel:killing Innocent civilians

144. Israel:occupying Muslim lands

161. Jordan:U.S. bases

163. Jordarmovernment's betrayal of Palestine
_

165. Jordan.in list of countries colluding with the Islamic Party of Iraq

166.Jordansecognizes Israel

169. Kuwait:base for U.S. forces

173. Lebanorroccupied by Crusaders

175. Libya:lolled Muslims
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-6c: Political Themes

POLITICAL KC`O.t,'ORD'C ONTEhT PAIRS

177. Libya:regime killed/tortured Muslims

179. Libya:stole wealth of Muslims. U.S. agent, apostate government

181. Mauritania:holding Muslim prisoners

183. Mauritania:recognizes Israel

194. Morocco:holding Muslim prisoners

196. Morocco:tortureikill Muslims

197. Muslim Brotherhoodiailure to protect Palestine

198. Muslim Brotherhoodzupport U.S., allies

199. Muslim Brotherhoodlake money from Muslims but don't fight

207. Pakistan:Zardari accepts bribes/is a thief

208. Pakistan:Zardari brought economy to collapse

209. PallIstang_ardan faits to protect Muslims In exchange for money and power

210. Pakistan:accepted U.S. bribes

211. Pakistan:army failed to reclaim Kashmir

212. Pakistan:zumy left borders with India unprotected

215. Pakistan:destroy Muslim homes

216. Pakistan:forced to cut-off NATO supply route

217. Pakistan:government is obstacle to jihad In Kashmir

218. PakIstan:government rules by Western laws

222. Pakistan:holding, torturing Muslim prisoners

228. Pakistan:kitting of Muslims

229. Pakistan:kilis Muslim students

230. Pakistan:military support to U.S.tprovided U.S. military bases

238. Pakistarnsupport for U.S., allies

239. Pakistan:support for invasion of Afghanistan

244. Palestine:Gaza to be liberated by jihad

246. Palestine:embargo on

250. Palestinian Authority:dosed Muslim charities

251. Palestinian Authority:cogusion with U.S/Israel

253. Palestinian Authorityncognizes Israel

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A -8d: Political Themes

POLITICAL KEMORD , CONTE)CT PAIRS

255. Palestinian Liberation Organization:recognizes Israel

262. Oatarxecognizes Israel

263. Russia.suppafed by U.S.

264. Saudi Arabia:U.S. military bases

269. Saudi Arabia:supports U.S.

270. Saudi Arabia:tortured prisoners

310. Syria:last political battle with Iran because of failures in Iraq

311. Syriatealingiseeking to control Muslim oll/weatth

312. Syria:support for Israel/oppression of Palestine

317. Tu	 tan (Eastern):seeks to divide Pakistan

319. U.S. Agent Governments:blockading Palestine

321. U.S. Agent Governments:prevent Muslims from going to Gaza

322. U.S. Agent Governments:sent Muslims to Guantanamo

323. U.S. Agent Govemments:surrender of Palestine

335. llierna:support elections

338. Urnmanddlls innocent civilans

339. Ummah:protect mujahideen

340. Ummah:role in iterating Palestine

341. Ummah:steallrig/seeking to control Muslim oil wealth

343. United IGngdom:cweated Israel

346. United Nations:Security Council terrorizes Muslims

347. United Nationslailure to protect Palestinians

348. United Nationslorces recognition of occupations of Muslim lands

349. United Nations:supports Ugandans and Burundians against Somali Muslims

350. United Nations:tool of U.S., Israel

351. Untted States Agent Governmentlailure to support Palestine

353, United States Agent Governments:armies failed to defend Palestine

354. United States Agent Govemments:besleged Gaza/blocked exit out

355. United States Agent Governments:blockading Palestine

356. United States Agent Governmentsiailure to mobilize Ummah against U.S., allies
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-be: Political Themes

POLITICAL KEYWORD/CONTEXT PAIRS

357. United States Agent Govemments:failure to support/protect Palestine

358. United States Agent Governments:helping to kill Muslims

359. United States Agent Governments:no weight on scales of global politics

361. United States Agent Governments:protecthecognize Israel

362. United States Agent Governments:stealing of wealth

363. United States Agent Governments:surrender Palestine

386. United States:Obama approved massacres In Gaza

387. United Statesbribes leaders of Muslim nations

368. United States:corruption

369. United States:destroys Muslims' homes

370. United States:does not respect outcome of elections

371. United States:election of Obama w admission of Bush's failures

372. United States:enslavement/subordination of other countries

373. United States:govemment/economy controlled by Jews/Israel

374. United States:holding Muslim prisoners

376. United States:human rights violations

379. United States:kills innocent civilians

380. United States:tied about reasons for war

382. United States:occupation/destruction of Muslim homes

383. United Statespleeed embargo on Iraq

384. United States:protect/recognize Israel

385. United Statesxeinstituted drug trade in Afghanistan

388. United States:seek to establish a Greater Israel

387. United Statesseeks to divide Pakistan

388. United States:stealing/seeking to control Muslim oil/wealth

389. United States:support for India and their nuclear program

391. United Statesliupport for Israelloppression of Palestine

396. United States:torture Muslims

397. United Statesiorture mujahideen

410. Yemen:ruler kills Muslims

411. Vemen:support for U.S.

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-7a: Re	 Themes

RELIGIOUS KEYWORD:CONTE'XT PAIRS

4. Afghanistan:apostasy of Karzai government

10. Afghanistanin list of areas where the U.S. rejected Sharrah law

11. Afghartistams jihad is Important moment in the history of the Muslim nation

12. Afghanistan:secularism

16. Algeria:Islamic Front for Resuce participates In elections/promotes secular constitution

17. Algeria:U.S. agent, apostate government

18. Algeria:govemment is immoral, copy of West

23. Algeria iecularisrn

29. Apostasy:allying wit /supporting in anyway disbelievers/infidel parties

32. Apostasy:enacting man-made legislation

34. Apostasy:providing nonbelievers with military bases

36. Arabian Peninsula:apostate ruler

42. Awakening Gouncils:apostales

47. Doctrinal Issue:permissibility of putting money in U.S. banks

48. Doctrinal Issues:Muslims should be either jihadis or students/scholars

49. Doctrinal Issues:excuses for not participating in jihad

50. Doctrinal Issues:no need for a majority to agree to jihad

51. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of accepting only parts of Islam

52. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of asking permission to wage jihad

53. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of attacking enemy who uses human shields

54. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of elections

55. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of killing someone who leaves the At-Oaeda organization

58. Doctrinal issues:permissibility of killing someone without having absolute proof of their guilt

57. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of killing the armies of Muslim nations

58. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of removing a leader by force

59. Doctrinal issues:peirmissibility of removing a non-believer from power

60. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of targeting U.S. interests outside Palestine

61. Doctrinal Issues:permissibility of using force
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-7b: Religious Them s

RELIGIOUS KEYWORD/CONTEXT PAIRS

62. Doctrinal Issues:what to do with spies

64. Egypt•apostate regime

75. Egyptlegime controls religious institutions

99. Hamasluming to nationalism/secularism

108. Iraq:Governing Council established secular constitution

112. Iraq:Islamic Party issues lies and deviating fatwas

113. Iraq:Islamic Party supports U.S., is apostate

131. Iraq:Wining to secularism/democracy

137. Israel:desires to cleanse Jerusalem of Muslims

138. Israel:destroys mosques

145. Israel:plans to destroy the Al-Aqsa and Dome of the Rock mosques

162. Jordan:apostasy of government

170. Lebanon:Nasrallah is an apostate

176. Ubyamocked Muhammad/Islam

178. Libya:ruler shut down Islamic schools

186. Media:lead Ummah astray

187, Media:leads people into deviancy

189. Media:supports apostate rulers

191. fi4edia:use by ulema to deceive masses

192. Media:used to justify support for unbelievers

193. Morocco:disdain ulemakfistort religion

201. Nationalism/Seoularism/pan-Arabismeapostasy

202. Nationalism/Secularism/pan-Arabism:places man-made law equal to Sheila

205. Pakistan:Red Mosque massacre

206. Pakistan:United States has rejected implementation of Sharrah law in Swat region

213. Pakistan:conslkutlor1laws not in accordance with Islamic law

221. Pakistairgovemmentkuledarmy is apostate

231. Paldstan:non-Islamic constitution

234. Pakistan:prevented implementation of Shariah law in Swat

235. P	 n secularism
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240. Pakistan:taken democracy as its religion

243. Pakistan:westernization overtook Islamic principles

254. Palestinian Liberation Organizationpostasy

256. Palestinian Liberation OrganIzation:secular organization, desires secular state

259. Pope:Christian followers target for attacks

260. Pope:declared war on Muslims

261. Pope:support for Israel/humiliates Muslims

267. Saudi Arabiainterfaith dialogue a cover for Arab initiative for peace

268. Saudi Arabia:regime controls religious Institutions

271. Saudi Arabia:ulema issues deviating fatwas

285. Somalia:government, international forces are apostate

289. Somatia:in list of areas where the U.S. rejected Sharrah taw

292. Somalia:ruler is an apostate

293. Sornalia:secukuism

295. SudanBashir government should repent

318. U.S. Agent Govemments:attack honest ulema

326. Ulerna:honest clerics in prison/fugltiveskonstantly being watched

327. Ulema:lead Ummah astray

328. Ulems:legIllmize apostate governments

329. Ulemallegilimize apostate governments, prohibit traveling for jihad

333. Ulemasome support apostate regimes

334. Ulama:some support apostate rulers

352. United States Agent Governments:apostates

360. United States Agent Governments prevent clerics from preaching

365. United States:Obama apostatized from Islam

381. United States:materialism

408. Yernamgovernment is apostate



APPENDIX 1 CONTINUED

Table A-8: US. Kerjrwordstran r is

UNITED STATES KEYWORD/CONTEXT PAIRS

365. United States:Obama apostatized from Islam

366. United States:Obama approved massacres in Gaza

367. United States:bribes leaders of Muslim netts/is

368. United Statecoorruption

369. United States:destroys Muslims homes

370. United States:does not respect outcome of elections

371. United States:election of Obama = admission of Bush's failures

372. United States:enslavement/subordination of other countries

373. United States:government/economy controlled by Jews/Israel

374. United Statestrokling Muslim prisoners

376. United States:human rights violatiOnS

377. United States:in list of Muslim victims

378. United Statesin list of intelligence services that divided Afghanistan after 1980s Jihad

379. United States:lolls innocent civilians

380. United States:lied about reasons for war

381. United States:materialism

382. United Statras:occupation/destructlon of Muslim homes

383. United States:placed embargo on Iraq

384. United States:protect/recogriZe Israel

385. United StatesmInstituted drug trade in Afghanistan

386. United States:seek to establish a Greater Wool

387. United States:seeks to divide Pakistan

388. United Statestealing/seeking to control Muslim oil/wealth

389. United States:support for India and their nuclear program

391. United Slates:support for tsraetppresaton of Palestine

394. United States:target for attacks

396. United States:torture Muslims

397. United Slateslorture mujahideen

399. United States.vorakness of economy

401. United States:weakness of military/cowardice

APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-9: Hamas KeywortIsICantexts

HAMAS KEYWORD,CONTEXT PAIRS

94. HAMAS:mIssile launching not the cause of Israel's attacks against Gaza

95. Hamas:leadership alias with Egypt & Syria

98. Hamasieadership respects International resolutions

97. Hamas:participates In elections

98. Harnas:should support operations

99. Harnas:turnIng to nationalism/secularism

Table A-10: Israel Keywords1Cantexts

ISRAEL KEYWORD/CONTEXT PAIRS

136. lsraellattaaed Gaza because of U.S. decline

137. Israel:desires to cleanse Jerusalem of Muslims

138. Israel destroys mosques

139. Israel:holding Muslim prisoners

140. Israel human rights violations

141. Israel:in list of countries colluding with the Islamic Party of Iraq

142. lsraeLkilling innocent civilians

143. Israel*ills innocent civilians

144. Israel:occupying Muslim lands

145. 'smell:01am to destroy the Al-Aqsa and Dome of the Rock mosques

146. Israel:target for attacks
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APPENDIX I CONTINUED

Table A-11: Apos!,13y Ket , rard.v/Contexts

APOSTASY KEYViCI 0/CONTEXT PAIRS

26. Apostasy:adhering to U.N. principles/law

28. Apostasy:allying with/supporting in any way disbelievers/infidel patties

30. Apostasy:basing decision on international legitimacy/resolutions

31. Apostasy:democracy/democratic principles

32. Apostasy:enacting man-made legislation

33. Apostasy:imprisoning Muslims

34. Apostasy:providing nonbelievers with military bases

35. Apostasy:spying on Muslims

13. Apostasy of Karzai government: Afghanistan

14. Apostasy of government: Jordan

15. Apostasy: Nationalism/Secularisrn/Pan-Arabism

17. Apostasy: Palestinian Liberation Organization

18. Apostate regime: Egypt

19. Apostate regime: Syria

20. Apostate ruler: Arabian Peninsula

21. Apostate: Awakening Councils

22. Apostates: Awakening Councils

23. Apostates: United States Agent Governments

97. Government is apostate: Yemen
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